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WHY PLAY DRAUGHTS?

Trove certainly is a good history source for the above game if one knows how to use it! There
are even reasons for playing draughts and some are given in the Hobart Mercury of 7th May,
1938 by the draughts editor “Double Corner”:-  The Late James Hill author of Hill’s Manual -
Draughts  provides  a  recreation  as  boundless  as  the  sea.  It  is  the  people’s  game,  for  in  its
practice, the cobbler and the councillor, the parson and the plumber, all fraternize like so many
bees in a hive.

P.H. Ketchum, author of Ketchum’s “Hardy Manual”- Draughts is a simple game to learn, yet it
is so deep that no-one has yet mastered it to the extent of being invariably able to prevent defeat.

Hugh T. Egan (ex-champion of Australia) - This apparently simple game is the oldest and most
scientific mental pastime known to man. The truth is, it  taxes the intellectual faculties to the
utmost; a lifetime is too short to fully master its intricacies, and its variety is practically infinite.

The late Alfred Jordan, well-known Scottish-American expert - I know so little about this game
that sometimes fool amateurs are hard to beat until they start to beat themselves; they adopt
lines in well-known games that sometimes stagger one.

Mr. Wm. Morgan-the well known Hobart player - It is a nice indoor game for any young man to
learn. It creates a good memory.

Mr. Robert McNair (late President of the Australian and Tasmanian Draughts Associations).
The game of draughts is worthy of the attention of any young person, and the delight experienced
by anyone following up the game will increase as experience grows. Draughts looks simple, but
let the novice beware:-There is a profundity beyond that will tax the best intellect and expert.

If one wants contact with the great races of the past, draughts is one game. It changed from some
obscure game played in Egypt and Ur thousands of years BC to “modern” draughts around 1200
AD. I can see why Edward Falkener the author of “Games Oriental and How to Play Them” fell
under its spell as well as falling in love with Queen Hatshepsut of Egypt. She was a little old for
him but she was a leader in the time of men. If the spiritual Edward ever falls out of love with
her, I will keenly take his place! I have no doubt draughts, or perhaps I should say its ancestors
are far older than the great rival chess. To be transported back to the Pharaohs all one has to do is
play draughts and imagine.
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1. HISTORY FROM PRE-DYNASTIC EGYPT

H.J.R. Murray’s “History of Board Games other than Chess” 1952 details a gaming board found
near Abydos Upper Egypt in a pre-dynastic cemetery at El Mahasna. It must have caused a storm
as it is a clay board 7” x 2.75” divided into 3 x 6 squares with 11 conical pieces two of which
were 1” high and 9 others 1/3rd” high. Murray thought it from 4000-3500 BC and 1000 years
older  than  other  boards.  He then  details  the  game of  Senat  in  a  painting  showing two men
kneeling at opposite ends of a board touching their cylindrical men some of which have nobbled
tops. There appear to be 12 men. (5th Dynasty 2500-2400 BC). By 1270 BC there are 3 board
games but as early as the 1st Dynasty (3000BC) game boards and pieces were found in tombs.
Queen Hatshepsut’s board in the Louvre features with its 3 x 10 square shape on one side and a
20 square board on the other with 12 squares one end and 8 squares only 1 wide leading to the
other a little like a square tennis racquet.

The Ur game boards are 3x8 squares with one truly lovely board of 20 squares covered in rare
stones and rosettes which Hacker Art Books have used as a cover piece in their 1978 reprint of
Murray’s 1952 work. He links the games to older Egypt, Palestine, Greece and Rome and the
lovely board to Senat. He omitted China and claimed that Chinese historians have always tended
to exaggerate the age of their inventions, and in particular the age of their games. This sentence
was missed by David Li in his “The Genealogy of Chess” 1998 where a caustic critique of
Murray (pages 79-87) neglects the above and seems to indicate Murray’s “Other Than..” book
was not read as it is not in the Bibliography.  

It has always been thought that chess was older but when one looks at the two games it is logical
that the simpler game of draughts or its ancestors should be older. An examination of Trove
reveals some startling claims for the age of draughts. The Pharaoh Queen Hatshepsut of Egypt
being one (ca 1473BC) But then if Duncan Forbes lovely 1860 book on Chess History is to be
believed chess is 5000 years BC (Indian birth). Forbes was dismissed by Murray as far too early.
The claim of the great Queen/Pharaoh is worthy of investigation. It is around the right age as the
Chinese game Wei Chi is older (2000BC ca) and one might expect a simplification, 500 years
later. But when did “draughts” become draughts and “chess” become chess?
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On p.73 Murray states on draughts -

1) There is no evidence that draughts was played outside of France, England and the Spanish
Marches before 1500; the first mention of the game, as played in Italy, dated from 1527 and
elsewhere in Europe is later than 1550 and implies a spread eastwards from France.(2) The
name of the draughtsman was borrowed from the name of the ‘queen’ in chess, at first ‘fers’, and
when ‘dame’ took its place in chess, draughts followed suit, and the draughtsman changed to
‘dame’ also.

Further on p.75 he writes “undoubtedly one parent was chess which provided the board and the
name of the draughts men……the other parent seems to have been alquerque which provided the
number  of  men  and  the  method  of  capture.”   And  so,  draughts  is  a  creation  of  chess  and
alquerque and spread from France to Italy, England and Europe.

In the final chapter 9 he concludes that in sharing leisure hours and playing with friends, most
board games originated. I was hoping for a leap of logic from Egypt to Europe to everywhere
just as Edward Falkener suggested as below.

Edward Falkener in his fine book ‘Games Ancient and Oriental…’ 1892 writes lovingly about
the Queen who is Hatasu in his book. And he takes the Egyptian games much further back than
the Queen to 3 or 4 thousand years BC. Could chess and draughts have the same parentage?
Good value is the Dover reprint at $3.50 in 1961. Its paper is still crisp. We won’t see chess
moves in the Egyptian Chapter but the serious research by an eminent Egyptologist, Dr.S. Birch
of the British Museum is great to read and discloses Falkener as a true student of the ancient
games. There is a sketch of Rameses III at game which is worth seeing. It looks a forerunner to
the real draughts with 12 men on the board. Earlier a letter from Birch to Falkener is given with
the first sentence:-  Herewith I send you the representations of the games of draughts on the
monuments, which I have long promised you…..Falkener was critical of Birch in many parts of
that elegant first chapter on the ancient Egyptians and he was definitely in love with Hatshepsut
despite  the age gap. He thought  Birch wrong for his  view that chess was invented  in those
ancient times but that a form of draughts was played then.  

Falkener was born in 1814 and died in 1896. The above was his last book. He married in 1866
and had 3 daughters and a son and a very interesting life with a 5 year tour of Asia Minor, Syria,
Palestine and Egypt from 1842-1847 with some excavation in Pompei. Here he dug at the house
of  Marcus  Lucretius  (Aurelius?)  with  the  results  published  in  his  ‘Museum  of  Classical
Antiquities’ 1851/5. He started serious research in 1866 when he retired to Wales with his wife
Blanche Golding.

Wikipedia has more as it does on his successor Robert Charles Bell 1917-2002. He was a far
more prolific author and being a plastic surgeon was wealthy.  His book,  ‘Board and Table
Games from Many Civilisations’ was published by Oxford University Press in 2 volumes in the
early 1960s. The Dover reprint in 1979 was in one volume (383 pages). A useful book as it
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includes 1 page biographies of  As-Suli, Charles Cotton, Thomas Hyde, Edmond Hoyle, Joseph
Strutt, Duncan Forbes, Edward Falkener, Stewart Culin, Willard Fiske,& H.J.R. Murray. There
are 91 games described and a lot more plates and photos of games. He used the word ‘unreliable’
about Falkener’s book which was disappointing. There were 42 games in Falkener.  (366 pages)

On page 71 of Bell is the following:-  “3.DRAUGHTS - About A.D. 1100 someone unknown,
probably living in the south of France, invented a new game using tablemen on a chequered
chess board with the moves of Alquerque. Each player has twelve pieces called FERSES, the
name of the queens in medieval chess, and the ferses in the new game moved in the same way as
in  the  old,  one  square diagonally  in  any  direction.  A  piece  in  FIERGES,  however,  made a
capture by jumping diagonally over the enemy piece to land on an empty square immediately
beyond….”

Bell considers draughts a war game. Murray was certain chess was a war game. 

Daniel Willard Fiske wrote “Chess in Iceland” in 1904 the year of his death.  The Preface of
this 400 page book was completed by his literary executor Horatio White who later completed
many other books on Fiske. After Iceland which takes almost 100 pages he discusses many other
board games including draughts:-   p. 97 – “Now the game of draughts has no checking,  no
mating, no castling, no variety of movements among its men; hence it is possible to consider it as
a simple collection of moves, or as a collection of simple moves – a game of moves and nothing
else. This suggestion as to the immediate origin of its English appellation may be a far-fetched
one, but no more acceptable explanation can be found in the dictionaries, though the idea is
perhaps best of all expressed by Skeat in his well-known “Etymological Dictionary” in which he
styles draughts “a game of alternate moves.” On page 358 he defines  “Draughts as a greatly
simplified chess, and is hence to be considered as having its direct and sole origin in that game.
It was apparently devised in Spain during or before the XIIIth century. It has already reached
England in the XIVth century and could not well have been known in Iceland much before the
XVth, probably somewhat later. It came to the Island – to judge by the name given it – possibly
from Scotland, but more likely from Norway or Denmark, although it might likewise have made
its  way  thither  from Germany  during  the  time  of  the  trade  carried  on,  especially  after  the
beginning of the XVth century, between Iceland and the Hanseatic cities. Icelandic writers have,
as yet, given very little attention to the story of draughts.”

I have always had an affection for games historians and the biography of Duncan Forbes (1798-
1868) was great to read. Many years ago a copy of his ‘History of Chess’ 1860 came here from
one of Dr. Niemeijer’s auctions. It had been in the Melbourne Chess Club and went back to
Europe to Dr. N in Holland and then back to Australia where it still is today. A very travelled
copy.   It has been reprinted by Moravian Chess in recent years. Forbes was from a poor family
and his parents and family went to America and left him in Scotland with his grandfather where
his schooling was slow and he learned English at 13 but study took him to the University of St.
Andrews obtaining an MA in 1823. He went to India for 3 years but ill-health brought him back
where he learned Hindustani  and in 1837 was appointed Professor of Oriental  Languages at
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King’s College London. He loved chess and this led to the above book which I am proud to own.
He mentions Egypt and the invention of chess there by some historians but concludes that the
Egyptians never  did possess or prefer any claim whatever to the invention.  He believed India
was its birthplace.

And now Richard Torning gives detail  of the Spanish claim to the invention of draughts via
Ricardo Calvo and Govert  Westerveld.   More to read here but  one of the beauties  of chess
research is that many times its sister game of draughts features in the research.

One of the modern books (2017) is  “A World of Chess” by Jean-Louis Cazeaux and Rick
Knowlton (McFarland)  which stays closely to  roots starting with the Arabian Nights,  Indian
Monsoons, Chinese Gunpowder, Japan’s Rising Sun and Evolution and Revolution in Europe
finishing with Variants and the Origins of Chess. The chapter titles are eye-catching and the final
chapter  7  on  the  Origins  of  Chess  start  well  with  ‘Looking  for  a  Common  Ancestor’  and
considers Persian, Arabic, European an Chinese Legends but is only 5 pages. It gets going with
the ‘Modern Search’.  Sadly Egypt is omitted from the text and even the extensive indexes and
notes are silent though Falkener is named. The Chess Timeline starts at 569 in China so proto
chess and draughts are not considered. The index does give 3 references to checkers (draughts)
on p.223, 349 & 372:-

p.223-deals with King Alfonso’s Games (1251-1284) and the book “Libro de lasJuegos” which
is 98 pages split  into 7 books. One of those books “Libro de Alquerque” deals with merels,
morris and alquerque,  an ancestor of checkers.  The full text of this beautiful book is on the
Internet according to the authors but in ancient Castilian.

p.349 - considers the shape of the pieces and the Chinese flat discs so like draughts men. The
authors  hypothetically  suggest  that  if  the discs  came first  rather  than the sculpted  or  carved
standing figures of Persia and India then the implication was the game of chess started in China
and it does not discuss the game of draughts with its discs and early Chinese chess having the
pieces in common. One aside are the draughtsmen found with the Lewis chess pieces which
rarely get publicity. If the Lewis chessmen are 1160AD then draughts is a similar age or older.

p.372 is a note referring to ‘huffing’ in draughts (checkers) which was no longer in force after
1910 in international draughts.

p.360 - has a note (12) on the Madagascan game ‘fanorona’ which was probably derived from
the Arab game ‘al-qirq’ (alquerque) which was an ancestor of merels and checkers (draughts) in
15th century Valencia Spain.

Another book No.8 in the series by Dr. Hans Ellinger,  ‘The Anatomy of Chess’ by Jean Louis
Cazeaux, Gerhard Josten and Myron Samsin 2003, has an excellent introduction which writes of
the meeting at Fribourg in 2001 which discussed ‘Board Games in Academia’ and the Initiative
gruppe Konigstein.  The GM Yuri Averbakh is a member and he thought that the process of
origins began with the evolution of an Indian race game into a chess game, that it was centuries
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long in development and that the Greek game ‘petteia’ & c are important in chess evolution. No
Egypt but modern research concentrates on when ‘chess’ seriously began

Some of the 10 lectures are in German with English summaries. It is a very fine 100+ page book.
In “On the Origin of Chess’ Averbakh mentions the Indus Valley but not Egypt. He is chess
oriented in this truly scholarly article of 9 pages.

Jean Louis Cazeaux 10 page article ‘Is Chess a Hybrid game?’ and it suggests Egypt got some of
its games from the Sumerian Royal game of Ur in ca 1800BC which precedes Queen Hatsepshup
though Falkener takes the Egyptian games way back further. JLC likes a meeting of the Chinese
Xiangqi and the Indian Persian Chatrang for chess but there is no evidence of a ‘seminal game’
before Chatrang and Xiangqi. He moves onto Magic Squares, the Chinese game of Liubo and
Alexanders’ invasion expeditions in this article and concludes that “his opinion has evolved and
changed direction several times in the past years, fluctuating with the rich and numerous contacts
made and may reverse in the future”. A good open mind that was used again in his book with
Rick Knowlton in 2017.

The article ‘Pawns and Pieces - Towards a Prehistory of Chess’ by Myron Samson features a
beautiful game board found in the Royal Graves at Ur in 1934 and is so like the Egyptian ‘Senat’
board on page 15 of Falkener’s book.

Gerhard Josten in ‘Chess-A Living Fossil’ goes into theories, legends and speculations about the
beginnings of chess and includes much from David Li’s book ‘The Genealogy of Chess’ 1998,
and that makes one wonder about contact between Ancient Egypt and China but back to Josten
who  discusses  a  large  sandstone  block  in  the  National  Museum  of  Afghanistan  called  the
Rabatak that refers to Buddhist, Hindu and Zoroastrian gods as well as those in the local Kushan
Empire (now lost) but showing the linkages. The fall of Kushan may have destroyed the genesis
of chess which Josten places here. A truly clever article.
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From International Draughts Federation Website: Glorious Egyptian game setting
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The Chess Amateur was a fabulously varied chess magazine from 1906-1930 and one section in
the early years was “Questions and Answers” conducted by H. Brockett-Pugh M.A. of Monckton
House Perrymead Bath England. Question 40  was in the March, 1908 issue p.167:-

“40. Which is the oldest game-Chess or Draughts. How come it that though the men and rules
for these games are so dissimilar, the boards are identically the same for both?”

The answer was on p.230 May issue and was answered by Mr. W. S. Branch, whose deeply
interesting discoveries and theories we so often refer to, tells us “that Draughts is undoubtedly
an older game than Chess (there are actually draughts-board and pieces in existence of earlier
date  than  any  Chess  materials  yet  found),  and  that  Chess  was  gradually  developed  from
Draughts, though the exact stages and processes of the growth are largely concealed by the
lapse of many centuries.”

Mr. Branch finds evidence “that the game of Draughts was played nearly 2,000 years B.C., and
it may have been an old game then.

The  draughts-board-like  nearly  all  things  that  are  really  ancient-has  gone  through  many
modifications affecting its shape, number of squares, etc.

Chess and Draughts are like the Great Twin Brethren who fought on the side of Rome at the
battle of Lake Regillus, and as immortal:-

By many names men call us;
In many lands we dwell.”

W.S. Branch gave a very long addendum starting p.262:-  The following additional reply from
our valued contributor, shows that in our last number we hardly did full justice to his views.

“Games of a Draughts-like nature, and properly described as Draughts in a broad sense, existed
before Chess  was invented-long before-yet  it  would be wrong to conclude that  Draughts as
known in Europe and America is an older game than Chess. It is younger by eight centuries,
though older (by two or three centuries) than the modern moves and powers of the chess Queen
and the chess Bishop and the chess operation known as “Castling.” It may be said that modern
Draughts is older than modern Chess, and certain ancient forms of Draughts were older than
ancient Chess. But these ancient forms of Draughts were so different from Draughts as played
now as to be practically quite different games. The general principle was the same-to win by
capturing all the men of the other side, or by preventing the other side from making any move.
All the men were of the same value at the commencement of a game. We could quote descriptions
of the moves and some of the rules of several such games-Egyptian, ancient Roman, and others
but  space  forbids.  Suffice  it  to  say  that  the  games were  not  played on boards  of  sixty-four
squares, and were otherwise very different from modern Draughts- which game, there is good
reason to believe, was developed from an ancient Arabic form of Draughts, called al-kirk, played
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on a board of lines, not squares, with twelve men a side, but not quite with the present “moves”
of Draughts. The game was made to fit the chess-board, in Spain, about 1200-1300 A.D. and so
came Draughts  as  now known.  The  “double  corner” which  chiefly  makes  modern scientific
Draughts what it is, was provided by the chess-board. It did not exist on the board of lines.
Besides which change there was on that board no promotion of ”men” to “Kings,” as well as
forward at any time after once moving. A capture was made just as it is now by a Draughts
King.”

Mr.  Branch  did  not  say  that  Chess  was  gradually  developed  from  Draughts.  Some  of  the
“moves” and also the board of an older game were utilized, but Chess, very much as described
in the oldest existing account of its “moves,” was no doubt invented by one man-somewhere in
India, some time between the beginning of our Christian Era and 450 A.D. It was a new game,
intended, as Mr. Murray conjectured, to be a “war game,” the pieces representing several kinds
of troops used in the Indian warfare of the time. Each side with, in addition, a Rajah and his
Prime Minister (our “Queens.)”

The sixty-four square board AD but not in connection with Chess-probably then unknown. It was
used for a dice-game, a kind of backgammon, and may also have been used for some kind of
Draughts. If so, it was not known in Europe or Egypt.

The origin and early history of Chess is not such a matter of mere theory and conjecture as many
suppose.  The researches  of  modern students  of  ancient  Hindu, Persian,  Arabic and Chinese
literature have brought to light a quantity of evidence on the subject – especially since 1860.

The old idea, ‘made to much of by Dr. Forbes and repeated in the curious and amusing “Chess
History” by the late H.E. Bird, that the four-armed form of Chess was the original and much
more ancient than the two--armed is exploded. The so-called “Chaturanga,” for four players
with  a  King,  Rook,  Knight,  Elephant  or  Ship,  and  four  pawns  each,  and  complicated  or
simplified by the use of dice, was invented later than the two-armed game. It s still played in
India, though not to a great extent.  But the word “Chaturanga” really includes any form of
Chess. It does not mean “four armies,” but the four chief portions of an army – the elephant, the
horsemen, the war-chariots with their warriors and the foot soldiers- an army of ancient India.”

It is, of course, difficult in tracing the history of Chess and Draughts to decide exactly what we
mean by Chess and Draughts, many evolutions, possibly many more than we have as yet any
idea of.

Both the Greeks and Romans of classical literature were familiar with games which, even if not
falling under a wider definition of  Chess or Draughts,  were in  many respects  akin to  them.
Among Greek authors who refer to such games (which may or may not have been always played
with dice) are Homer, Herodotus, Sophocles, Euripedes, Pindar, Plato, and others. Sophocles
refers to a board of 5 lines (pentagramma), which some critics take to mean 36 squares. Several
Greek proverbs are also extant containing the technical terms of these games.
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Latin authors also make many references to games played on a board, though we do not even
know whether the words tabella, mandra and even abacus refer to the same or different boards.
Among the references we find Ovid, Martial, Seneca, Cicero, Pliny and Quintilian, and earlier
still Plantius and Lucilius.” (Now to page 294 in the July, 1908 Chess Amateur-)

“Cicero referred to duodecimscripta, probably a board of 12 lines, and one of the passages in
Ovid tells us that the men on each side were in three rows, resembling the modern draughts.

The material of which the men were made seems to have varied, the earliest work in Greek
means a pebble or small stone, but Roman men were made of glass, ivory, etc.

Scanty as these references are they cover a period of many hundred years and probably refer to
several games widely differing in many respects, but for the most part regarded as games of skill.

All that we can conclude is that in the earliest days of Greek and Roman Literature games, not
unlike modern draughts and chess, were in vogue and apparently well-known and not regarded
as innovations.

A  friend  residing  in  Algeria  sent  us  recently  a  picture  post  card  depicting  Arabs  playing
draughts on the sand, the men apparently being formed from the sand, and it is by no means
impossible that the children of the desert played a similar game thousands of years ago in very
simple form.

Something not unlike the elementary game of “noughts and crosses” may have been progenitor
of the modern scientific games just as the floating tree was doubtless the parent of the boat and
so by degrees of the modern ocean liner.”

Chess Amateur June, 1919 p.261:-   Chess and Draughts” by E.B. Osborn

“The war has greatly increased the number of players of chess and draughts, who would like to
know something about the science of these alluring diversions- each of them is rather a minor art
than a mere game or harmless means of killing time. The old controversy as to which is the finer
test of intelligence and will-power has been lately revived. It can never be settled because the
preference for one or the other is purely personal, depending, in fact, upon the trend of the
player’s mentality. Edgar Allen Poe thought draughts subtler and more profound than chess, and
many mathematicians- especially those who love “neat solutions” and would cheerfully drink the
old Cambridge toast of “Pure mathematics, and may they never be the slightest use to anybody”-
have endorsed his commendation. In draughts it is often possible for the expert to see a great
numbers of moves ahead, just  as one sees so often the result  of  a mathematical  exercise as
inevitable, whereas in chess the unexpected is always evolving, and even the fairest prospect is
so clouded with picturesque uncertainties that there is a saying among chess players that “there
is nothing as hard as winning a won game.” In draughts analysis  is  predominant;  in chess
intuition has greater scope, especially in the complex positions of contests over the board with a
time limit. Lovers of precision naturally prefer draughts; as Poe did when his mind was intrigued
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by  the  making  of  the  detective  stories,  which  are  such  brilliant  essays  in  the  logic  of
circumstance,  and have  inspired the  creators  of  Sherlock  Holmes,  Sexton Blake  and Arsene
Lupin. The other Poe – the maker of “To Helen” and other lyrics that grow by moonlight –
would probably have preferred the inexhaustible vicissitudes of chess, which vouchsafe to the
votary so many fair, fleeting glimpses of absolute beauty and –Beauty in itself, which is beyond
space and time and above all other servitudes of the human mind. Inexhaustibility is not among
the merits of draughts. Thus the variations resulting from the 11-15 opening have now been so
thoroughly analysed that it is practically impossible to defeat a player who chooses it and knows
the  combinations  by  heart.  It  has,  therefore,  been  found necessary  to  restrict  the  choice  of
openings – in matches and tournaments, in order to avoid too many draws. But there is no sound
opening in chess in which the issue is inevitable, so that in one all-important respect draughts is
at a serious disadvantage in the comparison.

For all those who wish to pass out of the wood-shifting stage and acquire a knowledge of the
scientific principles of either game I can heartily recommend as a guide “Chess and Checkers”
(D. Appleton and Co., $1.25) by Edward Lasker, a former champion of the City of London Chess
Club, and an excellent player of draughts. The strategic ideas, which constitute the “science” of
either game, are admirably expounded, and the novice (who is apt to waste his time in learning
the array of variations by rote, without any inkling of the why and wherefore of them) will find
his little book a most profitable investment.  Later on he can acquire the more detailed text-
books- to be used as works of reference- in which the leading lines of initial development are
catalogued  and  the  mysteries  of  end-game  elucidated.  Time  was  when  I  myself  preferred
draughts to chess, but the former game had to be abandoned as a mental relaxation because I
was haunted at night by wild and monstrous memories of the lost parti—in quasi-mathematical
nightmares I found myself wandering over boards of infinite extent, watching whole coveys of
men  flying  over  far  horizons  and  capturing  men  as  they  passed.  Moreover,  on  a  visit  to
Charenton I was introduced to a person who had gone made through playing Polish draughts to
excess, and this dismal object-lesson was reinforced by the lines from a lunatic’s poem of right
living:

Chacon a son gout.
Il faut toujours avoir soin

De ne pas danser devant le buffet.

(The lunatics were forbidden at their occasional balls to dance into the refreshment room in
order to protect the crockery.) So I now give some of my scant leisure to the mild lunacy of
chess, which never causes me a moment’s loss of sleep, for I am not such a lunatic after all as to
worry over the loss of a match game, however sternly contested.

There  are  some interesting  notes  in  “Chess  and Checkers” on the  history of  draughts.  The
history of chess is, of course, finally settled in a stately monograph by Mr. H.J.R. Murray, the
son of the late Sir James A.H. Murray, the greatest lexicographer who ever lived, not excluding
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Dr. Johnson himself.”A History of Chess” (Oxford: the Clarendon Press) is a book into which
one may dip at any odd moment,  with the certainty that  some new and curious fact  will  be
revealed. The other day, for example, I was meditating on the curious subject of chess-chaff-the
quaint badinage, meaningless to the uninitiated and even a little irritating, which forms a sort of
spoken obligato  to  most  skittle  games.  It  seems it  is  a  very old habit  of  chess-players.  For
dipping into my Murray (after a few minutes research in my Griffith-and-White), I discovered
that this habit of jesting was universal among players in the time of the Abbasid Caliphs. “Chess
players,” wrote an authority of that far age,  “employ different kinds of pleasantry and jests
designed to astound. Many maintain that these incite people to play,  and add to the flow of
resource. They have been compared with the short, improvised verses which warriors employ
when encountering the enemy. Many verses describing this fashion have been composed: e.g. the
following by a player:

“Hotter than the glow of charcoal glows the player’s timely jest’
Think how many a weaker player it has helped against the best!”

Let  chess players  go on chiff-chaffing,  then,  for  in  so doing they are keeping up a fine  old
tradition, which, to take another historic fact, was one of the secrets of the amazing popularity of
chess in the mediaeval castles, old and young, played it as part of the routine of chevalerie.

The history of draughts is far less spacious and distinguished than that of chess. It has always
been, and still is, a diversion of the commonality. But its origin is an unsolved problem. There is
no historical evidence for the theory that it is a deliberately simplified form of chess. A better
explanation attributes its appearance to the transference of the Spanish game of Alquerque (the
most  complicated  of  the games known as  merels,  which includes  Noughts-and- Crosses and
Three-in-a-row, and are the most ancient of board games), to the chess-board. The method of
capture  at  draughts,  the  multiple  capture,  and  the  huff,  clearly  point  to  a  connection  with
Alquerque, there is an inscribed board for this game in the cloisters of Norwich Cathedral).And
now there is a third theory, my very own. I believe draughts is the result of a social revolution in
the chess-board, whereby all ranks and orders were abolished- except that any “man” could
become a king by going to the limit of the board, which strongly reminds one of the ambitious
outrecuidance of the Snowden’s and Lansbury’s and other autocrats of the Labour that labours
not at all, but sees red and talks red. What a theory! “Morning Post”.”

(I  don’t  know E.B.  Osborn  but  see  Wikipedia.  It  is  probably  Edward  Bolland Osborn  (1868-1967)
journalist and author and that’s a good tip about Edward Lasker’s book “Chess and Checkers” If it is he
had an article “Humours and Chess” in Chess Pie 1936.)

ANTIQUITY OF CHESS - Chess Amateur June, 1919 - page 289 
“Subscribers to the “Chess Amateur” may be interested in an extract from an old Scandinavian
Mythology which I have lately unearthed, and which points to the existence of Chess in Northern
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Europe long before its introduction into England by the Danes of Canute’s day. Those rowdy
and restless folks who were yet apparently able to appreciate an hour of scientific recreation in
the intervals between drinking and fighting, believed and asserted the game to have originated in
the Far-East.

The story is long, and for obvious reasons I give it in my own words. A certain prehistoric king
(with an utterly unpronounceable name) had reason to suspect his wife of infidelity during his
absence on a fighting raid. Accordingly, on his return, he set out with a few faithful retainers for
the purpose of wreaking vengeance on the destroyer of his  peace,  who had meantime made
himself  scarce and was naturally nowhere to be found. Long and wearily,  we learn,  did the
fruitless search continue, until the king sank utterly exhausted, for a rest in the forest in the
shade of  a  giant  oak.  Then it  was,  so doth the  Chronicler  affirm,  that  one  of  the  company
produced a Chess-board and men, and challenged him to contest, in order to distract him from
his troubles.

The game proceeded, and soon became of thrilling interest to the spectators. It was a critical
moment; the monarch’s hand was out stretched to give the move which he believed would bring
matters to a victorious climax when a piercing shriek rang out from the branches above their
heads of : “Don’t touch that pawn for your life!” (or words to that effect)- an event that brought
the whole party to their feet, completely upsetting the board and, incidentally, the chances of
escape of the enthusiast who was hidden in the tree above, and was instantly recognized as the
“party” who was “wanted”. As to who had the best of the “next move” is by no means left to
conjecture by the scribe. The story is interesting, and though to my mind it has a comic element,
is given in all seriousness.  I cannot, however, refrain from appending the obvious moral:- Never
trust yourself to look on a chess-match unless you are ready to boast, like the accomplished
linguist of old, that you are capable of holding your tongue in seven languages.” E. Baumer
Williams.”

(It will interest readers of the “C.A.” to know that the writer of the foregoing entertaining contribution is
the mother of our Problem Editor. She is was who introduced P.H.W. (then nine years old) to the game of
chess. Who shall measure our indebtedness to her for doing so?) 

Her son was Philip H. Williams. I guess the tree dweller paid a severe price for his outburst. The
interesting item was the Danes certainty  that  chess was invented in the Far East.  And what
indeed was the book of Scandinavian Mythology she refers to? BobM

CHESS AND DRAUGHTS - Chess Amateur August, 1919 - p. 309
“A comparison of the two games has been referred to in June and July of this magazine. I think
the typical chess enthusiast knows little of draughts, and not a few may think it an inferior game.
I know little of it myself, but I think I am right that it is not a question of inferiority so much as
being,  today,  more  sterile:  analysis  of  its  possibilities  has  been  pushed  almost  to  finality.
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Theoretically the first player at chess, draughts- or even billiards should win, being one stage
better developed than the second. The perfect billiard player should run out in his first break.
Now at draughts, I believe the advantage of first  move is easier of demonstration than with
chess. There is a grand mathematical simplicity about draughts, though nobody could possibly
hold the opinion that it is in the same street regarding variety. I believe that it is impossible to
prove which is the more ancient of the two.
I see nothing offensive in the remark of Mr. Osborn (quoted from the “Morning Post”) that
“….it has always been, and still is a diversion of the commonality.” To-day it is unquestionably
so. Since the war, chess columns have revived, but I rarely see draughts columns. It is my view
that chess is a far higher flight of intelligence – unquestionably the finest indoor game of skill
where physical power is not part of the argument. There are chess games, chess endings, chess
problems and chess puzzles. There are not surely such marked classifications with draughts? It
would seem that in the latter game, the cause of defeat in a given game is more specific. In many
chess games this cause is a matter of conflicting opinion because the possibilities are so vast.

From a mathematical point of view’ “Reversi,” which I have once before mentioned, presents
the most intricate problems; it is a game shamefully neglected. It is a deep study, all the more
impressive to me as I remember playing a series of games at Reversi with a fine chess player of
the old school, in which I never had the smallest chance. I never grasped how it came about that
in the end I was swept off the board time after time. The intricacy lies partly in the fact that
throughout  the  game  the  actual  forces  are  continually  changing  colour.  It  is  said  that  the
familiar  “Noughts  and  Crosses,”  though  played  by  the  little  ones,  is  in  reality  a  flight  of
mathematical problems.

There is a Japanese game called “Go,” which is claimed to be the most difficult board-game in
existence; experts at this science hold positions more like cabinet ministers, and spend their lives
at the study of “Go.” But the charms of chess are so obvious-its variety, and the different planes
of excellency amongst its devotees. I sometimes see games being played at restaurants- the two
opponents apparently not having the smallest idea of how to play; yet how they enjoy it! “Surely,
sir,” said I on one occasion, “you ought to get out of check before you do that?””Oh, ah, to be
sure! Thank you.” “Fancy us not seeing that, Albert!” said his opponent. I replied, tactfully, that
it is well-known that onlookers sometimes see more than the players. On this case it would have
been rather difficult to see less!

But I do not hold Mr. Osborne’s view as to the origin of draughts being based on some political
and quasi-socialistic upheaval- a theory which he advances with some diffidence. The ultimate
appearance of “Kings” at draughts would seem to be the very last procedure that socialistic
innovators would tolerate. Surely the aspiration of an assiduous draughts-piece to wear a crown
should be (in the view of the socialist) rewarded with the gallows!”

(“Go” is a Chinese game and this is possibly a Typo. BM)
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CHESS AND DRAUGHTS - Chess Amateur September, 1919, page 314, 

Mr. P.H. Williams (page 309) writes interestingly but not quite correctly on this old topic.” I was
a newspaper Draughts-editor for four years, have been a Chess-ditto for twenty-eight, and a
student of the history of both games all the time-though that of Draughts is scanty-so I will add a
few remarks.

Mr. Williams says: “I believe it is impossible to prove which is the more ancient of the two
games.” It depends on what is meant by “Draughts.”There were games of a draughts-like nature
before Chess. But none of them would be recognized as Draughts by draughts players- they
would seem nearly as distinct as chess is. As to the word “Draughts” that has only come into use
as  the  name of  the  game in  English-speaking  countries  (only)  since  1300.  The word is  old
English for “moves” and chess-players formerly spoke of their “draughts” –checkmate in four
draughts, and so on.

It is certain that the game of Draughts (French, “Dames”) was very young, if living at all, as
late as 1200A.D. It is almost certain that it was invented in France about that date, but did not
become widely popular till long after.

Chess was invented in N. or Central India, about 450-90. It is not known how far, if at all, thwe
first Chess was different from that brought to Persia about 550 and to Arabia a century later-
concerning which game everything is known. Almost exactly the same game was English chess
from 1090 or so (Norman earlier) until about 1200, when the pawns were given the optional
double steps as now. With that change the old game continued here till after 1500, when the
Queens and Bishops became as now; though castling in one move was not the rule till later.

Chess is therefore about seven centuries older than Draughts. Unless some more ancient games,
played on boards of squares or lines with pieces of uniform value, but with quite different moves
and captures on boards of squares and considerably different on the board of lines (Alquerque
de doze) – are to be considered, or one of them, the parents of the game of “Draughts.” In the
same way you might say that the ancient  Greeks played cricket,  because they knocked balls
about with sticks.

Alquerque was the nearest game to Draughts, of these ancient  games, but it was a different
game, less scientific, played on a board of lines, not squares, and with the pieces all of the same
value throughout the game. These pieces moved and captured as draughts Kings do now-from
points at the intersections of lines. There was no double-corner.

I hold that the game of Draughts is less than eight centuries old, and in agreement are Mr.
H.J.R. Murray, Mr. J.G. White, of Cleveland, U.S.A. – who has the largest chess library in the
world and a very large draughts collection; the late v.d. Linde, the late Prof. Fiske, and Mr. J.
Alexander, of Birmingham, ex-draughts champion of England and now a student of the history of
board games in general and draughts in particular.”
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In his History of Chess Mr. Murray writes: “There are two theories as to the origin of draughts.
The one, proposed by v.d. Linde and supported by Fiske, is that the game is a simplified chess (a
battle between two sets of our old and weak chess queens). The other, suggested by Brunet y
Bellet  and developed by Mr. W.S. Branch in a series of articles in the “Pittsburgh Leader”,
1911-12, is that the game is a result of the transference of alquerque to the chessboard. It may be
that the truth lies in a combination of the two theories. The board and the idea of promotion
seem due to chess, the method of capture, the multiple capture, and the huff, to alquerque.

That draughts is and has been “a diversion of the commonality” is substantially true. But among
the exceptions were Queen Elizabeth, Mary, Queen of Scots, Queen Victoria, Dr. Johnson, and
the Duke of Wellington. The ladies mentioned played chess too, but not the Doctor and the Duke.

The game of Go or Igo is a highly scientific game played on a board of many squares without
moving pieces about at all. It is played all over China as well as Japan, under another name.
And it  is the favourite  indoor game of the upper circles.  In China chess is  the game of the
commonality-and gambling another.

I played three games of Go with a Japanese – in Sussex! And I felt like a lamb being crushed by
a boa-constrictor. Much the same with Japanese chess- two games. Then I licked him at our
chess.

I doubt if there is a man living who can play Japanese chess and European chess equally well.

There are not so many kinds of problems and puzzles in draughts as in chess. The problems
composed are much fewer with a large proportion of unconscious duplicates.

That draughts originated in some political or social upheaval is all nonsense.  W.S.BRANCH.” 

There is more chess than draughts research in the above but it all depends on when the modern
games of chess and draughts started. Chess is older; say 600AD to draughts 1100AD but what
about the ancestors?  In reading the International Draughts Federation (Bulgaria) website I noted
the following:-  Though most people do not know it, the game we know today as Draughts
probably  began as  a  game called  Alquerque in  Ancient  Egypt  1400 BCE with  “modern”
draughts invented 12th Century CE.  The game is thriving in 2021 judging by the above website
and  the  World  Draughts  Federation  with  its  headquarters  in  Holland,  and  the  International
Draughts Federation (IDF) in Bulgaria. The old and the new draughts are well catered for in the
IDF’s definition.

Three books on Draughts history recently bought are:-

1.  “The  History  of  Checkers”  by  William  Shelley  Branch  Specially  written  for  the
Pittsburgh Leader October 8, 1911-April 14 1912 No.30 of 40. May 2003.

38 pages. The rules of ancient draughts are lost and different to our “checkers” but the same
objects are there-capture and prevention. The Roman and Egyptian games are “aunts & uncles”
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of  games  of  draughts-like  nature.  He  thought  Falkener’s  draughts  “imaginative”  and  was
convinced that draughts came from alquerque as given in AlfonsoX1283 work though that game
was on lines not squares. The draughts game in principle being older than chess. He was sure
draughts suited the Scots character. He finishes with a description of 25 draught game openings,
some  mention  of  very  early  British  players  and a  very  funny  Wyllie  story  from his  “Herd
Laddie” days. It’s a lovely booklet that WSB put a lot of work into. In the Sun (Sydney) 3 June
1934,  Branch  stated  scientific  research  of  the  last  half  century  has  fixed  the  period  of  the
invention of draughts as the 13th century and almost certainly the last 20 years of it.

2.  “The Ancient History of Draughts A search amongst Egyptian and other monuments in
the British Museum and elsewhere” nd but 1913. By Geo. Henry Limbrey Reprint 1980.
Missing pages 17-32. It has a New Zealand story that the savage interior tribes played draughts
and called it E’mu. A different take on the whalers who played draughts with coins against the
Maori. There are many descriptions of objects  discovered by the Egyptian Exploration Fund
including the El Mahasna cemetery find of a clay gaming board and 11 pieces mentioned by
Murray in “….Other than…”. The Egyptian tomb drawings by the author are to urge interest in
the ancient history of draughts which is centred there as evidenced in the British Museum and
praise for the Egyptian economy and its clever people from the lower classes all of whom played
draughts to the rich who played after death in the Egyptian Elysium. I am trying t get scans of the
missing 16 pages.  Limbrey (1873-1953) writes well  and it  is an enjoyable read.  He married
Frances in 1891 when he was 18 and they had 6 children He was a printers traveler in Middlesex
1901.  He  toured  in  1911  (where?)  lecturing  on  draughts  with  his  view  that  Egypt  was  its
birthplace.

3.  “A History of Alquerque and Draughts from their Origins to 1800 36 pages by Richard
Miller 2015       

The author insists on sound evidence and dismisses Ancient Egypt as an ancestor of modern
draughts. Alquerque he states  came into existence sometime before the ninth century  and with
that date modern draughts has an old lineage.  But there are dangers if alquerque’s history relies
on  the  graffiti  on  castles,  churches  and  civic  buildings  in  Europe.  There  are  few  literary
references but those  are useful especially Alfonso X’s work in 1283.

If alquerque also derives from three or nine mensmorris it is a pity to note the author’s comment
on p.5 that few inferences can be made about the origin of the game of alquerque. And if this is
one of the  parents of modern draughts what was the other parent? Perhaps chess as Murray
suggests. Modern draughts begins in the late 15th or early 16 th in Spain, possibly Valencia to
become one of Europe’s favourite board games. The author examines the variants such as Polish,
Frisian and Long and Short move varieties. It is a nice book with lovely sketches.
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2.   A BRIEF HISTORY OF DRAUGHTS IN GREAT BRITAIN

D.W.Fiske in “Chess in Iceland” 1905 p.95 wrote:-  “But the game and its name had become
very  familiar  early  in  the  17th century,  when  William  Perkins,  in  his  work  “A  Case  of
conscience” (1619), speaks of  “the games of chesse and draughts.” 

In’ Twiss on Chess’, the author takes the game back in Europe to at least 1750 when Philidor
was in Holland trying to make ends meet after the collapse of his music tour. How did he do
that? Playing draughts for money. He was a good player. Naturally he took that skill to Britain
from 1749 onwards. In his Miscellanies Twiss stated that Dr. Johnson wrote the Preface and
Dedication in Payne’s 1756 book and to prove it he includes both from page 140-143. Twiss then
gives a big wrap to Joshua Sturges 1800 book above. Draughts continues on for 40+ more pages.

Joseph Strutt  in  his  book “The Sports  and Pastimes  of  the  People  of  England” 1801 states
draughts was well known at this time. It had become popular when Payne brought out his 1756
book. Joshua Sturges followed in 1800 and built on Payne’s book to make his a best seller today.

Britain  was the leading draughts  country in  the 19 th century  with Scottish  world  champions
flourishing over the decades. It started with Andrew Anderson (1799-1861) the first champion
who clashed and defeated “The Herd Laddie” James Wyllie  in the early years,  winning 4/1
(1830/1840/1847 and losing 1847) .  His book “The Game of Draughts Simplified” included
game rules and was very successful.

James Wyllie (1818-1899) has an excellent biography by Chris Reekie in the website “Wyllie
checkers”  and  he  was  a  great  active  champion  promoting  the  game  in  America  and
Australia/New Zealand by his lengthy tours of 4 years+ in the 1870s/80s. He was afraid of no-
one and played Robert Marten, W. Barker, Robert Yates, Charles Barker, Willie Bryden,
Richard Jordan, James Ferrie and Robert Mar. 

It was the ‘golden age’ for the game and the world loved him win or lose. Just before WW1
Ferrie lost to Alfred Jordan an Englishman breaking the hold the Scots had on the title. AJ lost
in 1917 to the American Newell Banks 1917-22, then Robert Stewart of Scotland won it back
and held it until 1933 when Banks was again Champion. This saw the title stay with the USA
until 1991 with Asa Long, Walter Hellman and the great Marion Tinsley holding the title until
it  was  won back  by  the  Englishman  Derek  Oldbury.  There  was  another  championship  that
rivaled  the  World  checkers  Draughts  title  and  it  was  called  the  International  Draughts
Championship with the French holding it from 1885 to 1947 with the Netherlands 1948-1954
and  then  Russia  from  1948  with  some  gaps.  Alexander  Georgiev  was  the  Russian  2019
champion.

The English Draughts Association started in 1898 and has for over 120 years organized great
tournaments. There are many clubs today (25+) affiliated with the Association which has great
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links with America. Selecting the greatest club is controversial but Glasgow must be up there
with Edinburgh. The British draughts columns, like those of chess sing the virtues of this game.

If one goes to Trove on the National Library website in Australia one soon becomes submerged
in draughts columns. What must it be like in Britain?  Draughts came to Australia from Great
Britain.
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3.  EARLY DRAUGHTS IN AUSTRALIA

Peter  Wagg discovered a  very early chess challenge  in  Tasmania  between Captain  Matthew
Foster (1796-1846) of the 63rd and Director of the Convict Probation System and Dr. Thomas
Braidwood Wilson (1792-1843), ship’s surgeon and one of the first bee keepers. Wherever chess
is so also is draughts and this match in the 1830’s went with the short-lived 1835 Launceston
Chess Club. The Hobart Town Chess Club in 1854 specifically named draughts as the only game
with chess to be played at the Club.

The 1840 Australian Chess Club in Sydney does not specify draughts in its 12 rules nor does it
ban draughts. It is likely draughts was played in this club which last till late 1845.

Many great chess players of the 19th  & 20th century such as Harry Pillsbury and Frank Marshall
were very strong draughts players in the USA as well as chess grandmasters. Also the World
chess Champion Emanuel Lasker who played with Alfred Jordan at draughts and lost.

It  is  likely gold prospecting  in Victoria  brought draughts  players  with sets  to  cope with the
boring times.  The Secretary of the Melbourne Chess Club and Licensee of the Argus Hotel
William Lancelot  Kelly was a strong ‘hybrid’ also in 1857 and he became Proprietor of the
Melbourne Punch in 1864. There were a lot  of early Victorian chess clubs such as Corio at
Geelong, Ballarat, Beechworth, Ararat and St Kilda. That meant draughts too.

Yanggendyinanyuk was an Aboriginal who played draughts and cricket in the 1868 touring team 
to England.  A very interesting early fact. (See Indigenous Australia website on him)

Organised chess is one thing; Social chess another. We know chess was on the ‘Endeavour’ with
astronomer Green, that Joseph Banks played and his sister Sarah Sophia actually collected chess
books. Matthew Flinders and his wife Ann were keen players and he played for many years
when a captive  on Mauritius.  Many emigrant  families  brought  sets  with them on the  ships.
Cumes in his delightful book “Their Chastity was not too rigid-Leisure times in early Australia”
1979 wrote of ‘draft’ boards for sale in December, 1820 by a Sydney trader. It was a ‘silent
exercise of intellectual talents’ he wrote on p.85. The favourite games in WA were  draughts,
cribbage, chess, picquet, and vingt et un in the 1830’s and 1840’s in SA. Cumes in his Preface
wrote Perhaps a society reveals itself as much by the way it plays as by the way it works. He was
the author of “A Bunch of Amateurs” in 1988 and criticized the Politicians Malcolm Fraser and
Bill Haydon such that the latter attacked him in Parliament. It made the front page of the Herald
(24th March, 1988) and it surely sold a lot more of the book which he was touring the country to
sell.

John Lhotsky in his 1835 book “Illustrations of the Present State and Future Prospects of the
Colony of NSW” was not so sure…”in the long neglected and mis-ruled Colony. Amongst us no
public  libraries,  reading  rooms,  museums  or  even  chess  or  other  clubs  exist,  because
Government  itself  is  neglecting,  or,  as  it  were,  despising  everything  connected  with  natural
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comfort and education. After the work of the day is done, the only thought of most of our young
men is brutal voluptuousness and seduction, and every means, are resorted to, to accomplish the
destruction of poor and innocent emigrants.”  And, he may have been right but only just as clubs
were starting. Perhaps his book helped.

One long-lived Club was the Sydney Mechanic’s School of Arts started in mid 1861 the Chess
and Draughts  Club and it  was  still  going strong well  into the next  century.  The Town and
Country Journal of May 21st, 1887 p.1084 has a good early history of draughts in NSW and the
entire article is at the back in Trove. The interesting detail in the column by an older editor who
is unknown states the School of Arts Chess and Draughts Club was inaugurated in 1857. John
van Manen found a magazine stating the Club started in June, 1861. On the draughts side it was
nice to have the names of deceased members Charles and James MacKay, Messrs Reid, Drury,
Morrison,  the  latter  a  very  old  members.  Seeing  as  the  Club  started  in  say  early  60’s  this
information  is  27  years  old  and  Morrison  could  well  be  an  older  man.  Others  named  are
Stormont who was another  old member,  Ewing,  Parton,  Buckle and Illingworth.  And a Mr.
Miller “of the Railway” who was a very strong Sydney player. These are all at the end of the
article. The description of the Club rooms is excellent and the draughts column itself started in
April of this year. The Club continues strongly in 2021. No chess and draughts I fear.

A second meeting of the Melbourne Draught Club was held Tuesday night 6th June, 1876 at Miss
Oliver’s  Café:-President  R.  Baird;  C.S.  Paterson vice-President;  Jas  Paterson Treasurer;  and
W.R. Osmond Secretary. A large attendance and a match 8 players aside resulted in the V.P.’s
team defeating the P’s team 6/2. J. Paterson was the Australian Champion some years later. (The
Age 8th June, 1876)    (See also The Age 3rd June, 1876. First meeting was held 2nd June at Miss
Oliver’s.)

Another wonderful chess book that may be on the web is “Australian Chess Annual” 1896 by
Hugh Bignold. I have a bound photocopy bought from the State Library of Victoria in the 70s.
Bignold died in the early 30’s so it is out of copyright and any content can be used. He was
optimistic calling it  an “annual” but it is an invaluable 19th century primary source. He was a
Sydney barrister  and writer  and used the simple process of writing letters  to knowledgeable
people who could answer his questions and he put it all in the “Annual’s” 169 pages. He was a
fair player and problemist and in a simul at the St. George’s Chess Club at Kogarah scored +9=3.
He may have been lucky Dr. J.  J. O’Keefe did not play but scored +8 =4-2 in another (23 rd

January, 1896). It was a great period and a team match on 4 th April saw 80 players all named.
One comment made by Bignold on. p.23 was “The history of the School of Arts Chess Club is
the history of chess in Sydney”.

Draughts was played here. It should be noted that J.H. Carruthers, President of the Suburban
Chess Association was a State Premier of NSW later.
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It is pleasing that ‘draughts’ does feature in the “Annual” as it is my favourite Australian chess
book. It was fortunate though that Bignold, a legal and literary man, was author and here is the
5th and last verse of his ‘L’Envoi’ poem on the last page of the “Annual”:-

Master, the sands are running dry,
That mark life’s all-absorbing game;
Soon must we put the chessmen by,

And shadows go as shades we came.
The wave of Lethe runs in spate;

Yet man is master of his fate!

Bignold’s book gives details on some of the draughts clubs around in 1896. For example the
NSW Draughts Ch’ship started 4th October, 1897 with players, Warnoch, J. Drury, J. Boyce, J.R.
St. Ormont, Gallagher, Griffin, Trumper all of Sydney, plus J. Illingworth of Richmond (lately
Katoomba) and Lachlan Shaw late NZ now the Pyrmont Club. There was a NSW Draughts Club
Association in1896 and 6 clubs were playing a tourney:-  South Sydney, East  Sydney, Balmain,
Alexandria, Police and the Sydney School of Arts. The NSW champion in 1890 was John Boyce
and in a Teams Match in 1897 there were 72 players and a tied result! 52 wins and 22 draws. It
was played at the Lecture Hall of the School of Arts. In 1890 John Boyce played “The Herd
Laddie” at the SOA with a +1-1 result. There were 10 entries in the NSW Ch’ship of 1903:-
E.W. Smith of Bowral, Drury, Stormont, Dwyer and M’Beath still in it at 17 th April. Trove is the
go to site for ease of research but it is not chronological. Or is it?

Some Chess and Draughts clubs in Bignold have lists of Club Executives for 1896. 

Draughts was linked to chess in the Balmain Workingmen’s Institute Chess and Draughts Club,
Burwood School of Arts (SOA) Chess and Draughts Club, Chatswood Chess & Draughts Club,
Marrickville SOA Chess & Draughts Club, Parramatta SOA  & Granville Chess & Draughts
Club.

Country Clubs:-  Bathurst,  Bombala,  Broken Hill,  Queanbeyan, Wentworth Falls all  Chess &
Draughts Club.

There  was a  fine  Melbourne  Chess  & Draughts  Club called  the  Victorian.  After  a  time  the
draughts players seceded leaving behind them an organization that did yeoman service of several
years in the encouragement of chess among younger generation of players.

Many of the other States chess clubs did not have ‘draughts’ in their title and were chess clubs.
There were draughts clubs with no chess. Some held the line such as the Townsville School of
Arts Chess & Draughts Club, the Railway Library Chess & Draughts Club (Qld), South Brisbane
School of Arts Chess & Draughts Club.

In New Zealand,  the Linwood Chess & Draughts Club, Sydenham Chess & Draughts Club,
Wonganui Chess & Draughts Club and the Woodville Chess & Draughts Club.
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Just back on the Grenfell Chess and Draughts Club:-  It met in the Reading Room of the School
of  Arts.  There  was a  membership  of  20 and the President  was W.  Maitland,  Hon.  Sec  and
Treasurer was Wm Sippel with a Committee of Rev. J. Milne, Dr. Rygate, Messrs Maitland,
Watts and W. Sippel. The subscription was Membership School of Arts. I wrote to the Secretary
of the Grenfell Historical Society Hon. Research Sec. Lloyd Mitton who replied on 14 th July
1977. Just prior to that I played in the Grenfell Open, the only chess tournament I have ever
played in and scored +2-2.  I didn’t realise how hard it w,as to play and decided then never to do
it again. I met Lloyd on a visit around the town with my wife Norma and here is Lloyd’s letter
which gives a small picture of some of the members:-

“Dear Bob,
 In reply to your letter of the 22nd June re chess in Grenfell. The local paper of that period makes
no mention of a chess club that I can find, but I can help with some of the people mentioned, and
building’s used.

The first School of Arts that would have been used by the club was a timber building in George
Street  this  building was behind the present  Library in Main Street.  With the erection of  the
present School of Arts now our Museum all activities were transferred to it, that was in 1896.

The executive and some of the members mentioned I have a little information that may be of
interest to you. The President - W.Maitland was a partner in the general store in Grenfell they
traded as Purdy and Maitland. We have nothing on him of any consequence.

Hon.  Sec.  & Treas.:-  Wm. Sippel,  this  is  an interesting  one.  Son of  John and Mary Sippel,
Jewellers of Grenfell. William enlisted and went to the Boer war in 1899, on the conclusion of
hostilities he elected to remain in South Africa. He was not only a chess player but a very fine
rifle shot, in 1898 he won the G.H. Greene M.L.C. Shield for marksman of the year. This shield
he took to South Africa with him. In 1953 he returned it to the Grenfell Rifle Club for Annual
Competition. The Rifle Club has now passed it on to the Historical Society.

The Rev. J. Milne was the Presbyterian Minister in Grenfell from 1892 to 1895.
Mr. Watts no record at all, very difficult without initials. There were Watts on the land but miles
from town.

Dr. R.E. Rygate, a much loved doctor in Grenfell from 1882 until his death in 1915. He was born
at Hartley N.S.W. In 1859 son of Dr. Robert Rygate. He was educated in Sydney until he was
sixteen years of age and then sent to London where he graduated in Medicine. On his return to
Australia he was appointed surgeon at Wellington Hospital N.S.W. He married Miss Josaphene
Blake of Yass and at the age of twenty three came to Grenfell and set up practice. Dr. Rygate
took  a  lively  interest  in  many  of  the  towns  activities,  Race  Club,  Show  Society,  Progress
Association and was Master of the Masonic Lodge on two occasions.
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Sometime  in  the  1960’s  another  chess  club  was  formed  here  and  you  may  get  some  more
information from them, I would suggest you contact Mr. Kevin Lohnson, “Arabanoo” Grenfell
2810, phone43 5117. Hoping this information will be of help to you in the History of Chess in
Australia. 

Yours sincerely Lloyd Mitton, Hon. Research Sec.”

The Town & Country Journal of 19th June, 1897 had an historical article called “A Sixty Year
Retrospect” by “Coulter Fell” & covers draughts from 1837-1897 in Australia from a Brisbane
and Sydney viewpoint. Well worth reading in a scan at the rear. The rarest part is the description
of draughts generally in rural Australia and one wishes it was longer. Whoever “Coulter Fell”
was, he was clearly elderly, a strong player probably from Sydney with a good grasp of draught’s
history and an admirer of “The Herd Laddie”.  “Culter Fell” is a hill in Scotland from which one
can see the Cumbrian Lake District to the Scottish Highlands. Perhaps the author was a Scot. In
the 1896 Christmas issue of the Journal he wrote  “Christmas Jottings” which are notes from his
diary. I don’t have it all but he was a learned person and examined draughts ‘early days’. He was
sure the early whalers at New Zealand played draughts with sovereigns for the Black men and
other coins for the White….”when gold was valueless to Maoris in either the North or Middle
Island. These coins have been found in wrecked vessels and came in handily as ready-made
draughtsman.”

The game was extremely popular at the turn of the 20th century and there were draughts columns
in  most  city  newspapers  and  large  rural  centre  newspapers.  Even  WW1  didn’t  stop  them
completely but there was a turndown from August, 1914 until the end of the war. It returned to
full strength post WW1 and the 20’s and 30’s were rich decades for draughts clubs and columns.

Draughts in later decades post WW2 does seem to have declined. It is perhaps true that as the
Scottish people in Australia aged, that draughts lost its popularity. They carried it in the 19th

century and most have been proud that one of their own was world champion even in his 70s.
The Scots produced many world draughts champions.  Here are some scan excerpts from the
40’s.

Warwick, Qld formed a Chess & Draught’s Club in 1940.  Players included P.J.G. Williams, Jim
McClusky, Jack Orange, Bert Madren, Bill Matthews and J. Fox (champion) (Warwick Daily
News, 20th August, 1940.)

Wagga  had  a  chess  and  draughts  Club  in  1946  with  Secretary  W.  McSpadden  (later  J.
Thompson). The club met regularly every week in Coleman Street Hall. 

Cootamundra moved its chess & draughts Club to the School of Arts in August, 1946
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Morwell (Vic) had reformed its chess & draughts club in 1948 with President & Secretary J.
Schumann,  Vice  Presidents  J.  Cook  &  R.  McKenzie,  with  delegates  N.Walsh,  J.Cook  and
W.Brown (Morwell  Advertiser 26th February,  1948).  The club met  at  Hazelwood Recreation
Ground Pavilion. There was an earlier Club in 1944 with players A. McCallum, J. Simos, W,
McCrory & A. Burns

The Courier Mail   (Brisbane) of 2nd July,  1947 was concerned at  the popular  conception  of
draughts being a game “played by some old chap in a park, with a bottle of metho beside him”.
The NSW Draughts Association’s vice-president spoke strongly against that view and said that
in some American States the game was taught to develop clear thing and concentration.  The
State was aiming to get it taught at schools. And, no doubt, like chess it was dependent on the
teacher. It never reached the status of a subject though many schools have chess teams today.
Just after the war it was very likely the game was played in parks. I certainly played chess in the
late 50’s in Hyde Park Sydney. These games have solace for men especially who have had a hard
life and get comfort from them. You can see the enjoyment in their faces. I played chess against
many “old-timers” in Hyde Park and enjoyed it. I can also see how a Draughts Association was
worried about their game being tainted as that meant parents would not encourage their children
to play and thus the game declines. 

That said, in 1947 a “goofy” draughts game from Hungary became popular and the enthusiasts
met at Belmore Park Central Sydney to play. It was called ‘Kamorika’ and men could be moved
anywhere. Amusing that the article appeared on 15th July, in the Melbourne Herald as both cities
were rivals.

As late as 1984 draughts was used by robotic engineers to design robots that could work at sites
unsafe for humans.  Maintenance work at such places such as Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania
could be carried out that way in the future. The accident in 1979 there probably spurred on the
design.             

The Age 29th September, 1951 gave the results of the annual draughts tournament between the
country and the city held at Hardware House Melbourne-a win for country 41/38 with Mr. J.
Cross (Apollo Bay) winning a trophy for best score by a country player.
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Launceston Examiner, 5th September, 1952     Mr Freeman is pushing the envelope  and I hope
he succeeded. Draughts & Chess were very popular in Tassie in the 19th century.

WHAT ABOUT THE PERIOD 1960-2020?

As the Clubs settled in post war Australia, the chess and draughts magazines grew. There are
some very good publications from this period which took games news out of newspaper columns
and into such publications. The Sargison Draughts Collection once in the Hobart Library appears
to have been split with some in the National Library and some in the Monash University Library.
Unlike chess which does have a published Bibliography (2011) kindly funded by the Ken Whyld
Association (now Chess History & Literature Society 2017), Draughts in Australia does not have
a Bibliography.   There  is  the book “Draughts Books of the Twentieth  century” by Kenneth
Lovell 1990. It’s for sale for $325 from Amazon but there is free shipping! What a deal. Its listed
price in 1990 was $22.81 It seems to be a print run of 100 copies only. So a rare book today.
Libraries  have  been  contacted  re  a  loan  or  e-book.  It  will  be  difficult  to  obtain  draughts
publication information.
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In 1972 Perth had a Draughts and Chess Club (Dutch Australian Weekly 14 th July, 1972). And at
the YMCA in South Canberra there was a chess and draughts club at Woden & Yarralumla.

On  26th February,1985  the  Canberra  Times  published  details  on  the  WA  Committee  into
gambling that suggested ‘Gaming permits’ for card games but not for chess and draughts. The
Chair Dan Mossenson, a Perth Lawyer produced many commonsense ideas but that gambling
was here to stay.

In June, 1982 the Hillel Ajax Maccabi Chess Club held regular tournaments including draughts.

In April, 1997 the New Backgammon Club at Caulfield will have other games such as chess &
draughts at the club. The Goolwa, S.A. RSL club had chess & draughts available.

Trove had little access to Facebook and other digital sites dealing with draughts.

In 2013 on Trove when “Chess & Draughts Clubs” is typed in, it referred to the Imparja TV
Channel’s ‘Big School’ - “Miss Postern is landed with running the draughts club and suggests
merging with Mr. Church’s chess club, creating the schools first ‘chaughts’ club. She goes to his
place to discuss a merger.”

In 2021 the digital world has taken over. Draughts Clubs are very thin on the ground, and much
more than they were in those heady days of the 1920’s to 50’s.

The next chapter shows all the States or Colonies before 1901. Games were popular pre WW1
and up to  the  end of  WW2.  Inevitably  Club life  declined  with  bowls  clubs  probably  worst
affected. The columns in the prime of chess and draughts are simply amazing and one could
spend a lifetime examining them. The great  columns in the Australasian of Melbourne,  The
Melbourne Leader, The Weekly Times of Melbourne show that Victoria was the leading State
with Queensland (Brisbane Courier) and New South Wales (Town & Country Journal, Sydney
Mail) next and South Australia with the Adelaide Observer following. Western Australia and
Tasmania were also well served and Canberra though not featured here was definitely a well
covered chess and draughts area.

The two World Wars finished off the great columns as did the death of a great editor such as
Henry Charlick. But times were changing and the two games of chess and draughts were served
by specialist magazines. Some editors branched into the history of the game regularly as shown,
others featured games of chess and draughts predominantly but most got to know the readers
well. I certainly enjoyed solving in the newspapers such as the Sun-Herald which started in 1949.
John Kellner in the Sunday Mirror and Cecil Purdy in the Sunday Telegraph were two of the
best. John invited friends and I to play him in simuls which we did. Cecil Purdy did the same and
probably Garry Koshnitsky also.

Some of those columns live again in the next chapter.
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Photo from Encyclopedia of New Zealand
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4.  STATE GROWTH OF DRAUGHTS

VICTORIA - The Prahran Telegraph started a draughts column in its 9th February, 1907 issue.
There was a Club that met every Tuesday night with Secretary G.A. Kerr. It was active and here
is a list of members G. Cottrell; M. Corless; G. A. Kerr; K. J. Richardson (Captain);  Robert
Davis; D. Ross; Hugh Egan; M. O’Loughlin; A. Birt;  E.F.Sowden; J. O’Donnell; E. Grogan; A.
McPhee; C. Kyme;  J.S. Yorston; D.Kelly;  F.Grant; H. Wenden; J. Whyte; D. Campbell.

An  “Answers  to  Correspondents”  was  a  feature  of  the  column  with  people  such  as  H.  J.
Richardson (Hawksburn);  Joseph Duggan (Charlton);  James Grey (Birchip);  B.  Shuttleworth
(Stawell);  G.A. Kerr (Prahran) and R. de Beauregard of South Yarra all sent in questions. And
there was a Games and problems section. Prahran defeated Melbourne +7-5=6. Other matches at
the  time  in  June,  1907  were  Fitzroy  v  Combined  Trams   (+7-6=3);  Brunswick/Coburg  v
Richmond (+6-3=7) and Flemington & Kensington had byes. That month the Draughts Club
Ch’ship was underway. Also the editor liked Jokes such as the below.

       

           
Prahran Telegraph 13th July, 1907                     Prahran Telegraph 10th August, 1907             

There were good draughts columns in Victoria including the Weekly Times which was one of
the best.  News articles featured regularly such as the two following from The Argus and The
Age. 

Victoria was well served by its chess and draughts columns in the 19th  & 20th centuries. The
Melbourne Leader also had  very good draughts and chess columns as did The Australasian.
Draughts columns are rare in today’s digital world and the Australian Draughts Federation in
Melbourne  is  the  ruling  body.  Draughts  and  chess  are  perfect  games  for  the  internet;
lidraughts.org has free online draughts and the game is played in licensed clubs as is chess and
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the clubs promote all activities that help their club. For example the Dubbo Chess Club started at
the Dubbo (NSW) Services Club in 2000, and continues today with lessons for beginners and
juniors of a Tuesday evening. Many Australians have joined the American checkers Association
which  holds online checkers  (draughts) tourneys.   Draughts  clubs  in  Australia  are  very rare
today. Plenty on Carlton Draught, Draughts horses and House Draughts sadly.

The Argus (Melb) Saturday, 7th May, 1887, p.11  
“DRAUGHTS 
Last night the Mayor of Richmond, Mr J. H. Bennett, issued invitations to a number of his friends
to meet him at the local town hall to witness an exhibition of draughts playing.    Mr J. Wyllie
(the Herd Laddie), the champion of the world was present.    The lovers of the game mustered in
strong  force.    The  opening  game  was  played  by  Mr  Wyllie  and  Mr  James  Paterson,  the
champion of Australia.    From the beginning the game was an interesting one, and when the
onlookers saw that the Colonial champion could hold his own, enthusiasm ran high.    Mr Wyllie,
in trying to force his opponent, left an opportunity, which Mr Paterson at once availed himself,
and, amidst enthusiastic applause, won the game.   This is the 258th game which the Herd Laddie
has played in the colonies.   A number of other games were played during the evening.”

James Wyllie the world draughts champion had just arrived for what turned out to be a 4 year
tour  which  included  New Zealand  (1887-1891.)  The  loss  to  James  Paterson  the  Australian
Draughts Champion did no harm to Wyllie and helped him in his cause of draughts promotion in
the state and later other states and New Zealand. He was human and went out of his way to play
thousands of games of draughts in cities and rural by-ways against all and sundry. Some of the
roads he travelled on must have been a nightmare.  He charged 1/-  (10 cents)  per game and
probably waved that against the ladies and young ones. He was the ultimate astute professional.
And what monies draughts attracted. When Paterson won the Centenary Draughts Title the next
year the first prize was £50 and a 100 guinea gold cup. It would be nice to know where the latter
is today. Far more than chess first prize was played for then. 

The World Champion James Wyllie’s 4 year visit to Australia and New Zealand in the 1887/91
years did wonders for the game. It was not long before all the States newspapers had draughts
columns giving local and overseas news, a game and sometimes a draughts problem. His main
base was Melbourne and he went to rural Victoria from there.

The Age - 24th March, 1924
“DRAUGHTS
There  was a large muster  of  draught  players  at  the Central  Club on Saturday night,  when
several  men  from the  fleet  were  welcomed  by  Mr.  J.  Piper,  vice-president  of  the  Victorian
Draughts Association.   Owing to the small attendance of sailors it was arranged that Mr. H.
Egan,  champion  of  Australia,  should  give  an  exhibition  of  simultaneous  play  against  the
combined visitors and local players.    The fleet  men included Chief Blacksmith G.H. Benoy,
champion draughts player of the navy;  Mr. G.A.  Hugh, who is also champion club swinger of
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the fleet, and Mr G. Bell.   The navy representatives performed well against the Australian and
Mr. Bency securing two nice draws and Mr. Bell one draw.   After the play the visitors were
entertained at supper.    The “single corner” game played by Mr. Bency is to appear in “The
Leader” next week.”  

A Victorian Draughts Champion is featured on the next page:-  Hugh Egan. In the Herald of  the
18th April  1928  he  gave  a  draughts  simul  against  14  players  at  the  Mechanics  Institute  in
Williamstown. He played 29 games in 2 hours for a score of +24 = 5 no losses. The draws were
gained by J. Armstrong (2), J. Cochrane, M.Jordan and H. Lawley. A presentation was made to
Hugh after the entertainment. There are further photos at the rear and one from his youth. It is
from the Weekly Times, 24th April, 1909. One other photo from 1927 contains 3 of his major
draughts opponents over this period. They are J. Boyes, C.H. Ewarts and T. Devlin. 

One of Victoria’s best draughts players.
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Weekly Times 12th April, 1913
A good photo of the up and coming Victorian draughts player Hugh Egan. His very early history
features in the young photo of him at the rear from 1909 when he became Victorian Champion.
There is also a nice snap of his son Jack with the veteran W. Houston in 1929 at the rear also.
And another of Hugh Egan taken in 1929. His 1938 views on draughts are given on the first
page. He was editing a draughts column under the pseudonym of “Whilter” in 1941.

He was born in Drouin, Gippsland Victoria 6th May, 1888. His full name was Hugh Thomas
Egan. He married Ellen Margaret Stuart in 1914 at the time his occupation was printers operator.
They had one son John Stuart born 5th June, 1916, and he was a teacher. 

Hugh’s wife Ellen died 11th September, 1955 at Gardenvale ,Victoria. Hugh died on 28th July,
1964 at Mentone. He was a printer all his working life and was probably Australia’s greatest
champion. The promotion of draughts was one of his goals and he gave many radio talks over the
years. It would be great to hear one of those.

Egan was very ill when young and he convalesced for 12 months at age 16. He watched play at
the Prahran Free Library at this time and was asked to play, and from then on he improved. See
the article by ‘F’ in “the Age” at the rear (p.269) called “The Story of Draughts.”

Some of the genealogy details are from Ancestry.com and it appears that the contributors know
little about his draughts skills as there is no mention.
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Weekly Times, 12th April, 1913

Sportsman - 4th September, 1889
“DRAUGHTS 
The Carlton Draughts Club is becoming very popular with draughts players, as evinced by the
attendance there on each Wednesday and Saturday evenings.   The tourney now in progress
affords  good  practice  to  the  members,  who  look  forward  to  testing  their  skill  with  the
Collingwood Club has generously given a silver cup for competition between these two clubs,
and the contest promises to be a very keen one.   The secretary also announces that the world’s
champion, Mr James Wyllie, will visit the Carlton Club on this evening when both visitors and
members will have an opportunity of playing with the Herd Laddie.”    
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Western Mail (W.A.) 6th January, 1899

1884 Sold by Christopher Clarke Antiques. The ivory draughts have a pin in them which 
fitted into a pin hole in the centre of the square to resist travel.
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In Central Park New York in 1952 as a gift from Bernard Baruch. From NY Tourist brochure.

NEW SOUTH WALES

The Sydney School of Arts Chess and Draughts Club carried the banner for games from its
formation in the early 1860’s. And then in the 1880’s the visit  of the world champion gave
draughts a boost all over Australasia. It was amazing to read of farmers who couldn’t come to
their town to play Wyllie because of farming work and who sent money to him as a gesture. Here
is a short scan on one rural visit Wyllie made:-

Daily Telegraph 14th June, 1889
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The Maitland Weekly Mercury, Saturday           Bowral & Robertson Free Press 
21st October, 1899, page 6                                      10th July, 1901 
An amusing draughts story above by Jack Best.

Excerpts from columns with NSW news:-  Sunday Times Sydney 19th January,  1902:-  NSW
Draughts  Association  meets  at  School  of  Arts  Pitt  Street  President  Mr.  Mills’  The  Referee
Sydney 18th  June, 1930:-  The  NSW Ch’ship will be played in Room 15 Royal Arcade Pitt
Street players are Mr. Lee (Champion);  V.Rickard (ex Champion);  J.McMillan;   J.Drury; W.
Robinson;  T. Meaney & F. Millford; Daily Telegraph 17 th  November, 1936:-  NSW Ch’ship at
the Club, 325 Pitt Street;  Hobart Mercury 24th  May, 1952:-R. Chamberlain 1st;   J.Ferguson (2nd)
both NSW in the Australian Draughts Ch’ship played in Melbourne;  30th  September, 1908:-
Barrier Miner (Broken Hill).  West and Alma Clubs to play a match. The Wests team is Kemp,
Yeo, Hoare, R. Rowe, J. Shelley, Lowrie, A.J. Shelley, H. Shelley, W.N. Gillespie, J. Shaddock,
J. Rae, Hogg and Hayes. Sydney Morning Herald 16th  September, 1899:-  A very fine Draughts
column with lots of correspondents.

Coming forward to the 1920’s Mr J.B. Prowse started a chess and draughts magazine in Sydney
that ran from 1922-29 and draughts featured prominently in it. Unfortunately he made a large
monetary loss as editor and closed the magazine after 7 years. Cecil Purdy started Australasian
Chess Review in 1929 and it lasted with different names until 1967. It did not have a draughts
column but had occasional draughts news.
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Bathurst Free Press 4th April, 1889

Evening News – 27th January, 1890
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Above -  Sydney School of Arts Chess and Draughts Club:-  The report of the committee was
brought up for adoption at the annual meeting on 25th January, 1889, shows that the club consists
of over 100 members, and has the most spacious room, the most complete appointments, and the
largest chess library of any club in the Australian colonies. One of the members (Mr.W. Crane,
Jnr) still holds the championship of Australia. During the year the club has played a telegraphic
match with Melbourne, and matches with Ashfield, Burwood, Petersham, & c.; and numbers of
matches and tournaments have taken place between members of the club itself. The draughts
players have had a lengthy visit from Mr. J. Wyllie, the “Herd Laddie” champion player of the
world, from which they derived great benefit…..The Governor has consented to become patron.
(Extract from Report)

QUEENSLAND

This Trove research is the 1920/30 period.

Brisbane  Courier  27/9/1924  by “Oblique”  Problem No.187.  The  Brisbane  Draughts  Ch’ship
entrants were G. Horsfall (champion); J. Evans; J. Ryan; J. Bingham; P. Hickey; D. McArthur.

Brisbane  Courier  19/11  1932  by  “Oblique”  The  Greater  Brisbane  Ch’ship.  Entrants  T.G.
Richards; A. Cummings; T. Crowley; H. Smith; F. Chalk; J. McKay; J. McNeilly; J. Warren, J.
Morrison & D. Fairon.

Toowoomba Chronicle 1/9/1931 by “The Nailor” featured a 33 move game (Next page)
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Daily  Standard  (Brisbane)  30/7/1937  by  “Switcher”  the  Country  Week  Carnival  (next
page)

                      

Daily Standard 28/5/1927 Poem in                            4th December, 1935 The Daily Standard
“The Old Draughts Board” 

 

The same has been said about chess problems. Take this 3-er:-32/2NlN3/3B4/3p4/3k2Kl (4x2) 
featured in Peter Wong’s column and in “The Australian’ I couldn’t solve it. The key is 1.Kh2
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Daily Standard -  10th November, 1928 Automaton

It  was good to  know that  Robert  Stewart  the reclusive  champion  from Blairadam,  Scotland
travelled to the United States in 1905 and defeated the Automaton with a game called “The Steel
Shot”. It is clear that there was a human draughts player involved and no doubt they all had a
good time after the game.

Automatons are famous in chess- ‘delusions’ as stated in the article on the left. The most famous
being ‘The Turk’ which played all around Europe in the 18 th century with some good players
inside it operating the arms. There have been some wonderful books written on the subject and
that by Bradley Ewart takes some beating. The novel by Robert Lohr “the secrets of the CHESS
MACHINE” 2007 is a super read. Originally in German it was translated by Anthea Bell. My
copy came from the Chelsea Bookshop London in June, 2015.
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Daily Standard - 8th May, 1926 is the source for this article about Hugh Egan’s talks. How
wonderful it would be to have them for research in draughts history. I once asked the ABC if
they had any of Purdy or Kosh’s radio chess talks pre WW2, but NO they are lost to us.

8th May, 1926 - Hugh Egan’s Wireless lectures. Trying to work out how long one could maintain
listener interest seems to be 15 minutes making it 90 minutes for 6 lectures. It would have been
great  to hear.  We saw the big draught  board in Musgrave Park in  1984 when we stayed at
Highgate Hill for a holiday.
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One of the permanent entertainments now under construction t Los Angeles is a human
size draught board on which men and women represent the pieces, and are directed by

players on the sidelines.   When a king is made of the pieces mounts the shoulder of
another.   The board id 50 ft square.

From Daily Standard (Brisbane) 22nd January, 1929, page 11.  I wonder if the board is still
there in LA?

Probably the Draughts highlight events in Australia were the series of games between James
Wyllie and Robert Mar. in 1890 in Queensland. It is sad Mar’s grave in Toowong cemetery
Brisbane is unmarked. I am not sure if this was a world’s championship match.  Also the visit by
the World champion Richard Jordan some 10 years later.  Draughts has such great history in
those years. The article by Coulter Fell in the Town & Country Journal 19 June 1897 “Draughts
a Sixty Year Retrospect” is wonderful and in the last chapter.

Queensland  and  Victoria  vied  for  the  position  of  top  draughts  colony  in  these  early  years,
followed closely by New South Wales and South Australia.
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SA Advertiser – 17th October, 1888, p.4
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA

       SA Advertiser – 3rd  October, 1888 -  p.4

SA Advertiser, 17th October, 1888, pg. 4
CHESS AND DRAUGHTS 
              CHESS
“Adelaide – Prince Alfred Hotel, Mondays
Metropolitan – Y.M.C.A., Gawler Place – Saturdays
Norwood – Institute, Wednesdays
Gawler Institute – Thursdays
Smithfield – Institute – Saturdays
Port Pirie Institute – Tuesdays
Virginia Schoolroom – Saturedays
Wallaroo Institute – Wednesdys and Saturdays
Yorktown Institute – Mondays
Mount Gambier Institute – Tuesdays and Thursdays
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Blyth Institute – Wednesdays
Broken Hill A.N.A. Rooms – Wednesday & Saturdays
South Broken Hill – Alma Hotel, Wednesdays and Fridays.” 

If one wanted to play chess or draughts in South Australia in 1912 the choices were plentiful. Imagine
even two clubs at Broken Hill and we know who was there in these years. The famous John  Angus
Erskine who was a mining engineer and a New Zealand Chess Champion in 1936. They were strong too
with matches against other centres. Eleven Clubs was an attraction for any rambling player. The papers
also had fine draughts and chess columns. The Adelaide Observer chess column conducted by Henry
Charlick being possibly the best in Australia. He was also a former Australian champion. It is annoying to
see the two words chess and draughts together as we are unsure which word presides. It is chess and
sometimes the two games did not get on as chess and draughts clubs split up over differences between the
players. Was James Wyllie responsible for all this activity? Well, certainly in the draughts area.

Burra Record – 6th May, 1903
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Adelaide News – 3rd June, 1926

Ah, how times changed from when chess columns were long and full of names 25 years earlier.
Yes, they are very good columns for the historian wanting to find out who was a player, strong or
weak. Poor M. Laffin Class 6 at chess and C. Jensen Class 5 at Draughts. What hills they had to
climb? Mr. Laffin  got  a Rook, Pawn and move start  if  facing a Class 1 like Mr Odgers or
Loveridge. Mr. Jensen got 1 piece start against a Class 1 like Mr. Bowering or Deer.
And the copper  miners  at  Burra must  have wanted some “leisure moments”  away from the
mines, so they formed a club.  Wallaroo Chess and Draughts Club had a tremendous Secretary in
Mr A. Hocking judged by the column.  One of the best.
And Victor Harbour had a winter chess and draughts club. In summer the climate was too good
for chess and draughts.
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The Express and Daily Telegraph
12th August, 1899
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The Kadina & Wallaroo Times – 10th  June, 1899
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SA Weekly Chronicle – 31st January, 1885
DRAUGHT NOTES
“We leave our correspondents to find out the answer to this ingenious puzzle from the Sun.   It 
was composed by Mr. O.H. Richmond.   

A man named Thomas Jinks, with one names William West,
Had a little game of draughts one day to see which was the best,

Jinks got a man ahead when the game was nearly done,
But West would not give up, for he had two kings to one.
West moved his man to ten, and made a great mistake,

For if he could not move from twelve he could from twenty eight;
And force the man from twenty-four by going twenty seven,
In case Jinks moved his single man from sixteen to eleven.

Now checker friends, West lost the game, and the problem can be seen,
When I tell you that a king stood clear way over on thirteen.”   

A further sample of the many SA columns.

The Register (SA) 9th January,  1920
Chess, draughts, and sick folk
“From JOHN ARTHUR, Home for Incurables, Fullerton:    We have several chess and draught 
players out here just longing to have a friendly game with outsiders who have time to spare, 
either day or evening.   We also desire the presence of two good bridge players to pit their skill 
against me and my friend, Amos.    Do you think you could help us in the matter?   We, of course,
are disabled and useless from a physical point of view;  but, owing to our delightful 
surroundings, and the great interest taken in our welfare, we are as happy as sandboys.”
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Kadina & Wallaroo Times -  6th October, 1894
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Western Mail (WA) August 6th, 1904
“The Subiaco Draughts Club meets every Monday and Friday evening at 7.30 a.m., Municipal 
Chambers, Rokeby Road, Subiaco.    
The Freemantle Draughts Club meets daily at the Literary Institute, South Terrace, 
Freemantle”.

The Draughts Column of the Western Mail had little local material and cited other columns. It
still had good news if not from WA. The game was alive and well in that colony in the late
1890’s.

Western Mail (WA) 7th July, 1900
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Western Mail (WA) 9th September, 1898

Western Mail (W.A.) 22nd September, 1900
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Western Mail (WA) 26th July, 1902

Western Mail (WA) 25th October, 1902
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Western Mail (WA) 24th March, 1899

News of the Tour by Richard Jordan first  appeared in the Sydney Morning Herald and was
pleasingly picked up by the Western Mail showing the interest in draughts in Western Australia.
The Herd Laddie had 3 sons in America 29/7/1898. He was quite sick and died in the next year.
WM
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Western Mail (WA) 28th November, 1929
NEWS AND NOTES
“In the State Championship tourney W.L. Crowe defeated J. Gardiner by two wins to one with 
one drawn.   A.F. Marsh is the victor of the winners’ section.”   

Western Mail (WA) 27th January, 1899 
“Up  to  the  middle  of  last  month  Mr  Jordan  had  played  1,051  games  since  his  arrival  in
Australia, of these he won 901, lost 10, and drew 140.”

Western Mail 18th November, 1899

TASMANIA
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The Mount Lyell Standard October, 16th 1900. Chess & Draughts Column by “En Passant”

An amusing story and a history lesson all in one. I recall some of those old men at the Hyde Park
Sydney chess and draughts tables near the Museum had some good moves. I think as a teenager I
could see how they loved games and I copied them!

Launceston Examiner 7th November, 1924
“We have an enquiry as to whether a draughts club for ladies cannot be formed in Launceston.
Will other ladies favouring the idea send in their names and addresses to the draughts editor,
who will put them in communication with the lady who makes the enquiry.”

I wonder was a ladies draughts club formed?
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The Mercury (Hobart) 22nd  April, 1931

The Colonist (Launceston) 23rd November, 1889
Interesting to see this local contest at

the Hotel in Launceston. The Draughts
editor in 1925 was “International”.
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Tasmanian News 21st December, 1904
“HOW THE BLIND PLAY DRAUGHTS AND CHESS 
It is an interesting sight (says the “Braille Review”) to see the blind play draughts and watch the
changed expression which overspread their countenances when they feel  they have a win or
when they contemplate a serious problem.    The board on which blind persons play is about the
standard size, the black squares being sunk and the white squares raised.   Of course, colour is
of no value to the blind, but they speak of the sunken and raised squares as black and white, as
though they were capable of distinguishing colours.   The pieces used are round and square.
The round pieces are called black, and the square pieces white, and the round pieces always
move first.    They are turned on the one side and plain on the other, so that when a man is
crowned it is played with the turned side up, instead of putting another man on the top of it as in
the ordinary game.    When the men are places on the board the player having the round makes
his move, the other player places his hand on the board, feels the move that has been made, then
makes his reply.    So the game goes on, move for move, until the finish.    The players can move
as quickly as players with sight, and make no mistakes.    The affliction from which they suffer
would seem to have sharpened their other senses, and to have made them more acute.  Many an
hour is passed pleasantly over the board, and the games played are, as a rule, of good class.
Matches are sometimes played between one blind institute and another, and the practice  thus
gained has produced some very good draught players.”         

Examiner (Launceston) 3rd December, 1925
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The Hobart Mercury 11th February, 1939
“DRAUGHTS 
NORTH VS SOUTH – MATCH AT HOBART IN JUNE 
At a meeting  of  the Launceston Draughts Club it  was decided to send a Northern Team to
Hobart in June to meet a Southern team in a challenge match for the Uncle Tom trophy.   25 or
more players will make the trip, and the match will be played in the Hobart Central Draught’s
Club room, at the City Hall.  On the last occasion these teams met the match was played in
Launceston, and resulted in a draw, each side scoring 18 wins and 14 games were drawn.   
Tasmanian Championship
The second play  off  for  the Tasmanian Championship  title  will  begin at  the Hobart  Centre
Draughts Club next Saturday morning.   The contestants are A. A. Moore (North West Coast
Champion), and O. Vince (Southern Champion).   The winner of the tie will play G. Moodie for
the title.    Great interest is being taken in the meeting of these two players, and it will be the first
time  that  they  have  played  against  each  other.     Moore,  who  has  held  the  North  Coast
Championship for a number of years, has a fine record.   He has seldom been defeated.   Vince,
who is also the Tasmanian Chess Champion, is playing strongly and should worthily uphold
prestige  of  Southern  Tasmanian  Draughts.   The  tie  will  begin  at  10  a.m.  sharp,  when  the
President of the Tasmanian Draughts Association (Mr L. C. Johnson) will welcome the players,
and then make the first move.” 
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Hobart Mercury 27th April, 1927
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The Colonist (Launceston) 13th April, 1889

Launceston Examiner 21st  September, 1903
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Launceston Examiner 20th March, 1929
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THE TERRITORIES- AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY (ACT)

A Chess  and  Draughts  Club  was  formed  this  week  as  reported  in  the  Canberra  Times  7th

September, 1933 with a large attendance present at the Kingston meeting. Mr. W. Miller was
elected  President,  Mr.  G.  Butcher  as  Secretary,  Mr.  Price  Assistant  Secretary  and  Mr.  H.
Notarus. Treasurer. Meetings would be every Monday night at Manuka Arcade with a match
against Goulburn a priority.

Canberra Times 18th December,  1944

Lloyd Fell was a chess identity in Sydney from my early days in the 1950’s. This article dates his
first major chess victory. He died in 2010 aged 91, and was an active player in his 65 years of
chess ca 1944 and prior to that a strong draughts player. He was a working class man, a railway
boiler maker who always wore bib and braces and I recall him in them. Sadly I never spoke to
him.

       Canberra Times 28th February, 1945
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Canberra Times 15th August, 1947
“Canberra Chess Club

Members meet tonight and every Friday
8 p.m. at 2CA Theatrette.

All chess players welcome” 

The Territory of the ACT with the city of Canberra became Capital of Australia ca 1929. It is
inside the State of New South Wales. The city became a very strong chess centre with the advent
of the Doeberl Cup in 1963.The book by Bill Egan on the Cup has a  photo and tribute to Lloyd
Fell who competed many times. The ACT is a strong chess and draughts  centre today.

NORTHERN TERRITORY

Northern Territory Times and Gazette 10th September, 1897

Brock’s Creek Mine is 140km south East of Darwin off the Stuart Highway. It is a hot climate
with periodic monsoonal rains between  November and May. And so chess and draughts were
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played in the Company Office. By 30 April 1935 the Northern Standard  (Darwin) was receiving
letters from the “Ex-occupant  of Cell  No.16 Fanny Bay Jail”  for the provision of chess and
draughts there. By 12 June 1941 an Interchurch Chess and Draughts Club was to be formed. And
it was:-

Northern Standard 9th January, 1948. The Club met at the Uniting Church.
DARWIN CHESS CLUB 
“Meets Wednesday evenings at 7.30 p.m. at United Church Club.   Players and those wishing to 
learn are cordially invited.   All enquiries to Hon. Sec., P.O. Box l31, Darwin.”

One war statistic worth keeping were the products made at the Changi POW Camp at Singapore.
The prisoners made 86 chess sets from hardwood and 118 sets of draughts from tea chests.(Army
News 26 September 1945) 

Darwin Chess is alive and well today and has a Facebook site. Darwin was originally named
Palmerston. In 1912 (Darwin then) the International Order of Good Templars was attempting to
raise money for chess and draughts to keep young people out of hotels.(Northern Territory Times
19 January 1912)
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5. FOUR YEARS IN AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND BY THE
WORLD CHAMPION!

The above is only a part of the great story of James Wyllie written by Chris Reekie from the Wyllie
Checkers  website,  He had a wonderful  tour  of  Australia  arriving in Melbourne 15 th April,  1887 and
leaving 6 May 1891 from Adelaide. Over 4 years! No world chess champion could match that tour time.
Nor could they match his age-he was over 69 when he left. He played 16,000 games in Australia and lost
only 30. He had two earlier visits to America one over 4 years.! There is much more on “The Herd
Laddie” in the newspaper clippings throughout this History. Draughts columns were lush and full of rich
biography, games and problems. The “Reminiscences” in the Leader 15th April, 1899 page 31 are terrific.
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We owe him a debt for Australasian draughts as we do Richard Jordan the world champion who toured in
1898 and also Alfred Jordan who was here in 1910.

WYLLIE IN THE AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPERS

Leader (Melbourne, Vic. : 1862 - 1918, 1935), Saturday, 26th September, 1885, page 8
“JAMES WYLLIE, CHAMPION DRAUGHTS PLAYER
Our readers many of whom are friends of Mr. Wyllie will be pleased to peruse the appended
items of interest which have been extracted from a letter by last mail from the champion to the
editor  of  this  column  who  enjoyed  his  friendship  many  years  ago  Inter  Alia,  Mr.  Wyllie
remarks-“ While in America I played close on 20,000 games, and won about 18,000, losing 109,
the rest being drawn. With Mr. Heffner, the present champion of America, I played 10 games,
and out of that number I won 4, the other 6 being drawn. It is but fair to mention that I refused to
play any other player during the time I was playing with Mr. Heffner, which accounts for my
beating that gentleman so easily. Had Heffner played me on the same terms as Freeman did, but
that he would have beat me. You will be aware that on the 14 th  January, 1885, I challenged any
player in the world for from 500 to 1000 dollars at the game of draughts,  the challenge to
remain open for six months. A few weeks ago I also issued a challenge at the Herald and Weekly
Free Press, Aberdeen, that I would play an unrestricted match consisting of 100 games, with
anyone in Great Britain or Ireland, and would undertake to prevent any opponent from winning
4 games for a stake of from £40 to £200, or I would undertake to win 4 games in a 100 for a like
stake. Some time ago Mr. Jackson of Manchester, challenged Mr. Reid of Kilmarnock, late of
Mauchline, for £100 a side. Mr. Reid has an important situation on the railway, and can only get
opportunity for match play at a certain time of year. When the time comes none of his opponents
will back up their challenges, their excuse being that he did not accept in time. Such is Mr.
Jackson’s excuse.  In justice to Mr. Reid these matters should be known. Give my kind regards to
Australian players and tell them I will not be surprised if one of them should snatch the laurels
from my brow some of these days. Australia has done so with Mr. Hanlan, who was considered
invincible,  and had to lie  at  the  feet  of  an Australian rower who was scarcely  known.  It  is
admitted that Hanlan never rowed better in his lifetime. I saw Hanlan row Elliott at Newcastle
on Tyne for £400. Elliott  had not the ghost of  a chance.  Now, I  say,  Australia  ought to  be
immensely proud of her champion, Mr. Beach. In conclusion, I hope the day is not far distant
when I shall visit Victoria, and should I have to succumb, my opponent, whoever he may be, will
have to fight  inch by inch,  when he does defeat  me.-  Yours,  & JAMES WYLLIE, Champion
draughts player of the world.”

When I was a very young lad I got my hair cut by an old man and his son at President Avenue, Brighton,
Sydney. They were the son and grandson of the great Bill Beach Champion Rower and the press of that
time had fine engravings of the match on Sydney Harbour. There was a huge mass of  people watching
the races in small boats and from the shore. The barbers had lots of photos of their ancestor around the
shop. This would be the late 40’s early 50’s. Here is another article from the Melbourne Leader 9 January
1886 that helped bring about James Wyllie’s tour:-

“The visit of this renowned player is in a fair way to become an accomplished fact. What his
presence would do for the game here anyone can calculate by reference to his American tours.
We publish the following letter without comment in the meantime, except to remark that the
modest terms offer to us in Australia  a great opportunity of obtaining a great  gratification:-
(Letter from J. Hedley, Late of the Leeds Mercury, England):-
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 (Melbourne Leader Saturday, 9th January, 1886)

“I avail myself of an opportunity to thank you for The Leader and to assure you that I highly
appreciate the excellent draughts department, and as evidence that I do not appropriate the good
things it contains exclusively for my own use. I may state that immediately after its arrival, and
glancing over its contents, I laid it on the table of the ‘Leeds Draughts and Chess Club’ where
members  cordially  welcomed  and displayed  great  interest  in  it,  I  need  hardly  add that  the
appearance of the column weekly, instead of fortnightly enhances its values to votaries of the
game. My chief object in writing  you at present, is by request of Mr. Wyllie, to broach a subject
he entertains to engage in an Australian and New Zealand professional tour, and to solicit your
aid in realizing it. It may seem a visionary projection on the part of the veteran, and somewhat
presumptuous on my part to give effect to it; but as I arranged, his first English tour, his first
American tour, and am busily engaged in arranging his present tour through Great Britain, you
will acknowledge that I know something of the difficulties which crop up in relation to it. I give
you a resume of the essentials, which are as follows:- First: Subscriptions from Australian and
New  Zealand  players  towards  a  fund  to  guarantee  the  cost  of  the  Champion’s  voyage  to
Australia  and  return  to  England.  Second:-   Mr.  Wyllie  to  visit  and  play  in  Australia  on
customary terms viz. travelling expenses defrayed by clubs or players who engage him, bed and
board, and the privilege of playing with opponents provided with tickets, 6d each, which admit of
one game being played.  I  may add that  Mr.  Wyllie  will  be quite  content  with  second class
accommodation in his voyage to and fro. By Mr. Wyllie’s request I enclose contributions, and if
they meet with your approval will be glad to see them in The Leader column. The veteran is at
present my guest, is in high health and spirits, in capital playing trim, and he desires me to
express a hope that he may resume acquaintanceship at no distant date, and express personally
the high esteem, he entertains for you.- I am & c., J. Hedley.”

A very reasonable proposal by James Wyllie which ensured serious consideration was given to
the proposed tour by the Australian Draughts Fraternity and resulted in his coming. His tour
around Australia and New Zealand must have increased affection for the game here and a large
boost to draughts lovers. The “Herd Laddie” would enjoy our climate and his wish to come again
is clear in the above letter. I note the charge per game was 1/- when the above quotes 6d. That to
be checked. I found the below in the Town & Country Journal 27 August 1887 but NOT the
engraving on page 444. I will check this out. Photos and sketches of the Herd Laddie are thin in
the ground. I have always liked him going way back to the 1970’s but chess gathered me under
its wing.
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27th August, 1887 - Town & Country Journal, Page 456

The following itinerary has been satisfying to assemble from newspaper reports. There may well 
be many mistakes due to his movements between cities. And so I call it an interim itinerary. He 
was very popular and over 100 references appeared in the press during 14th April, 1887 to 6th  
May, 1891. I apologise for any errors.
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Owned by Dru Leoidsson who bought it in Edinburgh unnamed. It took 25 years to identify
Wyllie. The painting hung in his home in Edinburgh, then Orkney and now The Isle of Wight.

He looks about 60 and the Tam O’Shanter head ware  helps as he wore one in Australia with his
plaid at the Caledonian Sports in Melbourne. The badge on his vest would also be a tell-tale
“Wyllie” item as would his silver watch which was stolen in Australia and retrieved. It would be
on the chain. Good of DL to allow the portrait to be enjoyed by all lovers of “The Herd Laddie”.
(Wyllie Checkers Website)It is a beauty.

14th April, 1887 to 6th May, 1891 
“JAMES WYLLIE’S AUSTRALIAN& NEW ZEALAND TOUR 
 There was a good Australian draughts network with Britain and the tour was arranged. As it 
lasted for over 4 years it must have had a great impact on the game in Australia and New 
Zealand. If any Great World Champion visits, the sport or game benefits. Trove has a very good 
newspaper section that brings up all the references to the visit and there are 100 tour references 
in the first 18 pages. Some are brief, others are very long and whilst it would be nice to include 
the important ones the best that can be done is a summary. The tour will be covered with shorter 
descriptions but enthusiasts are encouraged to examine the sources. 
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Draughts was big in the 19th century Australia as was James Wyllie (JW) the World Champion
when he came here in 1887 for a leisurely tour. That was the right thing for him as he neared 70.
His wife had passed as had 3 of his 9 children back in Scotland and put up with his absences as
an earlier USA tour (of many) was 4 years long. After all he was a professional and must earn a
living.”  

VICTORIAN BASE - April, 1887

He was very popular and there was a crowd to meet him on his arrival on the s.s. Orient line ship
‘Orizaba’ at the Melbourne wharf and the reason for his popularity was his fear of no rival. The
best player to defeat him was the Champion Andrew Anderson but JW was young. He was born
in Edinburgh 8 July 1818 and was a total  professional  when playing. The prize money was
negotiated and if a match was not played it was rarely his fault. There were 50 players to meet
him at Mather’s café Bourke Street that evening after he had arrived. The Toast by Mr. Gibson to
welcome the Champion was well  drunk and a  purse of 60 sovereigns  was given to  him by
Melbourne Draughts Club President Mr. Marshall and a £5 prize was to be played for now. The
firm of Kerr & Halstead had given the money to Chairman C.S. Paterson for the play. Of all the
games played JW lost none! His opponents on Saturday night were James Paterson, Hutcheson,
Fred Brown, Mr. Osmond and Mr H. Gibson. Score +15=5.On the Monday Mr. Tydeman and
Mr Scott +6=2; on Tuesday A. Ferguson, T. Easton, J. Tydeman, Mr. Stewart and J. Williamson
+20.Further matches were planned with a minimum of 100 games. He was staying at Mayger’s
Imperial Hotel top of Bourke Street for a few weeks.

The invitation came from the Melbourne Draughts Club and his fee was 1/-  a game. At the
Caledonian Society’s Sports Day at the MCG he dressed in his Tam O’Shanter with shepherd’s
plaid and met all comers. In New Zealand he played 5013 games and lost only 7 and claimed the
wonderful long walks in the mountains (6 miles out, 6 miles back) helped him play better.  

He was still  in Melbourne by mid May from a base at Mather’s Cafe Bourke Street and had
hundreds of games after a month. His intention was to extend to at least a year. The photo by
Vandyck of Bourke Street turned into a portrait was on the front page of the Australian Sketcher
17 May 1887. In late May he was at the Caledonian Sports settled in the Pavilion playing against
James Munro, Miss Munro, Messrs J. Patterson, J. Brown, F. Brown, A. Ferguson and T. Easton.
The best player won the St. Louis Lager Beer Trophy and it was probably Patterson who won it
with 1 draw. JW won the rest.  In June he was at the Geelong Mechanics Institute and won +17in
the morning and +12 in the evening. He played at Bacchus Marsh in the large room at the Border
Inn  and Colac in late July.

His first Victorian Country game was at Kilmore and Barry’s Reef Blackmore (+37=1). Another
was at Sandhurst (Bendigo) where he defeated Alex Graham at the Mechanics Institute. Other
players met were  Messrs Casey, Fegan, Wood, Storey, Miller, Markham and Jones. At Bacchus
Marsh in June he played at the Border Inn.  He had also played an “exhibition” at Richmond
Town Hall in May against James Paterson the Australian Champion. He won but lost a very fine
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game to JP. James Paterson, the next year, won the Centennial Draughts Tourney at Mather’s
Café 21 Nov 1888. A £50 first prize and a 100 Guinea gold cup. He was an artist by profession
Wyllie was at the Award ceremony. He was at Echuca and Sandhurst in August with scores of
+102 &+123,=5. He would have enjoyed Echuca.

Excellent description of Mather’s Café in the rear article “Random Papers” by Quivis.

NEW ZEALAND - September, 1887

His sea trip to New Zealand on 6th September was a very rough one and he wasn’t feeling well
on arrival at Invercargill and had to play immediately. Later he defeated William McIlwrick +3-
1=5 one of the country’s best players. There was a simul at Port Chalmers at which he scored
+65=7. He was in Dunedin later and surprisingly had been invited to NSW and Qld in May! One
must conclude the NZ offer was better than NSW & Qld!     By 29 th October, he had played 347
games  in  Dunedin  losing  2  and  his   NZ  score  then  was  +983=55-3.  (See  the  Dunedin
Testimonial at the rear). His final NZ score was 5,013 games, 209 draws & 7 losses.  Some
players he met there were J.P. Bell of Dunedin, R. Boswell of Christchurch as well as McIlwrick.
His score at Oamaru was 201 (+196,=5) and Sawers Bay 33 (+31=2) He was also at Timaru and
Palmerston. He had a 20 game match with Boswell at Christchurch and was paid £10 for the
week there + expenses.    He was in the Province of Canterbury in June playing at  country
districts. He played T. Rededale and Mr Hood of Mount Somers scoring +12-1=2. As a guest of
the Christchurch Caledonian Society on 9 May 1888 he received a sum of 15 sovereigns which
included contributions from shepherds who were unable to get in to play him. He did not think
that 40 years ago he would play draughts in New Zealand and there were some splendid players
one of whom from Canterbury could possibly win his title. One young lad of 12 Master Tommy
Quill whose father ran the White Hart Hotel gave him a tough game. His simul in Christchurch
showed his memory was good as the old trick of replacing lost men on the board was tried on
him but failed. Another chap almost defeated with only 1 move left wouldn’t make that move
because he knew he had lost. JW just laughed. One simul played 15 Feb 1888 gave him a score
of +8=4 and a total played of 2183 (2046+,-5,=132) On this day Sir Robert Stout was watching. I
do  not  know him.  James  Wyllie  was  a  widower  with  6  of  his  9  children  still  alive  and  a
teetotaler. Most of his Southern Island games were played in the Otago district. He gave a simul
at Mosegiel (near Dunedin) 27 Feb. against 12 players:- Andrew Bringins, John Dryden, Samuel
McKay and James Steel who drew and William Burns, William Carswell,  David & Thomas
Mackie,  Thomas Neill,  William Nicol,  David Scott  and Thomas Stoddard who lost.  Another
simul played on 27th resulted in a score of +10=2 One astounding story was the 400 games ca he
played with a draughts fanatic who had paid him £20 for a match. The Herd Laddie won a vast
majority of the games. He also went to Lumsden, Southland,(1 hours drive from Invercargill)on
the 2nd March for a special engagement and a country tour of 6 weeks at which his total score in
NZ was 2,332 played 2186 won, lost 5 and drew141.At Akaroa on 27 th July his total was 4,847
games (4637+,-7,=243) He returned to Australia on 23 August 1888  on the Wairarapa after a 12
month stay. The trip home gave him a bad attack of gout which he blamed to lack of walking on
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the boat. He was to go to the North Island of New Zealand in September “Where” as he said “he
had not played”. Did he get there? No. He sent games to The Leader in July & August, 1888
from  Leeston  &  Amberley  in  New  Zealand  and  this  makes  one  wonder  about  his
correspondence. It looks regular and he liked writing. His travel in 19th century New Zealand’s
South Island is mainly on the East Coast. Did he go by boat from Invercargill to Dunedin to
Christchurch? What were the roads like back then? An undated article at the rear named “The
Herd Laddie-An Exciting Contest” described JW’s visit to Christchurch.

He was back in Australia (probably Melbourne)23 August and was then off to Adelaide.

          

Ad in the Evening Journal (SA) 9th October, 1888     Ad in Express (SA) 12th October, 1888

ADELAIDE SOUTH AUSTRALIA – October, 1888

His fees at Adelaide were determined by a 20 guinea offer by a group of players at Martin’s
Coffee Rooms in King William Street. They met 12 September and with J. Hanton in the chair,
the group Macdonald, Hogg Sandford, Lester, Taylor and Hales soon settled. Wyllie stayed at his
Melbourne base in  September  and in  early October  he travelled  to  Adelaide  for  a  series  of
matches at the Caledonian Societies Hall in Victoria Square. His score at one event was +9=1, 3
unfinished.  Players  met  were  W.  Smith,  J.W.  McArthur  of  the  Glanville  Club,  J.  Hogg  of
Norwood, P.E. Lester, J. Gardiner, R. Taylor and J. Broad He was to be there a week playing 8
hours per day. Peter Edward Lester was the strongest of the Adelaide draughts players against
Wyllie  getting  the  lost  draws.  There  was  a  brief  stint  at  Mount  Barker  19 th October  where
expenses were only half the money put up which was £5. The Herd Laddie won all the games.

On October, 17th  he resumed matches at the Caledonian Hall in Adelaide. His score was +18=2
& 2 unf. Both Lester & Hogg got the draws and worked hard to get them. They played “The
Single Corner” and “The Paisley”. Messrs Mackintosh & Walker’s unfinished games were “The
Old Fourteenth”  .  All  told  311 games  were  played with  26  draws.  His  time  ended  on 18 th

October. The Adelaide players wanted him back and he came back in 1891 as he left for England
from there. He sent a letter to P.E. Lester in November 1888:-  During my stay in Adelaide I was
handsomely treated by the draughts players of Adelaide and surrounding country. Please tell
Mr. Hogg that the game he won off me was very well played. You yourself played very well. I
have no doubt that the Adelaide Draughts players will win more than one game off me the next
time I visit  their city.  Yours truly James Wyllie,  World Draughts Champion.  But that is the
future. On 18th October he played at the Hindmarsh Institute in the Lodgeroom. 20 games and the
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score was +19=1. The draw was got by J. Broad who now had 3 draws in all events against the
Herd Laddie. The 12 year old made a good stand but lost.

BACK  IN MELBOURNE – November, 1888

 He was back in Melbourne as a visitor for the Presentation of Prizes at the Centennial Draughts
Tourney held in November 1888 won by James Paterson Champion of Australasia and the £50
prize plus a Gold Cup worth 100 guineas.(See The Australasian 24 Nov. 1888 p.36-great write-
up)Mr Brown was 2nd Mr Gallacher 3rd.  (Paterson or Patterson or two players?)

On the 1st February, 1889 he played 15 at the Brunswick Mechanics Institute for 15 wins.

NEW SOUTH WALES - 1889

JW went to Sydney and met the Sydney School of Arts players 23/3 scoring +43=6-1 The loss
was to James Drury but JW beat him +2-1-1 (T&CJ 30/3/89)

In Bathurst on April 4th he met the local players and they were pygmies before Hercules wrote
the reporter.  He also wondered why James Wyllie kept his nickname of “The Herd Laddie”
which the reporter considered “childishly absurd”.  (Seymour Express 10th May, 1889).  He was
there 8 days and Wyllie said they played well.   Messrs Joseph and Gressier got draws. The
Highland Society of Bathurst were giving JW a testimonial.

In  June,  1889  James  Wyllie  returned  from  Tamworth  +103+  =1;  Caermarthen  +166  =2;
Newcastle +175 = 4 .He was returning to Sydney and then Melbourne late June.

One interesting side issue was the theft of the “Herd Laddie’s” silver watch from Mrs Steel’s
home  at  68  MacArthur  Street  Ultimo.  The  thief,  a  young  man  and  a  horse  trainer  named
Alexander Drew Ford was arrested by Senior Constable West on 29 th October, 1889 and had
previous form. He was committed for trial  on various thefts  (mostly watches) and had been
‘doing over’ boarding houses.  Six pawn tickets were on Ford when arrested. Trial date was
December 5th and poor Ford had a lot of thefts to answer for. The press article was :- “A further
committal  resulted  from  a  desire  for  cleanliness  expressed  at  the  house  of  Mrs  Steel  of
MacArthur Street Ultimo. On that occasion he washed a watch and 5s belonging to James Wyllie
out of the house and into a pawnshop. On another little matter he was remanded to the Water,
which seems very natural for such a soapy individual as the prisoner”. (Australian Star- 13th

November, 1889.)  ( I guess that meant the Water Police)  (I feel this is our JW but he was in
Melbourne by then.)

He returned to Melbourne in August, 1889

BACK TO MELBOURNE
The Australian 2nd November, says he played at Fitzroy on 31st July. (This is too early as he
returned in August) but whenever it was D. Glashan got a draw. The ‘Express’ of 7 th August has
JW playing J. Pirie ‘recently.’ The Australian 17/8 has him returning to Melbourne ‘last week’.
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There was a simul with him scoring +89,=7,-2. The Express of 10/8 has ‘Jamie’ (aboriginal) of
Woodlands playing Board 1 for Clare but losing 3+1- to J. Hunter. 

The Express 2/9 has JW at Collingwood Draughts Club and 11/9 at Golden Square where JW
lost to George Loudon at Eaglehawk. He also played a ‘local’ who lost. At Melbourne Draughts
Club Aug. 24 he played F. Brown & A. Stewart (draws) but defeated another 8 for a score of
+8=2. On 4/9 he was at Carlton Draughts Club scoring +10=2. One of the draws went to Mr.
Gallacher.

Australasian 26/10 has him at Dr. le Fevres house at Studley Park against a lady visitor –a draw.
The game was played 8/10/89. Did the “Herd Laddie” let the ladies draw as Paul Morphy the
chess champion?

On 9/11 he was at the Melbourne Draughts Club where F. Brown got a draw and Carey defeated
him!

Another Dunedin game against Mr. Hay was given - a draw.

 On the 13/11 he played A. Ferguson at Carlton. He was VP of the Carlton Club. It was a 6 game
simul with JW scoring +5=1. Earlier on 9/11 he played at the Melbourne Draughts Club for a
+5=2 score. Some opponents were F. Brown, Fairbridge, James Paterson and S. Gray got draws.
He was also at Eaglehawk playing James Smith (Leader 23/11) later 4/12 Smith got a draw off
him.

There was another NZ game in the Mercury of 5/12/89 a Dunedin game against George Foreman
(draw).

He was at the Carlton Club 18th December for a score of +4=4.  The draws went to F. Brown, S.
Grey, J. Gallacher, and in the ‘Colonist’ 28 /12 he lost to James Paterson
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QUEENSLAND - 1890 

James Wyllie arrived in July, 1890

6th July,  1890 JW arrived on the Bulimba.  Match to be played at  the Metropolitan  Hotel  in
Edward Street

19th July, 1890 JW playing Robert Mar (a photo was taken of them by A. Lomar & Co of Queen
Street).  The match started 8th July at the Metropolitan Hotel in Edward Street with 30 spectators
and started 8 p.m. 3 games were played, Mar winning +1=2

27th July, 1890 - JW at Ipswich Draughts Club. Opponents were W. Bell, F. Boyle, The Brown
brothers, M.J. Deane, W. Gordon, W. Lewis, F.H. Mead, W. Oldhan & R.H. Shirrus. His score
was +9=2, the latter with Bell & Boyle. On the second day the players were stronger by JW still
won:-  G.Allen +2, W.Bell +3=1, F.Boyle +1=1, W.Lewis +4, Brown Brothers +2 each, Wm
Oldham +2 & F.H. Mead +2.

9/8/1890 The Queenslander JW played a 43 game simul at Ipswich Draughts Club “Last week”
+41=2.   He did intend departing for America “shortly.” 

9/8/1890 -  Second Match started JW & Mar at A. McNish Fraser’s Auction Mart -Mar +2, JW
+1, drawn 6; 19 to play.

23rd August, 1890 - JW defeated Mar +5,-2, 21=

Exhibition Games in July resulted in Mar winning +5, -3,=12

28th August - JW in Toowoomba at the SOA He played some country men first at 1/- a game and
won them all. On the first day his simul opponents were Boyce, Kinealy, Provan and Stumm.
The latter game should have been won by Stumm but no.  He played 5 in a simul James Stirling,
Sinclair Grant, Blaney & Trevathen on 29/8, the next night.  On 30/8 Two other players were
Casper  (the  strongest)  and Erbacher.  He visited  Gympie  in  early  September  coming  on the
Burwah and played games at the School of Arts.  There was a report of a proposed visit  to
Nerang in the South Queensland Bulletin of 27/9 to play “the local champion” which would
cause a stir.

4th October, 1890 - JW played a 10 game simul at the Brisbane Draughts Club 27th September.
He won 9 and lost 1 to F. Passey late of Charters Towers. He and JW played 4 games in all.
Results not known.

BACK TO SYDNEY -  JW played John Boyce Champion of NSW on 6th December, 1890.
Two sessions with final score +4-1=1 to JW.  He was returning to Melbourne later that month
but was playing all comers at the SOA until then. 
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BACK IN MELBOURNE

On the 12th March, 1891 he played at the Hindmarsh Institute Free Chess & Draughts Room at
Fitzroy Public Library Town Hall, Napier Street and it was a 5 game simul against 5 opponents.
He won +4=1 with the draw gained by Mr. Pond. It was JW’s first visit.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA (2nd Visit)  – April,  1891:-  On 4th April  he started his  campaign at
Martins Rooms King William Street Adelaide facing 18 opponents and 30 games in all. Two
draws to J. Todd Read and T. Symonds. 

 On 6th April - 32 games, 6 draws .. The draws went to W.J. McArthur (2), P. Gemmell, W.
Smith, A. Barr and P.E. Lester. McArthur was a very strong chess player and problemist as well.
On 7th April - 37 games with draws to C. Cordt, C.W. F. Maschmedt,and Molloy. 8 th April 29
games with 3 draws to W. Kerr, O. Higginbotham and C.W.F. Maschmedt. All other games he
won. No losses.

In the SA Advertiser of 18th April is an excellent talk with JW. There is a good sketch of him in
the SA Chronicle on 25th April,  1891. See scans at rear. His final games in Adelaide +36=3
draws to J. Hanton, J. Hogg and T.A. Cook who would remember forever their  final games
against the World Champion. He then went to Clare after his final Martin’s Rooms in King
William Street Adelaide which was +35=5. Draws went to F.H. Stevens, W. Maschmedt,  R.
Taylor,  J.  Clark  and  John  Hogg.  The  Herd  Laddie  pulled  off  a  “particularly  brilliant”
combination in his win over Mr. Hanton.  Another session at Martins resulted in draws to T.
Cooke and Mr. Hanton & 35+ to JW.

He visited Clare on Wednesday 29th April, 1891, met 18, including Jimmy the Black Tracker.
Score +19=1. The draw was by Mr. Odgers the National Bank Manager. He enjoyed the trip in
lovely weather and several farmers drove 20 miles to play but had to go home afterwards for
seeding. On Friday 1st May he was at Norwood Club with a score of +15=3. Draws to R. Taylor,
A. Walkely & P. Lester.  He thought Mr. Kerr should have won. On Saturday at Port Adelaide
his score was +14=3 with draws to D. Smith, J. Hanton and T.L. Sykes. His SA score was +647-
5=91 and he thought the average ability of the local players was greater than any others south of
the line.

The Hamilton Spectator of 8th August, 1891 gave his total scores for Australia and New Zealand
of 16,000 games+, 14,464 wins, 1,506 draws and 30 losses. This is debatable judging by other
scans. The article below from the Evening Journal 6th May 1891 is excellent and tells all readers
of the benefits of walking when old. In my opinion he was one of the greatest world champions
in any sport.  Perhaps family have his diaries of his trips?  Money wise at 1/- a game that’s
16,000 shillings or £800 for 4 years work.
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THE HERD LADDIE LEAVES FROM SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Evening Journal (SA) 6th May, 1891 page 3
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UNFORTUNATELY HE DID NOT COME BACK. I  think it  was his  form of flattery  to
praise opponents  more than for  their  ability.  Clearly  his  top opponents  were  in  Europe and
America. “Reminiscences” of him by ‘J.P.” follow. It has been retyped from the scan. Whilst this
is a professional tour by JW it has real benefits for public draughts and also for his opponents
who were able to have a lifetime memory in playing the world champion. And so the great man
passed on.

Compare this 4 year tour to the very memorable Melbourne City vs Country annual draughts
matches which started in 1892. The wonderful photo included shows the jam-packed room in the
Melbourne Town Hall and is a photo from 1895. The match played 31 st August, 1895 has been
found  and  scanned  from  the  “Weekly  Times”  It  was  a  quieter  age  but  the  social  events
afterwards with all the players singing contrasts with current social events which may not have
the talent of yesteryear. Some of the comments made by those present and the players names are
given to complete a picture of a superb annual draughts event which was cited as the best in the
world. It could even be that.

From Melbourne Leader – 1st April, 1899 - p.31
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REMINISCENCES OF JAMES WYLLIE     BY J.P.  
 “In the death of James Wyllie, the famous “Herd Laddie,” the greatest exponent probably of the
scientific game of draughts that has ever lived, Scotland, or rather, I should say, the world, has
lost  a  veritable  hero.  For,  according to  Carlyle,  all  heroes are made of  the same stuff,  the
accidental difference between them lying in their different spheres of action. Then, if Carlyle is
right,  Mirabeau could  have  become a poet,  and Burns  a  leader;  so  James  Wyllie,  in  other
circumstances, and in his degree, might have become a Gladstone, a Carlyle or a Darwin. For
Wyllie was more than a great draughts player. He was an original thinker; the missionary of the
most delightful pastime; the hero of a hundred fights;  and beyond compare, the most prominent
and popular  personality  in  the  draughts  world for  the  last  half  century.  The  renown of  the
champion  extended  beyond  the  circle  of  draughts  experts,  and  even  of  those  interested  in
draughts, and the name of the “Herd Laddie” was familiar to all as that of a celebrity.

To estimate even inadequately  the extent  and importance of his many triumphs, or his exact
position in the history of the game, would be a momentous task, and one which I assuredly would
not  attempt.  But  rather,  I  should  like  to  dwell  a  little  on  some sides  of  his  character,  and
endeavour to show the man as I personally knew him, in however fragmentary a manner.

At the invitation of the Melbourne Draughts Club, in 1887, Mr. Wyllie visited these shores, and
arrived in Melbourne on the 15th April. I well remember how some of us met the renowned “Herd
Laddie” in the early morning at Hobson’s Bay. My first vivid impression of the veteran was one
of deep respect as I felt sure that he was a man with no deception or trickery about him, yet
giving perfect confidence that he, was the “champion.” He received a most hearty welcome, and
was well feted in the evening at Mather’s café, where he received a purse of sixty sovereigns. Mr.
Wyllie throughly enjoyed his stay in Victoria, being more fortunate to secure a comfortable and
happy home with Mr. and Mrs. Houston. In our early bouts with the champion, most of our
players were vanquished before and by the power of his personality, but after some little time we
made creditable  progress. His scores in Victoria were –Games played 1850, of which he won
1760, lost 2 while 88 games were drawn. A wonderful record. It was, however, quite a treat to
meet  the  veteran,  for  his  play  was always  fresh  and sparkling,  full  of  happy surprised  and
brilliant  finishes.  He had the power of making games “hard” and of enticing even cautious
players  from safe  and  simple  lines,  into  “doubt,  hesitation  and  pain,”  and  then  generally,
disaster. Everyone soon wanted to meet the veteran, so we had tickets printed at 1/- for each
game, which were handed to him before play began. In connection with the tickets I remember
an amusing incident that occurred at the Richmond town hall, before a large and fashionable
audience of well-known members of Parliament, merchants, artists & c., when Wyllie was giving
an exhibition of his play. A rather pompous gentleman, a member of the Legislative Council, I
believe, took his seat opposite the champion, and made his first move. Whyllie remained quite
still. The gentleman looked at Wyllie, who calmly returned the gaze.  The councillor then drew
back a black man, “Who moves first?” Wyllie’s reply in the broadest Scotch, though brief, was
characteristic,  “Whar’s  your  ticket?”  Wyllie  did  not  believe  in  playing  for  fun,  and  in
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Melbourne, in the outer draughts circles, “Whar’s your ticket?” became an almosy synonymous
term with draughts. Wyllie’s deafness has been held by some to have been an advantage to him,
as he was then unable to be distracted by any noise, and could give undivided attention to the
game, yet it had also its drawbacks. As a joke, one night, as Wyllie had been demoliching his
opponents with special expediency, hardly a draw having been secured against him, we brought
the landlord’s daughter, who, we said, was an exzcellent draughts player. I stood behind Wyllie
and directed the lady’s moves, and the game was ultimately drawn. The veteran kept looking
round  the  room,  suspecting  something,  but  we  were  not  discovered.  When  we  told  Wyllie
afterwards, he remarked, “I thocht she was a gae sticker for a woman.” In reference to Wyllie’s
deafness, and as an example of his caution I may say that he was once advised by a friend at a
busy  intersection  of  streets,  to  look  both ways  before  crossing.  “I  always  look  four  ways,”
replied the veteran.

The Herd Laddie” dressed in a Tam O’Shanter and in a shepherd’s tartan plaid was a sight that,
once seen, is not easily forgotten. At the Caledonian Society’s sports, in the Melbourne Cricket
Ground,  the “Herd Laddie” in such a costume met  all  comers,  looking the “champion” to
perfection;  and in  an attendance  of  10,000 or  15,000 spectators  the  chief  attraction  was,  I
believe, the “Herd Laddie” in his shepherd’s plaid and at the draughts board.

As  an  example  of  Wyllie’s  shrewdness  and  humour  I  cannot  do  better  than  quote  some
characteristic passages from a letter I received from him when he was in New Zealand:- “Before
leaving Great Britain I issued a challenge to the world at draughts for £100 a side, but, having
waited 15 months without a reply, I thought I would not delay my tour to Australia any longer;
and therefore, should anyone in Great Britain and Ireland or America challenge me, they must
wait until I complete my tour, as it cannot be thought that I can go from one part of the world to
another to suit any draughts player; but I shall only be too glad when I return, if challenged, to
accept. I am playing better since I came to New Zealand. I take long walks in every place I go –
six miles there and six miles back every day. My score in New Zealand is -3040 games; out of
that number I have won 2874, lost 5 and 161 were drawn. I have played more than 1000 games
since I lost one. The Barker-Martins match was very poor, not quite up to third class play. Had I
been in Martin’s position when he was a game ahead, not all the players in the world combined
could have got the game back, for I would have brought forth a line of defence that would have
defied them. You must bear in mind that this would only be done in a championship match at a
large stake. If my opponent was no better than Martin or Barker I would be able to go to sleep
and not prepare. However, I will only play for £200 a side.”

Wyllie had little respect for blindfold play, and when someone was enlarging on the wonderful
feats of a certain blindfold celebrity,  Wyllie quietly remarked, “He canna play with his eyes
open”. As a coach Wyllie, I think, was without a rival, though he was severe, and would take no
excuses. He coached both Fred. Brown and myself for the Australasian championship, and we
secured  first  and  second  places.  Brown,  I  remember,  was  a  game  down  against  a  strong
opponent, and there was only one game left to play. Wyllie’s advice, in reply to Fred’s query of
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“What can I do?” was simply “You maun just win” so what could Brown do but win. Equalizing
his scores and then beating his opponent in the play-off.”

Having retyped this  article  and reading it,  the author  seems likely to  be James Paterson the
Australian champion on occasions. It would be lovely to put some names alongside the identities
in “The Sketcher” drawing next but they are elusive.

From The Australasian Sketcher 17th May, 1887

James Wyllie facing. Taken from a scan of the newspaper on TROVE - the wonderful National 
Library of Australia tool that allows free reading and scanning.
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Brisbane Courier – 15th April, 1899 - p.3
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 Darling Downs Gazette 30th August, 1890         
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See also The Queenslander 12th July, 1890 at the rear for much more on the championship venue.
There are two more games (4 & 5) also at the rear. As given in The Argus 17th July, 1890 (2
pages in advance). Robert Mar won the event and James Wyllie challenged him for a rematch
which was to take place in early August. Research still ongoing here. It does seem JW reversed
the result. (See SA Advertiser 18.4.1891 at rear)
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6.  PERSONALITIES, SCANS, PHOTOS 

Andrew Anderson (1799-1861)

Not easy to copy Wyllie Checkers on Anderson as it is too wide on the website. He was a great
player and defeated Wyllie 4 matches out of 5. The match he lost was played just after his wife
had died. He produced a book in 1848 and after retirement became an analyst and coach. He was
a friend of John Drummond another draughts pioneer.

ANDERSON:  The First world champion by Norrie Reid

One morning an acquaintance met Anderson dressed in his Sunday garb.    “Hellen Andra!
Where awa’ this morning?”

“Man,” said Andrew, “I hae been hearing o’ a chiel in Baillieston who proudly say he was
never beat at draughts, and I want to see what he’s like and try if I canno’ reduce him to the
proportions o’ an ordinary mortal….”

Andrew, in the course of time, reached his destination, found the unconquered Bailiestonian, and
introduced himself, saying that he had heard he was a grand player at the “brod” (draughts
board) and that he had come all the way frae Braidwood to have the honour of a game or twa.

“Ye’ll ken Andrew Anderson do ye?”

“I’m Anderson.”

“Oh! Weel I have never been beat an’ ye canna beat me, because I’ll no play wi” ye.”

No  amount  of  persuasive  argument  could  induce  the  invincible  one  to  produce  the  board.
Anderson then proceeded to Coatbridge to holiday with his friend Mr Thomas Mochrie, another
excellent player.” 

Above article from “Wyllie’s checkers website”

An old story used in the chess field I think by Blackburne who was asked to play an arrogant
club  player  who never  lost  a  game of  chess.  Blackburne  asked him to play  and the  player
surprisingly said yes. Blackburne had the White pieces and made his move. He waited for a time
and as Black hadn’t moved went elsewhere. He came back after a much longer time and Black
still hadn’t moved. Blackburne said “I see why you don’t lose many games” to which Black
replied “Well, I am playing you and I doubt if you will win.”  Blackburne agreed. The draughts
story probably has precedence.
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Biography of Robert Stewart (1873-1941) by Norrie Reid 
(From Wyllie’s Checkers website)

“Robert Stewart was born in Kelty, Fife, Scotland, on the 31st August, 1873, a mere two hundred
yards from the Bridge House, Blairadam, where he was to live most of his life. His father was an
enthusiastic  lover  of  draughts  and introduced his  son  to  the  game.  Robert  joined  the  Kelty
Draughts Club in 1886, quickly becoming an extremely strong player. By the early 1890’s he
had reached a level of excellence which allowed him to defeat Richard Jordan in 1893.

Stewart  won  the  Scottish  Ch’ship  in  1894,  1895,  1900,  1901  and  1902  –  a  remarkable
achievement  considering  the  quality  of  the  opposition  at  the  time.  Facing  such  formidable
opponents was Richard Jordan, James Ferrie, Henderson, Buchanan, Searight, Freedman and
others,  He  achieved  the  outstanding  score  of  35-8-129.  Moreover,  in  the  three  England  v
Scotland matches his figures were 5-0-26, and in the Britain v USA match of 1905 he recorded a
fine 7-0-32. From 1901 Stewart went 21 years without the loss of one game in public. That lost
game came in  the  1922 victory  over  the  American Champion Newell  Banks  (2-1-37)  which
secured him the World Ch’ship in a match played in the City Halls, Glasgow for £500 in prize
money. Given that he had effectively retired from match play in 1905 and would consequently be
short of practice (unlike Banks!) this result was truly an outstanding one. On his return to Kelty
he was to be feted with bands playing and crowds cheering. However Robert was a very reserved
man and left the train at the station before Kelty and then walked home to avoid the crowds.

Other local accounts of the man confirm him as slightly eccentric (normal for a genius?) He
could, for example, pass a close member of his family in the middle of a country lane without a
word, he would spend much time wandering through Blairadam estate with his pocket draughts
set  (now in  my possession)  thinking,  maybe,  of  his  latest  “cook” an expression  used  for  a
previously unknown “killer” move.

As well as his championship successes, Stewart established a prodigious record in exhibitions
and demonstrations. For example as a “blindfold” player (i.e. without sight of the board) he was
outstanding as the figures for his last three displays indicate:- Cowden Beith in 1904 (14-0-0-),
Peebles in 1905 (12-0-3) and Carlisle in 1905 (19-0-6).

This man was capable of much more! Similarly as a simultaneous performer, his record defies
comment:-1101-0-182. After the 1922 match he played no other (shades of Bobby Fischer). The
Americans attempted to arrange another World Title Match and claimed that Stewart would not
play.  Stewart  always  totally  denies  this;  in  fact  he  claimed  that  he  had  “On  four
occasions….accepted proposals to cross the Atlantic. On each occasion, the matter fizzled out
because America could not raise the money….” Where the truth lay is now hard to pinpoint- the
unhappy effect was that Stewart really retired in 1922. He was scheduled to play Sam Levy of
England in 1937 but resigned it due to ill health.
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Robert Stewart died in 1941 and is buried in Kirk O’Beith cemetery close to his home in Fife.”

Addendum by Norrie Stewart  

“So keen were the American challengers to recover the World’s Title that in 1934 the Scottish
giant was offered a match in America for stakes comprising £300 for a win, lose or draw and
£200 expenses. Though a flue victim at the time and unable to accept the invitation, Mr. Stewart
had his own opinions about a challenge match on the other side of the Atlantic. Eventually in
1937 he decided to retire from the arena in which he had thrilled thousands of admirers and
announced “I am now the retired, undefeated, world’s draughts champion”. It was with obvious
grief that Mr. Stewart made the decision for he had held the title for 15 and a half years. To the
Kelty genius who had never known defeat his exit was particularly unfortunate as the step had to
be taken practically on the eve of a World’s Ch’ship match for £200 a side with Samuel Levy,
Manchester.”

(Sad that Stewart by passed the victory cemetery. Refusing a match after age 49 is hardly a crime. Reid’s
reference to Bobby Fischer at age 32 in 1975 refusing to play Anatoly Karpov doesn’t really compare to
Stewart.  He was getting on.  Draughts is  as lively as chess off  the board’!  I  don’t  think he came to
Australia. BM)

This led to finding the Wyllie Checkers fantastic historical website featuring all the great players
back to the first champion Anderson. It sometimes doesn’t come up and the word  ‘insecure’
comes up. These biographies are not able to be copied and I rather liked Stewart’s, so hand wrote
it out and then typed it into these files. It could be said that this affection for the long dead
checkers/draughts players is on a par with the deceased chess players who usually end up with a
book or two as well. But from my research so far these champions are much loved, especially
James Wyllie and there is far more detail about him that anyone else.

The following is  from Chess  Book Chats  website  by Michael  Clapham and in  the issue 7 th

December, 2016. It reads and looks well and Branch would appreciate it if he was still around. I
bought many volumes of The Chess Amateur in 1967 from Baruch Wood’s rare book  auctions
and soon fell in love with Branch in the various contribution to CA columns. The Cheltenham
columns would be great to see published one day. Must try and get “The History of Checkers” as
reprinted by the late Ken Whyld. Would be nice to have one of his photographs too.  A clever
man.
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Chess Book Chats website by Michael Clapham
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Chess Book Chats website by Michael Clapham
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I bought No.30 in August, 2021. Ken was a good chess friend and we called and stayed a night
with him in Caistor in 1990. Norma cooked tea, I washed up, and Ken talked. Great night.

MORE ON WILLIAM SHELLEY BRANCH

Michael Clapham put a fine biography of the above in his website Chess Chats which has been
copied above. Here is the remainder from BCM p.188, 1899:-

“Mr. Wm. Shelley Branch, the secretary of the Cheltenham C.C. from its formation in 1889, was
born at Hastings in 1854. Leaving that famous chess centre at an early age, and long before it
was famous, he resided for ten years at Brighton. In those days there was no regular chess club
in that large town, though there was something in the way of a remnant of one that had formerly
met at one of the best hotels on the sea-front, and of which Captain Kennedy-author of ‘Waifs
and Strays of the Chess Board’- ha been a member. Also, Mr. W.S. Branch attempted to start a
little club at a coffee tavern, and remembers now with amusement the account which appeared of
this  organization  in  the  ‘City  of  London Chess  Magazine’.  But  in  1873 interest  in  chess  in
Brighton was increased by a rumour that at the newly-opened Free Library one could play for
nothing all day and every day (except Sundays). This proved correct. One of the town council –
Mr. Booth- had given some large sets of men and boards, and had obtained permission for the
establishment of a permanent and free chess room, intended chiefly for the use of visitors. There
are very few chess resorts in this country. Thousands of players much have passed through that
“corporation chess room,” and Mr. Branch there met in the seventies, some of the players who
have made Sussex a strong chess county since, and occasionally some well known Metropolitan
players.

How far a free and public chess room benefits the cause of club chess, or the reverse, is a moot
point. But about the time Mr. Branch ceased to reside in Brighton, a good club was established
there – chiefly, he believes, by Mr. H.W. Butler. At the smaller, but anciently more important,
neighbouring town of Lewes, Mr. Branch and others shortly afterwards established a good club,
which in time won the “McArthur Cup” of the Sussex C.A., and which once beat Hastings! The
Lewes Cup continues, but Mr. Branch had to leave it at the close of 1888 for Cheltenham, in
which town he took with him a club testimonial from Lewes.

Finding Cheltenham to be clubless, he set to work, and getting hold of the borough member,
mayor, & c., and pointing out what a discreditable position the town was in, and urging the same
in the local press, he had the satisfaction of seeing a chess club established, with eighty-nine
members, before the end of 1889. In 1890, Mr. Branch found to his surprise that he had won the
Cheltenham Cup, and again in 1896. From the autumn of 1890 he has been the chess editor of
the ‘Cheltenham Examiner’, and his name has been seen occasionally in other columns as that of
a problemist. He has given considerable study to the historical side of chess, and of some other
things. But he has now arrived at an age when he knows that he will never conspicuously shine
outside his  own little  Baliewick as a player,  problemist,  or historian.  He simply looks  upon
himself as one of a large number whom circumstances have permitted to be of use in spreading a
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knowledge of the king of games – his own favourite recreation since the age of 12, with the
doubtful exception, for a period, of the work and play involved in artillery volunteering. Of this
he  had  seven  years,  becoming  a  corporal.  Mr.  Branch,  for  many  years  in  business  as  a
photographer and picture dealer, and unmarried, contents himself now with literary and chess
work.

On Wednesday, April 12th, the members of the Cheltenham Chess Club gave expression to their
high appreciation of the services which Mr. Branch has rendered to the club during his ten
years’ secretariat, by presenting him with a testimonial consisting of a beautifully illuminated
address, a fine set of chessmen and board, two books, a crystal inkstand, and a purse of gold. In
making this presentation, Mr. T. Whittard, vice-president of the Cheltenham Club, remarked that
the members were indebted to Mr. Branch for his literary and editorial labours in connection
with chess. We endorse Mr. Whittard’s remarks, and have much pleasure in publishing in the
present issue the first article of a series which Mr. Branch will contribute to the B.C.M. at our
special request.”

The articles continued until October, 1900 having started in May, 1899 and are usually 3 or 4
pages in length. They required much research and assistance from other chess devotees such as
H.J.R. Murray and are written in a clear language without complication. He later wrote a series
in the Pittsburgh Gazette which were republished by Ken Whyld in 2003 in his Christmas Series
issues. I don’t have that but will try and get it as the series is about draughts history. This is a
very rich period for enthusiasts interested in the history of chess, draughts and chess problems
and other authors produced articles for BCM. This series was called “A Sketch of Chess History
before the Second Revolution’. It may be worthwhile scanning these for posterity. It would also
be nice to have a professional photograph by Branch.
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Above - From Kelly’s 1878 Post Office Directory of Sussex (Google) W.S.Branch 3rd from
bottom.

Phone calls  come from everywhere.  Some get  help  like  Robyn Sanderson asking about  her
grand-father William Sanderson (1852-1941). A blacksmith at Gympie. Robyn thought him a
strong chess player with a chess friendship to the future Prime Minister Andrew Fisher.  That
was 2001 and I  discovered more on Fisher  including his railway chess  with the Postmaster
General, Josiah Thomas, on the way to and from Parliament in Melbourne. Fisher was also a
member of the Gympie Chess Club ca 1895. I had seen the Sanderson name but where?? Robyn
liked what had been found but it was small beer as there was no link to Fisher and no chess
playing by her gf.    Fisher was 10 years younger (1862-1928) and could they really be friends or
even acquaintances? In late 2006 doing research for Greg Wilson on Newcastle chess in The
Austral,  there he was- Sanderson! Not a chess player but a very very strong draughts player.
Here is his Austral letter in the 25th January, 1928 issue:-

Austral - 25th January, 1928
“A WORD TO THE WISE IN CHESS AND DRAUGHTS
To the Editor) 
Sir,
I see the proprietors of our bright little ‘Austral’ are contemplating a change. Well, I don’t 
wonder at it. I have always thought it far too cheap. I would not grudge paying twice as much.
The Australian people don’t know what they are missing if they let this paper fail.

I am an old man now, 75 last 8th June, and I have been a student of the Draughts’ game for some
forty years. It has been, and still is, my principal solace and amusement after a hard day’s work.
I am a smith, and if I have till the 8 th of next June I will have been at the anvil 62 years, and am
still going strong.

I played with the Herd Laddie in Gympie in ’93, and the late R.Mar, Champion of Australia was
a personal friend. For years we did not miss many nights without having a battle across the
dambrod (draughtsboard)

I’m not a Scotsman, but very near it. I was born within sight of the bonny hills of Scotland. I left
there and came to Queensland in ’77.  I was then 25, and if I live another three years from today
I have been in Australia 50 years; and between you and me, it’s the best country in the world.

I was home for a trip two years ago and my old friends could not believe it was me. I could walk
rings around far younger men. They couldn’t understand it. So I told them to drink and gamble
less and study Draughts.
Kind Regards-
Yours Faithfully 
W.Sanderson.”

A great letter and the end of the story. I wasn’t up to speed with draughts history. Robyn’s uncles
said WS wrote under the pseudonym of ‘Saxon’ in the Brisbane Courier draughts column. There
were some by ‘Saxon’ in The Austral, No.111 for example (1928) The ‘Herd Laddie ‘ was James
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Wyllie the World Champion many times. I recall battles royal between him and Mar. Quite a
coup for Sanderson to play one of the strongest players in the world and no shame to lose (See
next page)

Maitland Weekly Mercury (NSW : 1894 - 1931), Saturday 17th April, 1897, page 6

The part of Hat-Shepsut’s draughts board was fairly minor, and  Falkener (p.30) wrote on that in
his book. 
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Now we have to find articles by Mr. Addams-Williams. The game by Robert Mar and William
Sanderson  is  a  find,  as  some  years  ago  I  did  some  research  for  a  descendant  of  William
Sanderson who wrote a letter to ‘The Austral’. (See prior page) I think the game was played in
Brisbane or Gympie as Sanderson was a Queenslander. 

Weekly Times 13th May, 1953

Here is a list of the champions of yesteryear. Even to a draughts history tyro like myself the
name Hugh Egan stands out. And then amazingly there is the 1952 winner Lloyd Fell whom I
saw many times in the chess scene. He became a champion in that field too.  One has regrets and
I really should have talked with him about early chess and draughts. He is gone now. Hugh Egan
has a great Australian draughts history. And his advice to Beginners  is below and  came from
the Melbourne Weekly Times. It is interesting to read of the “restricted” opening play. Not so in
chess.
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The Argus 26th April, 1922
Mr Egan’s – Draught’s Champion 
“Sydney – Tuesday – The first prize and championship of Australia has been won for the third
time by Hugh T. Egan of Melbourne.    Ernest D. Smith, Sydney won the second prize of £10, and
N. Rickard (Sydney) third prize of £5.   In the loser’s, final round Smith defeated Rickard by two
wins and 4 drawn games.   This entitles Smith to play Egan in the final round.    In the first series
of 4 games, Smith scored with the white side of a 9 – 13, 23-12 opening.    The other three games
being drawn put each player on an equality.   In the second series two draws resulted from a 12-
16, 22-18 opening, but with the white side of a 10-14, 22-18 opening Egan won somewhat easily,
and  the  4th game  being  drawn  he  was  declared  the  winner  of  the  first  prize  of  £20  and
Championship of Australia.    Mr McLachlan M. Shaw, (President of the Australian Draughts
Association) presented the prizes.”

Warrnambool Standard – 23rd November, 1917
“A DRAUGHTS CHAMPION 
Mr Hugh Egan, who has held the position of draughts champion of Australasia and Victoria,
intended visiting Warrnambool next Saturday, to play a simultaneous draughts match against all
the district players, but owing to the death of his mother on Tuesday last, he has had to postpone
his visit until Saturday week, 1st December.”   

“ADVICE FOR BEGINNERS BY HUGH EGAN 
(In Melbourne Weekly Times)
“At the beginning of a game, it is better to play your pieces towards the centre of the board in
the form of a pyramid, than to play into the side square, because a piece at the side can move
only  in  one  direction,  and  consequently  loses  half  its  power.  This  seems  logical,  and  the
“pyramid idea” is regarded as gospel by the compilers of some handbooks on indoor games in
which  draughts  receives  somewhat  indifferent-in  fact,  harmful  treatment.  Architecture  in
draughts, however, fails to stimulate the practical player’s imagination. Certainly he finds some
strength and beauty in exposed rows, and more particularly in diagonal lines, but he has no taste
for “pyramid building”. When confronted with play of this kind, he at once sets to work to lay his
hidden “mine” in an effort to shatter the structure to his own advantage. It is with the “pyramid
builder” that the expert player has vast opportunities for those “pyrotechnical displays,” those
shots and strokes, which so astonish the newcomer. “Don’t play to the side” has no force with
the expert exponent of the game. The power of the point that “ A piece at the side can move only
in one direction,” is not felt by him simply because he is unable to ignore that other more vital
fact, that the piece at the side is not exposed, and consequently loses all danger of capture whilst
“marking time” as a side issue.

No, present-day experts (nor past never had for that matter) have no faith in this ancient axiom.
They play what they think is the best move under the circumstances, whether it be to the side, to
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the middle, or even the sacrifice of a piece or two – at which the latter phase of the game they
are,  of  course, quite adept – and the newcomer would do well  to follow their example.  The
novice should, however, examine each position carefully,  and move always with an object in
view, even if it is only an immediate threat, of giving “1 for 2,” or “2 for 3”. 11--15, regarded by
players  as  the  best  starting  point  of  a  game,  received  the  most  attention  from 19 th century
authors.  Many  players  developed  into  “two  game” players,  playing  11-15  with  Black,  and
always adhering to one particular opening with White – such as the “Single Corner” 22-18 in
reply to 11-15, or “Ayrshire Lassie,” 24-20 in reply to 11-15. This naturally led to some method
for broadening the scope of play,  and the “two-move restriction” was brought into force in
1901. “Broadenedby restriction” is not a contradiction, as each player is forced to choose a
starting move by ballot. There are seven first moves for the Black pieces, with seven replies for
White – making 49 openings in all  with the opening moves decided by the two-move ballot.
Actually, 43 openings, were used, however, because 9-14, 21-17 and 10-14, 21-17 were rejected
entirely, while 9-14, 23-18 and 10-14, 23-18 became known as “barred” openings, and were not
in general use. This made the two-move restriction as used for 35 years in British and American
tournaments. The two-move restriction is likely to be supplanted for modern play by the United
States three-move restriction, which makes 137 openings, bringing 9-14, 23-18, and 10-14, 23-
18, again into active use.”
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Not sure who this is written by. Did draughts really slide down socially post 1900?

Cairns Post (Qld. : 1909 - 1954), Wednesday 22nd August, 1934, page 5
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“The Literature of Draughts.
When Mr. A. E. Sargison, of Hobart, a leading player in Tasmania, a few weeks ago purchased
the draughts' library of more than 300 books of the late W. M. Mills (Dulwich Hill, New South
Wales), few people realised that there were so many books published about the game, writes "F"
in "The Age." Even fewer know that the draughts has a literature dating back to the 16th century.
The first  books  on draughts  were published in  1547,  1590,  1591,  1597 and 1610.  The first
outstanding  work  was  published  by  Canalejas  in  1650,  and was  followed  by  Pierre  Mallet
(France) in 1668, Garces (Madrid) 1684, Carina Rica 1700-59-98 and 1819, with Reverá 1819.
The earliest work "still in existence, however, is Montero's "Librodei Juego de. Las Damas." 

Although  adaptable,  these  are  real  anterior  foreign,  examples;  but  closely  conform  to  the
English  game;  while  the  old  French  game  (the  ancient  game),  represented  by  -Mallet  and
Quercetano, is; true draughts. .In London, 1694Dr: Thomas Hyde, Professor of Arabic in the
Oxford University, published a draughts' treatise in Latin, which was translated by Dr. T. J.
Brown in  the  "English  Draught  Player"  in  the  eighties.  The  literature  of  English  draughts,
however, actually begins with Payne, 1756, the dedication notice and preface to which were
written by Dr. Samuel Johnson, the lexicographer. Payne, who was a teacher of mathematics,
had several reprints,  and his little  work supplied all  needs until  the famous Sturges Guides.
1800,1808.  "Payne,"  said  Call,  "laid  the  foundation  on which  Sturges  built  so  admirable  a
structure, that Sturges has. been called the father of English draughts."

Sturges was standard for more than 30 years, giving place to "the Scottish school from 1832,
and then Walker's Sturges was published in 1835: There is one copy of Walker's Sturges in
Melbourne, and in 1930 a copy of the original Sturges was sold at Chris-ties, in London, for £6.
"They are pocket size, and were first published at 4/6.”

From Sinclair (1832), Drummond and Hay (1838) and Anderson (1852) until the present day,
the publication of draughts books has continued with unfailing regularity-text books, individual
match and tournament games books, magazines, periodicals, and works on ' problems,. etc.

Although Pearce (1815) had published "an improved system for playing the polite and scientific
game of draughts or checkers," the Americans entered the field in 1863 with the A.D.P.,  by
Spayth, of Buffalo; and in 1881 Henry D. Lyman, former second assistant Postmaster-General of
the United States,' and later president of» the American Surety Co., Broad-way, published his
wonderful problem book, "Lyman's Problems" is a massive work\ with 1022 problems in 420
pages, 'and measures 10 inches by 8 inches. . There is one copy in Melbourne,, and perhaps four
copies in Australia.- It is- now valued at £4/10/-; but-it was: exceeded. in length by Stearns's
Draughts  Marvel,  Manchester,;  U.SA-  1909,  and  Horsfalls  Problems,  'England;  1909.  Mr.
Lyman died on. February 27, 192???

So numerous are the published works on the game of draughts that it would be very difficult to
estimate anything like the exact number. William Timothy Call (New York) attempted it in his
"Literature of Checkers," 1908: but that was 25 years ago. When Call quoted 250 authors, and
there has been a host of works published since then, with many reprints and later editions. Lees
Guide  London, 1892, has,  for  instance,  had 16 editions.  This little  "evergreen"  is  to-day.  A
standard text book "for  beginners, Rear's "Encyclopaedia," in seven volumes, three editions and
two  supplements,  and  Tescheleit's  "Master  Play,  of  the  Draught  Board,"  six  volumes
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(incomplete), are the leading British works to-day. Outstanding in a wealth of modern literature
are the various American tournament books, handsome volumes-published at from 15/- to 12/6
each.?? Also the American editions of all the games played in the two Great Britainv. American
team matches-Boston, 1905, and New York, 1927.

There is no perfect library of books on the game. The Sargison library, of 380 volumes, from an
original Sturges (1800) to the present day, is now the finest in Australia, with a number of other
good collections in other States. The Mills library originally contained more than 300 books.
Probably,  prior  to  sale,  the  largest  in  Australia,  but  small  in  comparison  to  the  famous
collections, to mention only one-of the late Henry Hutzler, Ohio, U.S.A., and still retained by his
son, Julius E. Hutzler. A Tasmanian paper last year stated that 440 volumes are in the Hutzler
permanent  collection.  If  that  is  correct  then  it  has  been  greatly  reduced,  because  in  the
"Draughts World" for July, 1904, the late Mr. Hutzler stated he then had 750 volumes in his
collection, in nine languages, including a collection of all the rare Spanish works; while Call
states that, minus only one book (Pearce), the Hutzler library contained a copy of every book
published on the game. The Hutzler collection  was the result  of  the search and sifting of a
genuine bibliophile for nearly 40 years. It was the finest collection in the world. Many draughts
books were published after Mr. Hutzler's article appeared, and he collected until he died a few
years ago. The library is still retained by his family, quite distinct from the stock in the Hutzler
bookselling business. .

Draughts  as  a  feature  has  also  had  an  extensive  press,  beginning  with  the  Liverpool
"Kaleidoscope," 1821, and New York "Clipper," 1855; but prior to the advent of any literature
on the game, draughts was mentioned by a Moorish writer (1200), a French poet (1240) and
Chaucer in 1369.”

(The above great article appeared in The Age Melbourne and is the “corrected text” on the LHS of the
Trove  paper  Cairns  Times  22nd  August,  1934.  Many  further  corrections  have  been  made  and  the
following is helpful. Thank you Anthony.)
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The following article is from Wickipedia 

“Robert Martins (from Wickipedia the free encyclopedia 
Robert Martins (born in Penryn,  Cornwall  on 26 February,  1822, died 1904, was a British
draughts player who was World Checkers Champion from 1859 to 1864.   Although of English
Cornish origin he spent much of his later life in Scotland.   He was a noted rival of James Wylie.
“Chamber’s Journal” physically described him as tall, pale-faced and long beard.   While in
personality they considered him courteous and cautious in expressing opinions on points of the
game.”

Draughts Championship.
Week (Brisbane, Qld. - 1876 - 1934), Friday 10th December, 1897, page 18
“After one of the stiffest  contests  known in the history of the game, Mr. Richard Jordan, of
Edinburgh, this week (says the Glasgow Weekly Herald of October 23) vindicated his claim to
the title of the draughts champion of the world by defeating his challenger, Mr. Robert Stewart,
of Blairadam. Both are brilliant exponents of checkers, the only difference between them being
that Jordan is the stronger player of the two. Conditions better adapted to test the contestants'
knowledge of draughts could hardly have been devised. Much of the play was now and of an
intricate character. No doubt when critics get the complete games in their possession they will be
able to show draws on the won games. It is one thing to analyse a game in the comfort and
privacy of one's home—it is an entirely different matter to play a hard game across the board
with scores of eyes watching every move intently. All draughts players make mistakes; the best
player is he who perpetrates the fewest blunders. Jordan has undoubtedly a perfect  genius for
the game. He has played a good many set matches, and he has not yet suffered a reverse. In
defeating Wyllie, Ferrie,  Stewart (twice), and J. 0. Brown, he has established a record which
will not easily beeclipsed. It is understood that the champion contemplates a tour in Australia.
Where there are so many Scots, he may be sure of  getting an enthusiastic welcome. 
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This led to finding the Wyllie Checkers fantastic historical website featuring all the great players
back to the first champion Anderson. It sometimes doesn’t come up and the word  ‘insecure’
comes up. These biographies are not able to be copied and I rather liked Stewart’s so hand
wrote it out and then typed it into these file. It could be said that this affection for the long dead
checkers/draughts players is on a par with the deceased chess players who usually end up with a
book or two as well.”

Edward Winter of “Chess Notes” fame has a fine article on his website “Are Chess & Checkers
Sister  Games? This started with Irving Chernev in  Chess Review April,  1937 p.89.  And he
features the World Chess Champion Emanuel Lasker playing Alfred Jordan, a mighty draughts
player who won the game. Frank Marshall was also a very good checkers/draughts player and he
was  a  Chess  Grandmaster.  Harry  Pillsbury  the  great  chess  master  was  a  master  at
checkers/draughts also. There is a well known photo of him and in 1905 he had a “Chess &
Checkers” newspaper column. That reminded me of the many editioned book by Albert Belasco
“Chess and Draughts” of which I have a few editions.

Following is a wonderful article by “N.F.S.” from the Age a Melbourne paper –

The Age (Melbourne) Saturday, 22nd February, 1930 -  p.8 
“THE GAME OF DRAUGHTS BY N.F.S. 
I heard a cynical chess player: say, "The main difference between, chess and draughts is this.
For draughts -  you require a board and men. For chess you need brains." His definition is
erroneous.   In the simplicity of draughts lies its difficulty.

A zed class chess player sometimes flukes a checkmate from a champion, but the odds against a
weak player winning a game from a draughts expert is about a million to a brick. Chess is an
aristocratic game. The pieces begin life born in the purple— kings, queens, knights, bishops and
rooks (another name for financiers), and each one has his body servant to attend on him.   

Draughtsmen are all born equal, and every man has a king's crown in his knapsack. He may fall
in the struggle, he may be jammed in a corner, he may be sacrificed as a bait to trap the foe. But
he may escape all perils and reach the back row, to sally forth, crown on head in pursuit of the
fleeing foe. Chess is a game of poesy, romance and delicate nuances.    Draughts is a grim
battle, calling forth all ones faculties of patience, wariness and concentration.

When I finish a serious game of chess my brains are all tingling with excitement, but after a solid
bout at draughts my brain is fagged and weary. All the time I have had to concentrate and watch
for murderous long shots and sneaking traps, besides trying my hardest to inveigle my foe to
walk into my little  parlor .I  assure you there’s a lot  of  dirty work done in a good game of
draughts. And when upon my couch I lie, sleep is banished by my brooding over why I did not
play 17-22 instead of 17—21.

A few words about the game, it is as old as who knows?   Draught boards and men, have been
found in Egyptian sarcophagi of a period 1800 B.C. Plato  mentions the game. The ancient
Greeks played with a 25square board and five men apiece.    The Romans gambled a lot  at
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Latrunculi a game very similar to the Greek style.  Draughts was brought to England in the
eleventh century, probably by William the Conqueror. 

The oldest existing book on the, game was printed in Valencia, Spain, in 1547. Chess is the same
game all over the world, but each nation has its own variety of draughts.   In Polish draughts the
board has 100 squares, and the men can take backwards as well as forward. In the German
game a King moves like a chess bishop, and can capture a man anywhere on the diagonal. In the
Italian game a man cannot capture a king. The Turks play on a 64 square board, but the men
make some wonderful hops. There are also the Spanish and French games, each with its own
funny little ways. 

The English game known as checkers in the U.S.A. should really he called the Scotch game, for
in that country the game first became scientific. Drummond and Wyllie, the famous Herd Laddie
are famous names in draughts history. The names of the openings Glasgow, Dundee, Edinburgh,
Ayrshire,  Lassie,Kelso,  Souter,  Laird  and  Lady,  Dyke,  Denny,  all  show  the  influence  that
Scotland had on the game, and even to-day, when you meet, a Mac you usually meet  a good
draughts player.

The Implements are a 64 square board and 32 men. 16 whites, l6 black. It is possible to do
without these.  Some years ago I  took  my  fishing kit  and went off  on a long lonely tramp.
Hardly had I made my camp near a trout stream when I was joined by a swagman.    I could
have put up with his garrulity, his naughty language and his unclean habits, but his braggadacio
was too much for me. He had been the champion draughts player of Tallidoon. I marked out a
draughts board on the ground, collected some white flat stones and cut of unessential buttons on
my clothes.  After 1 had won about 200 games, he folded up his tent like the Arab and silently
stole away. He also stole my only spare pair of boots. 

That reminds me of one of our club members. As he ponders over his move he keeps up a nerve-
racking tap, tap, tap on the table with one of the captured men.   This  goes on till his infuriated
foe roars stop that row. The tapping ceases— till the next game. Another member hums scraps of
tunes as he thinks. It would be bad enough if he kept in tune but he manages to get three false
notes out of each four. Some day I'll jab one or my men into his mouth, and the coroners verdict
will be "Death caused by a severe draught." 

Some years ago we had a tiny, blue-eyed old gentleman, a childless widower, who  believed he
was a draughts champion. He was such a dear that everybody let him win. This perked him up so
that he gradually reduced the number of his men to at least three men against twelve. It required
some skill to let him win. The easiest method was to engineer the men until a way was made for
the crown head for his three men.  When four men were crowned, and the eight others banked up
behind them “You can’t  move," squeaked the old gentleman. "My game! My game!" It may have
been a wicked deception to fool the old chap, but for years it sent him home to his lonely , bed a
very happy man. I went to see him when he was dying. His tiny body hardly raised his bed
clothes. His eyes were closed, and he lay very still. But now and then he murmured a few words.
"Your move, got you— got you— take that man— my game. And he died babbling draughts.”
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I like this article because N.F.S. doesn’t worry about the niceties of draughts not having the
modern style when he writes about Queen Hatsupshet in Egypt. Don’t quite get the 16 men as all
the sets my son has bought are 12 men. Perhaps 4 men are used for Kings?
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7.  DRAUGHTS IN THE 21ST CENTURY

The game is alive and well all over the world. The Internet has taken draughts as one of its own:-

1. lidraughts org. Free Online Draughts-anyone can play.

2. 247 Draughts USA version anyone can play the computer.

3.  FMJD Tourney-World Draughts Federation-Astonishing to  see all  the tourneys-16 in July
2012. In June such events were 38th Polish Youth Ch’ship; Lithuanian Youth Ch’ship Israel
Ch’shipjut a few of the 30.

4.The Canadian Computer Scientists led by Jonathon Schaefer proved draughts was a draw if the
best moves were played.  

5.  Wikipedia-A  wonderful  website  dealing  with  rules,  naming,  history,  variants,  computer
draughts, Championships, Federations:- Worlds Draughts Federation (FJJD) founded in 1947 by
France,  Holland,  Belgium and  Switzerland  and  the  International  Draughts  Federation  (IDF)
established in 2012 in Bulgaria. The FMJD & the IDF seem to be at loggerheads. Two games
10x10 & 8x8

8. There are 10 more Google pages on ‘modern draughts’

9. Current World IDF Champions:-Men Alexander Schwartzman; Women Matrena Nogovitsyna
Russia The prize was 20,000 Euros. AS won the title in June/July 2021 at Tallinn Estonia. Score
+3=8-0
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Both articles from the IDF website.
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8. FAMOUS GAMES & PROBLEMS

The following article above from Bob Newell’s website  
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Hobart Mercury page 6 – 12th February, 1938
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October 1st , 1895 Illustrated Australian News Melbourne City vs Country

This was held in the Upper Room of the Melbourne Town Hall. Photo from the State Library of
Victoria  Pictures File. Thank you slv. It was called “A notable draughts tournament.”Would that
we could name a few of those faces.  The Illustrated Australian News Melbourne existed from
1867-1875 so the 1895 date could be a typo. A marvellous photo but the date needs sorting. I
found in The Sportsman 15th September,  1896 p.4 a description of the Fifth City v Country
Tournament won by City 233/168 and that there was a match in 1895. City had won all 5 annual
matches. The 1895 match was played 31/8/1895 and City won 239/168. It was played in the
Town Hall so this looks like the link with the photo. 1895 not 1875.   I have now found the 1905
Match write up in The Weekly Times 16th September, 1905 and it is such a good one that I have
scanned it as it gives a massive number of names and probably includes most of the draughts
players in Victoria. It also gives the results going back to 1894. But based on the above the first
match was held in 1891 but may not have been reported well enough. It seems many players
backed up year after year so their names are included in the 1905 match and some clearly played
in 1895! As for the 1905 match referee Thomas Harlin, he was a very prominent chess and
draughts official in Melbourne. I enclose an article with a letter by him critical of his fellow
immigrants. He is only 34 in the photo (born 1832) so would be 63 in 1895 if there and 73 in
1905. Is he in the above photo? It looks like that is him sitting, legs crossed facing the players on
the LHS.
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Weekly Times – 16th September, 1905 and continued following on.
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From History Wiki. Harlin was featured in the BCM August, 1910 with a full page portrait and
biographical sketch. Some of this was included in his obituary in BCM 1914, p.43/4 which is one
of the very best and concludes His capacity for work, even during the last few years, would have
done credit to a man half his age. He was Chess Editor of the Australasian from 1884 until 1909,
25 years and clearly much loved by the draughts community as well as in the above. My 1910
BCM set is missing the portrait and so the one given here is a pleasure to have. He was born in
Belfast  on  24th October,  1832.   A  member  of  the  Melbourne  Chess  Club.  When  he  was
Headmaster of Brisbane Church of England Grammar School he had a difference of opinion with
the Trustees,  and resigned and was appointed  to  the staff  of Melbourne Church of  England
Grammar School.
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THOMAS HARLIN, M.A., F.G.S.[1], & c., Fellow of St. Peter's College, Cambridge.[2] 

In 1866 a recently arrived Englishman felt impelled to write a long letter to the Brisbane Courier
questioning the quality of immigrants being recruited in Britain to sail to Queensland.

Thomas Harlin had sailed on the ship Southern Ocean for Moreton Bay. On board were a large
number of assisted and free passage emigrants intended for public works in the Colony, chiefly
to work on the railway being constructed from Ipswich to the Darling Downs.

Harlin and many other paying passengers soon noticed that, among the labourers, a group of men
that seemed grossly unqualified for the jobs for which they were recruited. Harlin described them
thus:
“It was quite unnecessary for me to look twice at the men, two hundred and fifty or thereabouts
in  number,  consigned to  Queensland as  "railway  artisans,"  in  order  to  feel  satisfied  that  a
considerable proportion of them had been drawn from the loafing, and not from the working,
population of Great Britain. ...”

In 1869, Thomas Harlin was appointed as the first headmaster at the Brisbane Grammar School.
In the 1870s he moved on to Melbourne Grammar School & died in Melbourne in 1913.
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MELBOURNE, 28th November, 1869.
“FIRST HEAD MASTER OF THE BRISBANE GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Mr. Thomas Harlin, M.A., died at his residence, Windsor, this evening. The late Mr. Harlin, who
was born in  Ireland in 1832,  graduated at  St.  Peter's  College,  Cambridge.  In  1869 he was
appointed first head master of the Brisbane Grammar School, and he held that position until he
resigned at the end of 1875. He was doing mathematical lecturing at the Sydney University in
1876, and then Joined the staff of Melbourne GrammarSchool until 1884, when he retired.
It will be remembered that a birthday presentation was recently made to thelate Mr. Harlin by
old boys of the Brisbane Grammar School.

From Ancestry.com Thomas Harlin arrived 31 May 1866 in  Brisbane with his  mother and
sisters. 
His parents were William Harlin (1800-1850) and Sarah Kennedy (1802-1892). 
In 1867 he married Eliza Martin whose parents were George Martin and Eliza Perry.  There
were 3 children Eva Winifred (1868-1945); Francis Wilfred (1870-1945) and Mabel Gertrude
(1872-1948). 
His parents property  in Antrim was called Rosedale.  Thomas’ sisters were Elizabeth (1835-
1914), Anna (1838-1925) and Sarah (1842-1926).”

         

From the Australasian 29th November, 1913 p.30
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Weekly Times – 31st August, 1895 

THE 1895 MELBOURNE CITY VS COUNTRY DRAUGHTS TOURNEY 31/8/1895

Solution Qa8
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Weekly Times – 31st August, 1895
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The original heading of the article below was very had to read, but it says .  

“The three following games were played between
Mr F. Brown and Mr P. Murphy of Bacchus Marsh.”
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The following  6 biographies are of players in the 1895 Town v Country match. Would that the 
entire 168 biographies were here for posterity.

Weekly Times – 14th September, 1895 - page 13

“Mr Robert Craig 
Robert Craig, the popular schoolmaster of Miners’ Rest.   He is in the prime of life, and his chief
amusement  is  the  game of  draughts.    He took  an active  part  in  forming the  Miners’  Rest
Draughts Club, and he has proved himself an energetic secretary since its formation.   He also
gave valuable assistance at the formation of the Ballarat District Draughts Association.   He
dearly loves the game, and nothing pleases him better than giving a helping hand to advance its
its interests.   The Miners’ Rest Club is now one of the strongest clubs in the colony, and a
number of its members have attended the last two town and country matches, and made very
creditable scores.”   
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Mr Arthur Knight
Mr Arthur Knight was born at  St.  Austell,  Cornwall  on 12th October,  1849.   He arrived in
Victoria in the latter end of 1867.   As a Cornishman, he naturally turned his attention to gold
mining on arrival and has followed it up with varying success ever since.   He has been settled in
the Eaglehawk district for many years and was taught the game of draughts about 1874 by Mr
George Loudon, the well-known enthusiast.    When Mr. Wyllie,  the famous “Herd Laddie,”
visited Eaglehawk, he played with him frequently and managed to get a good few draws against
the champion.   At a recent tournament in Eaglehawk he won the first prize.   He has come down
to the last two Town v Country draught matches, is very fond of the fame, and is of a quiet,
retiring disposition.

The portraits are too dark and not good. The 6 biographies are good (one typed) and have been 
scanned and fitted on these pages. They are from the Weekly Times – 14th September, 1895 - 
page 13
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9.  MISCELLANEOUS RESEARCH ON DRAUGHTSAND CHESS

The Chess Amateur (CA) of 1928/9 p.159 Fred Hawes said chess was dead in NSW but alive in
Vic & Qld. In the July, 1920 CA p.287 the “Australian” said “Mr H.A. Giles M.A. L.L.D in a
recent work on “Chinese Literature” has a translation of a poem by Tu Fu who lived 712 to
770AD and who ranked the game of chess high among the aids to earthly happiness. In the poem
occurs the line “The good wife rules a paper board for Chess” which is rather more than most
chess players’ wives would do nowadays”.

Giles is referenced twice in “The Genealogy of Chess” 1998 by David Li who refers to the Giles
book “A Chinese Biographical Dictionary” 1898 of 1022 pages but not the above tale by Tu Fu.
Li makes a case for the Chinese General Han Xsin (277-196 BCE) as the inventor of Chinese
chess.  Falkener too gave this General and date as the Chinese games invention. 

According to A History of Draughts’ by Arie van der Stoep 1984 the oldest draughts manual was
published in 1549. The introduction yields Jean Jacques Rousseau as a keen player. The book is
a historiography of draughts and he disagrees with H.J.R. Murray. The book took him 10 years
and he thanked many especially G. Bakker who gave him much board game literature. France,
Spain, Italy, Holland, Scandinavia, Finland, Germany, Great Britain, Poland and Russia all get
chapters and Chapter 11 deals with draughts history taking the game back to 1283 AD (Alfonso
Codex Spain). It has a good index and a subjects and persons index in its 180 pages. There is an
International  Draughts Federation in Rotterdam with 40 affiliated countries.  A scholars book
with many references even to art and sculpture. The 10 page chapter on Great Britain gives the
earliest reference to the 15th century and has a game between Wyllie and Robertson from the 19th.
There is a fine engraving of a numbered board from 1684 on p.75.

There is a good write-up of the Australian Draughts Ch’ship on pages 8-10 in The Austral 25 th

May, 1927. A.E. Sargison’s first attempt was =6 th with a +7-6=11 score in 24 games. Played in
the Hotel Metropole in Launceston from Good Friday for 10 days.Organised by the Tasmanian
Draughts Association. There was an American Checker Ch’ship in 1924.

“History of Boards Games” by Murray 1953; 3000 copies of “Among These Mates’; CA Vol 13
p.344 Chess & Draughts by W.S. Branch; Vol.2 p.294 Chess & Draughts; BCM 1899 p.443-8
Chinese Chess by Branch; BCM 1908 p.329-31. William Shelley Branch was a historian around
Murray’s time. Not one mention of draughts in ‘Rousseau & Chess’ by HJRM .

The obvious start into Australian draughts history is ‘The Austral’. I have been through it twice
but not really taking an interest in the draughts sections. And now I found the reference to the
May 1927 Austral,  it  may be there  is  other  historical  material.  For  example  the letter  from
Sanderson writes of his draughts interest and the fact that he was a draughts editor. It is a very
good letter.
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And though I may be getting ahead of myself, a history of draughts is appealing from what you
have already written. Is it a dying game? Perhaps your changes may stop that. It does seem a
good subject for a thesis. I remember some Queensland chap borrowed stacks of books from the
State Library of Victoria for his. I never saw it - but it was about chess play and in my opinion
insignificant compared to a draughts history of Australia. But finding sources for such a history
will not be so easy as the game does not appear to be well represented in the slv. BUT am I
right? How would I know? Perhaps there is a book or MS that covers the subject in the slv?
Wouldn’t that be good! They must be asked. They have and their first reply indicates No.

And a lot of Australian and State draughts championships would be written up in newspapers
and perhaps even draughts journals.

James Wyllie’s visit(s) captured my imagination and would give good structure to a thesis for
there are no world chess champions who have visited here when they were still champion. In
1988, though he was deposed we went to see Anatoly Karpov at Expo in Brisbane. His plane was
late and we missed him! What a blow but later  he went to see Ken Fraser at  the slv and I
published a lovely newspaper photo in my tribute to Ken Fraser that showed Karpov with Gary
Wastell and Ken. If you want to see it, go to ozproblems.com. Whilst everyone is excited about
David de Lucia’s recent video of his chess collection which is excellent, it is so personal. A truly
wealthy man who spent thousands and thousands of dollars building this collection which has
4500 books mostly rarities and ephemera of all the great players (mostly Fischer). It is really
something  set  out  in  rooms in their  home with  exquisite  shelving  and joinery  including air
conditioning. What one can do with money! Serious money!  The history of chess is all there
except perhaps the truly early days. A history of draughts could start with the Lewis chess men
of 1160 (allegedly) as there were draughts men as well as chessmen. And whilst some of the
draughts books I have browsed like to take ‘proto-draughts’ back to the cavemen it is a blessing
Australian draughts starts very much later.

Who else could help? I  was very impressed to  see that  draughts championship in the Hotel
Metropole in Launceston 1927. Chess could not match that though Melbourne 1922 rivaled it.
Just thinking of Tony Wright. Do you know him and could he help? I met him once in 2003 at
Panthers. He wrote all those chess games history books that I could never buy. He printed them
in small  runs as is the clever  way of the big chess writers of today and what we want is  a
draughts history lover.

And,  is  it  D.  Verbuk of  3/40 Alexandra Street  East  St  Kildare 3183 Victoria?  His  email  is
dverbuk@hotmail.com and  I  have  emailed  DV  who  is  linked  to  the  Australian  Draughts
Federation. I hope a reply comes. It hasn’t 1/9/21
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Some of my photocopies include:-

1.Rules of Tasmanian Chess Club 1854
2.Melbournevs Adelaide by telegraph 1868
3.Adelaide Jubilee Chess Congress 1887
4.Australian Chess Annual 1896
5.Adelaide Chess Club 1864-1914
6.The Dux 1914
7.History of Queensland Chess 1918
8.70 Years of Victorian Chess 1926
9.NSWChess Ch’ship 1934                
Most of the above was sent to Rick Torning.

Apart from No.1 & No. 4 the others do not mention draughts. My personal index of ACR & CW
has no mention of draughts. This is quite rough but drawn up over a serious read of the 1929-67
volumes. There does not appear to be any ‘decent’ article on draughts BUT my index does not
refer to draughts in the magazines and it is necessary to check Purdy’s indexes which are helpful
but not as helpful as looking at every page! (10,000+ pages ca @ 300/year for 38 years)

Of the big collectors Ian Rogers and Robert Jamieson may know of Australian draughts material
if  only for  their  discussions  with  Lloyd Fell  who was Australian  draughts  champion before
changing to chess. What a pity Fell was not interviewed and I remember him well on my rare
visits to Sydney Chess. A kind looking man but I was too shy to talk to him. He always wore bib
and braces on his trousers.

It got me thinking about chess and draughts bibliographies and I must look at Betts and Lusis for
draughts. Memories sometimes change and I was certain that Peter Wagg (the Tasmanian) wrote
me of a volume about draughts back in the 70’s. To show how wrong my memory was, here is
what he part wrote in his letter of 27th February, 1979:-….

“However as luck would have it whilst waiting in the Archives for a newspaper to be transported
from a lower  level,  I  glanced through some filing  cards  and came across  an  entry  headed
“chess”. This index, I was informed, was part of the WAYN index compiled from Tasmanian
newspapers (c. 1810-c. 1855) by a rather eccentric librarian in the 1950s! From this I obtained
the reference to the Launceston Chess Club (1835) (which I was able to trace) and another to a
match between Launceston and Green Ponds 1847 which I have as yet been unable to uncover
(Green Ponds was a municipality adjoining Launceston). It also mentioned 1832 and the 1844
match between Sydney and Hobart Town. From the relatively comprehensive nature of this index
I would almost categorically  say that 1832 would be the earliest  reference in Tasmania but
perhaps some obscure diary or document mentions chess…”
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Now I thought the WAYN index was about draughts which shows something about the way my
brain thinks now. Auto suggestion? BUT that said it would be useful to look at the WAYN index
for draughts! As a change I am sifting through the first volumes of letters from John van Manen
1975-79. This gives me two reasons-one, to look for draughts and two to keep the chess brain
ticking over. I have now completed that with no draughts luck. 

Other sources would be the Melbourne Chess Club Minute Books (hard going - I have read
them) and the Australian Chess Club Minute Book which I have. There are excellent articles on
Chess and Draughts  in the Melbourne Argus from late  1855 to mid 1856. Also the Leader,
Australasian and Weekly Times have been pasted into books at the slv for reuse. Sydney has a
full set of the Australasian.

The Rev. J. Milne was the Presbyterian Minister in Grenfell from 1892 to 1895.
Mr. Watts no record at all, very difficult without initials. There were Watts on the land but miles
from town.

John and I made some inroads on the history of chess but this letter never appeared anywhere. It
may be an extract can go in the draughts history. Of course we do not know who were draughts
or chess players but generally a member could play both games. I should tell you that the history
of Australian chess has not been written. Many years ago (the 70’s) we hoped Cecil Purdy would
write it and John van Manen pressed him about it. One day he, Cecil and Garry Koshnitsky were
talking and Kosh said to Cecil if you don’t write it then I will. Nice words but not good from old
men. It was to be called ‘The Saga of Australian Chess’ by Cecil. He started it but that was all. I
wrote ‘The History of Australian Chess Problems’ some years ago and you can see it on the
ozproblems website. It is fairly ordinary. The history of Australian Chess should be written by a
player. You could say Cathy Chua covered the years in her book ‘Australian Chess at the Top’
1998 but it isn’t a history. What we must try and dig out is an old Ms on Draughts. There could
just be one somewhere.

I was disappointed not to find a draughts reference in John van Manen’s first letters and will
return to the Chess World indexes by Cecil.  Have just done that-not promising.
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WAREO, PAPUA-NEW GUINEA, 1944-03-219 Members from the 37/52nd Infantry Battalion 
play a game of Draughts under the Light of a Tilley Lamp at B Company, 4th Field Ambulance 
Rest Camp

From Trove a sample -

Arie van der Stoep wrote an article in 2007 on Chess and Alquerque and the relationship with
draughts. He also wrote :-…chess historians have unfortunately neglected comparative research
We will look at his website. In his 1984 book Arie mildly criticizes Murray’s conclusions about
draughts.
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Queenslander (Brisbane, Qld. : 1866 - 1939), Saturday 15th February, 1890, page 311

I won’t debate all the historical claims in Mr. Bertram’s article but I like the Egyptian start.
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Brisbane Courier 3rd December, 1921

A sad read above. The problem then was information gathered was given to one individual who
intended to do “something” with it and then he died. (It wouldn’t be a ‘she’ as she would have
done something useful with it). Anyway the dead man’s family took one  look at it and saw it
had no monetary value and consigned it to fire or the rubbish bin. Trove looks like the closest
historical draughts history we will get and thus it has to be sifted out. Chess was fortunate to
have the late John van Manen collecting tournament records and passing them onto the late Ken
Fraser where they remain in the State Library of Victoria today. It is amazing that “Oblique” the
Brisbane Courier draughts editor then 3 December 1921 could not do better. He was a clever
editor.
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North West Post (Tas.) 22nd  May, 1915 p.3

Not completely convincing but the papyrus given by Edward 7th was a wonderful gift to Britain
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Warwick Daily News 13th June, 1940

Warwick Daily News 13th  June, 1940
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Australian Town and Country Journal (Sydney, NSW : 1870 - 1919), Saturday, 21st  May 
1887, page 44
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Brisbane Courier 29th November, 1924 Great article on Spain in the 16th & 17th centuries.
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Brisbane Courier 20th September, 1930 “Oblique” is one of the best editors.
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Maitland Weekly Mercury 8th April, 1905

Maitland Weekly Mercury 23rd May, 1896
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Hobart Mercury 21/12/1935 Draughts problems clearly helped one be a better player. 
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Toowoomba Chronicle 21st March, 1930                                        

Australian Town & Country Journal 26th May, 1900 - Councillor Maitland was a funny guy.  
The late John van Manen always accused me of wanting a chess tournament when Captain Cook 
entered Botany Bay in 1770.
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Painting by Louis Leopold Boilly (1761-1845) French painter
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A wonderful painting of two older men of different size at the great game, ca. 1933.
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Hobart Mercury 12th February, 1938 page 6
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Toowoomba Chronicle 11th September, 1931 ed “The Nailor”
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“James Ferrie (1857-1929)
By Norrie Reid
James Ferrie was born in Greenock on December, 1857 to parents of Irish extractions. In his
early years he was apprenticed as a joiner with Messrs Caird & Co., then a long known firm of
ship builders on the lower Clyde.    His earliest acquaintance with draughts (so James said) was
roughly in his 18th year.    Anyway, by 1875 he was champion of the Greenoch Draughts Club.
He then won the Glasgow Central Draughts Club Handicap tournament, defeating many top
players in the process.
In 1883 he had a minor set back in a match with W. Cambell of Glasgow.   Ferrie lost this match
0-1-7.    In  1884 he  met  and  defeated  Beattie  of  Liverpool,  the  then  brilliant  editor  of  the
Liverpool Mercury, with a score of 2-1-3.    James then spent some time in London where he
defeated all comers and in fact won the London Championship.    He held this for 18 months,
beating all who played him.    During this time he played and defeated G. Smith for £40.    The
well known American champion J.P. Reed was trounced by Ferrie in a short match:   Ferrie 4-1-
1.   After his return to Greenock he won the Renfreeshire Cup, and again met Cambell, being this
time more successful (3-0-1).   In the first international  Scotland/England match in 1884 he
performed very well indeed (3-1-13).
In May 1891 James met William Bryden of Glasgow for the championship of Scotland.    Ferrie
won the match 6-2-19 collecting £100 in the process!    At the time he was also Lanarkshire
Champion an extremely strongly contested  tournament.    James very generously resigned his
rights to the Scottish title for the purpose of promoting the first Scottish Draughts Championship
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tournament of 1893.    However, he suffered defeat in this at the hands of Robert Stewart and
after the tournament he seemed to have second thoughts!   He issued a challenge to anyone in
Scotland for the title and £50 in a 30 game match;  there were no takers!
He was without doubt a player of phenomenal ability and continued to play at the very highest
standards until his death in 1929.   James was a very retiring and unassuming man, reserved in
manners, but was a pleasant conversationalist when he was introduced.    In play he appeared
nervous making his moves rapidly and seldom being in time trouble.
His  great  achievement  was  in  1894  when  he  took  the  world  championship  (and  £200)  by
defeating James Wyllie in a gigantic match of 90 games by 13-6-69.
This match took place during April and May of 1894 in Glasgow.     He lost the title two years
later, again in Glasgow, to the great Richard Jordan (no disgrace to this!) in a close match 3-4-
33.    The photograph displayed taken at this match shows Ferry seated on the right.
After Greenoch, Ferrie lived a short time in Coatdyke near Coatbridge, then for most of his life
in Glasgow, where he was a business man.    He lived a long life, and was still playing top class
draughts at  the 2nd International  match against the USA in 1927, at the ripe old age of 70.
Ferrie played top board for the Govanhill Liberals Draughts Club, which also included stars like
r. Searight, W. Bryden, J. Moir, and T. Ballentyne.  His last years were spent at 203 Onslow
Drive, Dennistoun, Glasgow where he died on 17th December, 1929 aged 72.    He is buried,
without tombstone, in St. Peter’s cemetery, Dalbeth, Glasgow overlooking the River Clyde beside
which he was born.”  

Photograph shows James Ferrie seated on the right playing Richard Jordan in Glasgow in 1894.

From the web site Wyllie Checkers
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Maitland Mercury 17th April, 1897
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10.   SCANS FROM MANY PAPERS FROM WHICH BRIEF 
EXTRACTS HAVE BEEN TAKEN OF JAMES WILLIE’S 4 
YEARS TOUR OF 1887-1891 PLUS OTHER MATERIAL.

Australasian 8th September, 1888
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Australasian 8th September, 1888
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South Australian Chronicle 25th April, 1891
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Australasian 31st March, 1888 p.51
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The Week Brisbane 10th May, 1890

South Australian Chronicle 11th April, 1891      The Week Brisbane 10th June, 1892
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Evening Journal Adelaide 21st June, 1889                 SA Advertiser 18th April, 1891 p.6
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SA Advertiser 18th April, 1891 p.6 cont
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The Queenslander 12th July, 1890
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The Colonist Launceston 16th February, 1889

The Week Brisbane 2nd August, 1890
“Mr James Wyllie, the champion draughts player of the world, commenced a series of games in
Ipswich on Monday, under the auspices of the Ipswich Draughts Club.   During his stay he
engaged with Messrs. G. Allen, W. Bell,  F. Boyle,  M. J. Deane, W. Gordon, W. Lewis, F.H.
Mead, E. Oldham, R.W. Shirras, and Brown Brothers, winning all his games except two, one
each being drawn with Bell and Boyle.    Mr. Wyllie has issued a challenge to play Read of
America for the championship of the world and a large stake, and should it be accepted he will
start in about three months;  if not it is probable he will take up his residence in Queensland.
He left Ipswich on Wednesday morning.”    
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Weekly Times 5th  July, 1890
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The Week 20th February, 1891
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Weekly Times 22nd August, 1891
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Weekly Times 22nd August, 1891
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Weekly Times 22nd August, 1891
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Weekly Times 22nd August, 1891
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Queenslander 16th August, 1890

Leader 29th September, 1888
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      The Express (SA) 27th April, 1891                                    Queenslander 24th May,1890
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The Queenslander 28th June, 1890

15th March, 1890

Maitland Mercury 19th May, 1891
“Mr James Wyllie (the “Herd Laddie”) the Champion draughts player of the world, has 
returned to the old country.”
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A MIDNIGHT ENCOUNTER 4th October, 1890 The Queenslander
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1890 – date not recorded
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No date - 1890
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The Queenslander 15th March, 1890
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The Queenslander 1st July 1899

The Week (Brisbane) 2nd August, 1890
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Australasian 7th November,  1891

A great article by a Scot above. I wonder who?   Nice to see chess back with Homer and H.J.R. 
Murray would not be in favour of that. Ulysses? My heavens. And then William the Conqueror. 
And Backgammon invented by the Welsh. The lovers of games were passionate.
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The Express (SA) 8th January, 1890
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Hamilton Spectator – 10th May, 1887

Sydney Morning Herald – 6th December, 1902 
The Antiquity of the game  - Mr John G. White of Cleveland, Ohio, USA, has proved to his
own satisfaction that draughts was not played before the 16 th century, because no works on the
game earlier than those of the old Spanish masters can be found.    On the other hand, Dr. W.
Flinders Petrie, in a review of the recently published Egyptian, “Book of the Dead” describes the
vignette heading one of the chapters as – “Hunifer going to and fro in the future world, and
playing draughts”.    This vignette is a facsimile of the Papyrus of Hunifer.   Elsewhere, Dr.
Petrie refers to Hunifer “in the early X1X dynasty, thirteen hundred BC” will this new evidence
of the antiquity of draughts prove as unsatisfactory to Mr White as did the previous evidence of
Egyptologists?
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Hamilton Spectator - 10th May, 1887
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Argus (Melbourne, Vic. : 1848 - 1957), Saturday 30th April, 1887, page 13
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The Argus 25th May, 1887                                           Sportsman (Melbourne) 20th April, 1887
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Mercury & Weekly Courier (Vic) 2nd April, 1891
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Express SA 4th May, 1891
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SA Advertiser 23rd October, 1888

Launceston Examiner 20th April, 1887
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Mercury 19th March, 1891

Maryborough Chronicle 1st September, 1890
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Express (SA) 18th October, 1888
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Southern Queensland Bulletin 27th September, 1890
“It is reported that Wyllie is coming to play the Champion draught player of Nerang.   
This would cause some stir.”

Camperdown Chronicle (Vic) 20th July, 1887

“Mr James Wyllie (the Herd Laddie) the champion draughts player of the world is to give an 
exhibition of his skill at Colac to-morrow.   Several lovers of the game from Camperdown 
district intend to be present to witness the games in which Wyllie may take part.”    
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Mount Barker Courier 26th October, 1888
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Gympie Times 4th September, 1890

Maryborough Chronicle 5th September, 1890
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Bendigo Advertiser 4th August, 1887
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The Herald 26th June, 1889

Queenslander 2 August 1890
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Northern Argus 1st May, 1891
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SA Advertiser 2nd October, 1888

Bendigo Advertiser 3rd August, 1887

Darling Downs Gazette 26th July, 1890

Bacchus Marsh Express 4th June,1887
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The Herald (Vic) 6th January, 1891

SA Advertiser 9th October, 1888
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Queensland Times 31st July, 1890

Bendigo Advertiser 6th August, 1887

Northern Argus 30th October, 1888
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SA Weekly Chronicle 29th September, 1888

SA Advertiser 17th October, 1888
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SA Advertiser 3rd October, 1888

Geelong Advertiser 27th June, 1887
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Albury Banner 7th September, 1888

SA Advertiser 19th October, 1888
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SA Weekly Chronicle 17th November, 1888
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About the damage below on the final page, this is the ONLY resume of JW’s tour in the 
Australian papers I can find. A pity.  
Hamilton Spectator 8th August, 1891              
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Hamilton Spectator 8th August, 1891

The  crinkled  part  of  the  article  at  the  top  is  general  in  tone  and  suggests  improvement  in
Australian players as a result of JW’s visit. He was pleased with his 4 years here as he made
good money and was treated well by all. His wife had passed many years before his tour down
under. NSW news on his visit there is not so easy to find and so this ‘crinkly’ bit is given.

He was close with his money as are most people who carry out a profession like this where they
have to ask players for the “shullen” and it is hard to do. True one would get better at it but if he
got  money for  the  16,000 games  played that  is  16,000 shillings  or  800 pounds for  4  years
touring. This does not include club money given willingly. It is impressive to read how players
flocked to him all over the two countries. He left for England in May 1891. 

The Argus 20th April, 1887
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The Argus 27th May,1887

SA Advertiser 23rd October, 1888

Mr James Wyllie, the draughts champion of
The world, played 36 games at Martin’s rooms

On Wednesday, winning 34 and drawing 2 
with Messrs C. Cordt & T. Hewitson.

SA Chronicle 11th April, 1891
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The Advertiser 28th April, 1891

SA Register 4th October, 1888
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Adelaide Observer 29th June, 1889
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Brisbane Courier 16th July, 1890

Advertiser SA 24th April, 1891

The Telegraph (Brisbane) 7th July, 1890

Brisbane Courier 13th August, 1890
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Brisbane Courier 16th February, 1891

The Advertiser SA April 21st, 1891
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Town & Country Journal 19th June, 1897
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Canberra Times 27th August, 1984
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Cootamundra Herald 22 August 1946
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Express 7th August, 1889
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Mercury & Weekly Courier 12th September, 1889
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2nd November, 1889 - Australasian - 

Photo below PAGE 244

Australasian 26th October, 1889
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James Wyllie 1838-1899

Photo from web site - www.findagrave.com
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Article and photo from - www.johnstoncollection.net 
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http://www.johnstoncollection.net/


Bathurst Free Press 18th April, 1889

The article under the above heading follows - 
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From “Papers Past-Otago Witness October 21st, 1887 p.10.

The New Zealand draughts brotherhood loved the Herd Laddie. Why wouldn’t they? He had
come thousands of miles at a great age to prove how good he was and if they were better he
would go down fighting. They weren’t and he loved them back with one of his better speeches.
No wonder he stayed 12 months on the South Island of New Zealand and he was sad he never
got to the North Island. It was interesting to read that travel in the colonies was so expensive and
so the purse was given him. It would be good to know how far he travelled in Australia and New
Zealand but just as far as in America I would think.
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From the Illustrated London News p.256 – October 14th, 1843. Doubtless it is in an earlier
Scots paper but I have had this photocopy for many decades. I noted Pal Bucker put it on his
website on 1st July, 2021. Knowing his actual birth year of 1818 he has to be 25 or less in this
engraving. The surname spelling with only one ‘L’ must have settled in later life at 2 ‘L’s’.
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Weekly Times (Vic) 24th April, 1909
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The Herald 18th March, 1929
“National Title Tourney
The Victorian Draughts Council has appointed H. Egan (“Whilter”) of the Weekly Times.   State
Title Holder as Victoria’s representative in the National Tourney which will open in Brisbane on
Easter Saturday. 
Mr Egan has competed in every tourney since 1909.   He won his first title when the games were
played in Sydney in 1913, but was defeated when the contest was last decided in Launceston two
years ago.   He will leave for Brisbane on March 25.   The present holder of the National Title is
J. Boyles, but it has not yet been decided whether he will take part in the contests.    
South  Australia  has  appointed  J.VG.  Earle,  Tasmania,  A.E.  Sargison and  New Zealand  W.
Penman.
The winner of the National title besides receiving the Championship medal will also receive a
cash prize of £50.”   
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Weekly Times 5th October, 1929
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Hamersley News (WA) 10th October, 1974

One of the activities for adults and youngsters living in the new mining town in Western
Australia
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These photos are in a tremendous e-book by Jack Copeland & Diane Proudfoot, 2014 . There are
many excellent photos of the pioneers of computers and chess programming in “Alan Turing 
Father of the Modern Computer’ 106 pages.
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The late James Wyllie (The “Herd Laddie)
Scotsman, genial and affable in manner, deaf as the proverbial post,

and possessed with a powerful voice.
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Melbourne Leader 14th April, 1899
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Leader 16th July, 1892
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Bunbury Herald WA 23rd June, 1902.

Australian Town & Country Journal 15th April, 1899
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Adelaide Observer 28th August, 1886

Silver Age of August, 14th.   
Silverton.   A meeting of chess players was held at Duchatel’s Hotel on Saturday, August 7,
when the formation of a club was finally agreed upon.   Ten players enrolled themselves, rules
were adopted, and officers elected.   It was decided that the club should meet every Saturday at
the Exchange Hotel, Mr. Duchatel having very kindly placed a room at their disposal.    
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The Queenslander 6th February, 1904

Daily Herald (SA) 14th November, 1911
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Queenslander 13th September, 1919

The Queenslander 10th January, 1920
“THE EASTER CONGRESS 
Mr Egan’s suggestions 
“In  an  interesting  letter  to  “Oblique,”  Mr  Hugh  Egan,  of  Melbourne,  the  Australasian  ex
champion and ex champion of Victoria, makes some practical suggestions with respect to the
conduct  of  the  Australasian  Draughts  Championship  Congress  to  be  held  in  Brisbane,
commencing on Good Friday, April 2nd next.   Mr Egan asks that the suggestions be submitted to
the Congress Committee, and that is being done.    In the meantime they are published here for
the consideration of players in general.   The ex-champion says:-
“I suggest that three instead of two sittings be held each day, i.e. 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., 2.30 p.m. to
5.30 p.m., and 7.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m., or 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m., 3 p.m. to 5.30 p.m., and 8 p.m. to
10.30 p.m.,  or 7.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m.   I  think it  could easily be managed.    I  have some
experience of these tourneys, and I don’t think three sittings would be any great hardship.   Also
I suggest that in the first round the ballot be arranged so that two players of one State shall not be
pitted against one another.   I think it would lend greater interest to the contest.  In the 1909
tournament  at  Brisbane,  Armstrong  and  I  had  to  play,  whilst  Boreham of  N.Z.  had  a  bye.
Therefore, although Victoria sent two players and N.Z. only one, the Dominion’s representation
was practically the same as that of Victoria.   By the way, if two sittings only are agreed upon
why not stretch them out as they do in N.Z., viz, 1 p.m. to 4.30 p.m. or 5 p.m., and 6.30 p.m. to 7
p.m. to 10.30 p.m.” 
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Queenslander 23rd May,1891
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Queenslander 23rd May,1891
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Queenslander 23rd May, 1891
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Cairns Post January 9th, 1929

An excellent 3 page article by “F” of Melbourne in “The Age”. That’s the trouble with all these 
authors. We never find out their names. ‘F’ gave some very good detail on Hugh Egan’s start. 
That is also a good stat that 227 draughts books had been published as given in William Call’s 
“The Literature of Checkers” 1908.
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Weekly Times 15th March, 1890
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Hamilton Spectator 10th January, 1891 the first Draughts Column
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Sunday Times (WA) 3rd December, 1916
“THE DRAUGHTS CHAMPIONSHIP  
An event of importance to all lovers of the noble and ancient game of draughts will take place
next Easter, when, for the first time in the history of W.A. draughts, the Australasian Draughts
championship will be held in Perth.   This will mean special preparation to be made by the local
association for the reception of the visiting players and provision of prizes for the tournament,
and to meet this expense the association has launched an appeal to draughts lovers throughout
the State for assistance.   The smallest contributions are welcome, and it is felt that there will be
not difficulty in securing the required support for the game so much loved not only by those at
home but by our soldiers and sailors abroad.   We have been asked by the association to give the
widest publicity to this appeal, and Mr. S.W. Mynard, the hon. Secretary, will  be pleased to
receive donations in response.   Any surplus will go to the Y.M.C.A.” 
(Sometimes the scans are so bad they have been retyped.BM)
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Weekly Times (Melbourne, Vic. : 1869 - 1954), Saturday 24th December, 1927, page 79
“OUR FOREMOST DRAUGHTS PLAYERS
Egan, of "Weekly Times," Again Champion
The four photographs here given represent the contingent which won the four prizes in the major
section  of  the  recent  Victorian  draughts  championship  tourneys.  H.  Egan ("Whilter"  of  The
Weekly Times); has now won the Victorian championship nine times. He has been five times
champion of Australia — a title he held from 1920 to 1927— and is recognised as one of the
most prominent payers in the game. Egan is an accomplished exponent of draughts playing in all
its phases, and began to play the game in 1906, when a youth of 18. Three years later, at Easter,
1909, Egan won his first Victorian championship, and he has been a consistent tourney prize
winner ever -since, J. Boyles, runner-up, is the present Champion of Australia. He won the honor
at Launceston last Easter without losing a game. Boyles received his first training in the game ,
in his home town in Scotland.   He arrived in Australia about 17 years ago, and reached  expert
status at draughts with amazing rapidity. In fact Boyles has been so long a leader of the game in
Australia that we are proud to claim him as an Australian expert.  He has been three times
champion  of  Victoria,  and  a  frequent  prize-winner,  in  other  events.  Like  all  other  experts,
Boyles is, of course, well versed in orthodox play; but he has a rare natural ability, while he is a
brilliant and keen-sighted cross-board player.   
C. H. Edwards, third, is another of  our overseas acquisitions. He has an excellent record in the
game in England, and he was formerly champion of Birmingham. Edwards arrived in Melbourne
in 1910, and always has taken a keen personal interest in our game here.  Harry Freedman won
the championship of Scotland,  and toured England, Edwards defeated him in a sitting,  and
shortly afterwards a challenge issued to all England on his behalf, by an admirer of Edwards,
was not accepted.  
T. Devlin, fourth, is a new and a young player, who has made history by himself in his first
tourney. He out guessed  the critics by the earnestness of his play, and there are great hopes of
him taking a leading part in the game in the future. 
Minor tourney prize-winners were: C. V. Trevaskis (whose photograph has already appeared in
The Weekly Times),  first;   R. J. Gilbertson, second,  A. W. Roberts, third; and I. ??  fourth. 
Draughts the Universal Game 
“Everybody  plays  draughts,  but  not  everyone  are  draughts  players."  This  is  a  hackneyed
quotation, and that great Scotsman,  the late W. E. Gladstone, said the same thing, clothed in a
little more stilted English.  Its apparent contradiction is explained by the fact that the rudiments
of the game are so simple that they can be acquired in a few moments.   There is probably no
game of which a superficial knowledge is more easily obtained, yet it is capable of profundity
truly amazing -  a profundity of which the untutored player has very little idea.   
Draughts is a game which is taxed the keenest intellects of all times, and no player can every
hope to say “I have nothing more to learn.”   Diverse types of the kind of intellect that had the
power to comprehend its strategy are, among many others in similar walks of life, Dr. Samuel
Johnson, the great Lexicographer, Edgar Allan Poe,  General Ulysses, Simpson Grant, Benjamin
Franklin, Andrew Carnegie, and it is on authentic record that the “Iron Duke" could play. These
are  no  random jottings,  but  historic  facts.  It  is,  perhaps,  not  generally  known that  Andrew
Fisher, formerly Prime Minister of the Commonwealth, has a keen natural aptitude for the game.
Despite his political activities at the time, Mr Fisher was a frequent spectator at the Australian
tourney in 1909, at Brisbane, and expertly  criticised the games in progress. Many who play
draughts do not even reach the A.B.C. of the game, yet they get the impression they can…..”
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Photos below from the article above.
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Sunday Times WA 26th January, 1941
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Australian Pioneers & Reminiscences by Nehemiah Bartley 1896 Edited by J.J. Knight
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Brisbane Courier 16th October, 1926

Weekly Times (Vic) 22 November 1913
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Worker (Brisbane) 4th September, 1897
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Central Queensland Herald  4th September, 1941 
(RockhamptonQld)

A lively readable article by the unknown author. The game does have early literature such as the
‘Rules of the Tasmanian Chess Club’ 1854. (The first) And historians such as Nehemiah Bartley
have written about chess & draughts in his 1896 work ‘Australian Pioneers & Reminiscences’ It
was good to find a full source for Henry Byron’s witty “Life was too short for chess”  It was
from “Our Boys” a play by Henry B.
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Australian Town & Country Journal 14th May, 1898

Leader (Vic) 29th December, 1906
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Daily Mail (Qld) 28th May, 1925
“DRAUGHTS – CEMENT BOARD 
Perhaps the most interesting event in the history of draughts in this State took place on Saturday 
afternoon at Musgrave Park, South Brisbane, when the giant cement board was declared open 
for public play.   The actual playing squares cover 16 square feet.
Alderman J. Keogh (Mayor of South Brisbane) stated that the letters from the South Brisbane 
Club had led the council to unanimously decide on the construction.   He hoped that players 
would recognise it was for general use.
Alderman A. Laurie (member for Buranda on the Greater Brisbane Council remarked that 
possibly it would not be long before a similar board would be available in the city.
Mr D. MacIntosh, (President of the South Brisbane  Draughts Club) presented the Mayor with a 
gold locket as a memento of the occasion.
QUEENSLAND CHAMPIONSHIP 
The tourney was continued on Saturday night at the school of Arts.   The unfinished games 
between J.T. Gray and J. Heffernan was played to a draw.   The next two games were also 
drawn.   They will now play two more games until one is declared a winner.   Play will be 
resumed next Saturday afternoon.”
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Weekly Times 25th April, 1891
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Leader 22nd June, 1902

Leader 17th December, 1910
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The Australasian 28th April, 1888

Australian Town & County Journal 24th March,1900
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The Express & Telegraph (SA) 15th  October, 1898

Leader 12th March, 1892 Wyllie in Scotland
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No date

Leader 6th December, 1913 Limbrey Review
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Hobart Mercury 1st April, 1922
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Maitland Mercury 21st June, 1902                           Weekly Times 11th October, 1902 part 
only
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The Argus 18th November, 1911
“Draughts champion dead
Mr Richard Jordan, who recently died in Edinburgh Infirmary, as the result of an accident, was
the world’s draughts champion.    He was a born player, and took to the game at the age of 13.
In 1891 he beat the “Herd Laddie,” James Wylie, and in the following year, in a match of 30
games, Jordan won by two games to one, the others being drawn.   In 1896 Jordan won the
championship of Scotland, by beating James Ferrie, and later in the same year, he again beat
Ferrie  for the world’s championship, and a stake of £100.    Subsequently Jordan won several
matches for the championship and money stakes in Great Britain and America.   He held the title
continuously from 1893?   To the interested onlooker the feature mostly remarked upon in his
style  when contesting  individual  games was the complete  absorption  which the  great  expert
bestowed upon the board.”
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Examiner (Tas)  29th March, 1937                                          See next section over
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Manilla Express 4th June, 1926                                         Weekly Times 16th June, 1894
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Daily Telegraph (Tas) 22nd April, 1927              Bowral Free Press 12th May, 1897
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Weekly Times 17th August, 1907
“MELBOURNE DRAUGHTS CLUB 
The annual meeting was held in the club room, Temperance Hall, Russell Street on 10 th August.
The president (Mr David R. Hay) occupied the chair.   The chairman gave a brief history of the
club and strongly urged members to induce their friends to join its ranks.   The election of office
bearers for the ensuring year resulted as follows:- President Mr David R. Hay;  vice president
Mr L.H. Wells;  hon. Secretary Mr James McInnes;  hon. Treasurer Mr L. Rees;  committee:-
Messrs. W. Houston, F. Salman, A. Watson, J. Green, and P.C. delegates to the V.D.A. Messrs
David Hay and James McInness, sub-delegate Mr Houston.    The prizes won in the handicap
tourney were handed over to winners.  1st prize L. Rees, 2nd prize James McInnes;  3rd A. Tucker.
A vote of thanks unanimously passed to Messrs. L. Rees and F. Salmon for their donations to the
club funds.   It was also resolved that another handicap tourney should be started shortly after
the town and country match.   Visitors using the club in the meantime will be eligible to take part
in this tourney.   The annual subscription is very moderate and within the reach of all classes of
players.”    
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“B. Rickard  (NSW) third.     In 1924 Melbourne no fewer than 30 entries being received, and
cash prizes were presented totalling £95.   The prize winners were:-  H.T. Egan, (Vic.), 1;   R.
Holmes (WA) 2;  J. Lane (NSW) 3.  
ADELAIDE’S TURN 
Adelaide’s turn came in 1926, and an entry of 15 players was secured (including George Moodie
Tasmania).  Egan won his 5th title V. Rickard (NSW) being 2nd, and J. Boyles (Vic.) 3rd.   Then
came Tasmania’s first congress and this took place in Launceston in 1927.   The field of 22
competitors included representatives from all state excepting W.A.   J. Boyles (Vic.) won his first
championship at this tourney, J. Earle (SA) being the runner up and J. Armstrong (Vic.) 3rd.
Brisbane staged a successful tourney in 1929 and the 20 entries received included all the leading
experts with the exception of J. Boyles of Victoria, who was unable to participate because of
illness.    A. E. Sargison of Hobart represented Tasmania.   W. Penman (NZ) won 1st prize.   J.
Evans  (Qld)  2nd and  J.  Armstrong  (Vic.)  third.    By  the  rules  of  the  Australian  Draughts
Association, New Zealand residents are now not eligible to compete for the Australian title.
Draughts  was  at  a  low  ebb  in  NSW  when  it  became  the  State’s  turn  to  hold  the  1931
championship,  and  the  few  enthusiasts  who  were  keeping  the  game  alive  in  Sydney  had
reluctantly to relinquish their turn to hold a National Congress.
Melbourne next made a brave effort to hold an Australian tourney, and this took place in 1932.
Conditions in Australia were unfavourable at the time, and the fixture received little support
from the remaining states.   Of the 20 entries received 11 were Victorians and G. Moodie (Tas.
Champion) represented his state.  J. Boyles (Vic.) again won the title with J. Armstrong (Vic.) 2 nd

and H.T. Egan (Vic.) 3rd.    Victoria was again successful in holding a tourney in Melbourne in
1934 and 20 competitors took part.   The tourney was held in conjunction with the Centenary
celebrations.    J. Boyles won his third title, with V. Rickard (NSW) 2nd, and W.W. McLaughlin
(NSW) 3rd.    
TASMANIAN CONGRESS
Tasmania’s request to hold the next national congress in Hobart was granted and the Tasmanian
Draughts Association for the tourney to be held at Easter of that year.     At the request of
mainland competitors the Easter date was postponed until Christmas, and then postponed until
Easter  of  this  year.   The postponements  resulted in a large mainland entry,  and the record
number of 33 competitors began in the competition.   Every effort has been made by officers and
committee to ensure a successful congress, and judging by the favourable comment made by
present mainland visitors, they have succeeded.   The tourney in drawing to a close and the
finals are in progress.   All connected with the Hobart National Congress for 1937 will retain
pleasant memories of a happy and enjoyable fixture.”   
     

Hobart Mercury 9th April, 1937
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Sunday Times (Sydney) 14th August, 1898
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The Sun (Sydney) 3rd June, 1934
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The Sun (Sydney) 3rd June, 1934                       Clarence River Advocate 9th February, 1906
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Brisbane Courier 7th March, 1932
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Warwick Daily News 13th June, 1940
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The News (Hobart) 2nd  May, 1925 the Draughts Editor was “Double Corner.”   Mr Hedley, JW’s
friend wrote that he was apprenticed to a Brussels weaver, but it was too sedentary and affected
his health. He became a nomad and peddlr and with a stock of handware travelled through the
surrounding villages  disposing of  his  goods and displaying his  wonderful  knowledge of  the
draughts  board  whenever  an  opportunity  was  afforded  him.  At  Biggar  he  formed  the
acquaintance of  Mr Porteous a cattle dealer and an ardent and enthusiastic draughts player, who.
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Delighted with the youth’s ability at the game conceived the idea of taking him to Edinburgh to
give the players of that city a pleasant surprise.

Brisbane Courier 19th October, 1896
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Western Mail (WA) 7th July, 1899

                          

The Herald (Melb) 18th April, 1928                            The Telegraph (Brisbane) 3rd 
December,1897
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The Week (Brisbane) 16th January, 1891, page 14

This match did not take place.

                            

Nathan Spielvogel,                         J.C. Carter                                        T. R. Collins
Ballarat                                           Collingwood                                      Melbourne

                                       

H. McLennan                                A. J. Fox                                          Jas. Turner   
Fairbank                                       Dowling Forest                                Bendigo
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                  A. F. Marsh                                                           J. Best 
                  Walhalla                                                                Collingwood

Weekly Times 18th September, 1897
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Weekly Times 18th September, 1897
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Weekly Times (VIC) 27thJuly, 1897

These are the 8 biographies of the players in the photos. 
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Clearly Tim Robbins on the left and Morgan Freeman on the right from the movie “Shawshank
Redemption” I don’t remember that scene but will look again at the DVD. Makes me wonder
how many DVD’s of this movie were made!

I also seem to recall Tim wanted to teach Morgan chess. Or was it Andy Dufrain teaching Red?
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Wonderful article above by “Quivis” It would be nice to know who “Q” is. Someone will know.
A great description of Mather’s Café with the table down the middle. It could be that the “young
artist member” drew the sketch used in “The Sketcher” earlier. He would get a fee for drawing it.
This nice item has turned up just as we are getting ready to finalise the e-book for The Checker
Maven. So it is clear there is stacks more on Trove if one only knows how to pull it out. It is
necessary  to  look  closely  as  the  other  article  by  “Quivis”  “Among  the  Chess  Players”  is
different, and in another newspaper. This one was in The Australasian 7 May 1887  and the other
is from The Argus 30 April 1887 . Note the overlap of each when dealing with “Mr. Scott”

How lucky Australia and New Zealand draughts lovers were to get a chance against him for 1
shilling. A memory forever. Bob Meadley, 7th September, 2021

“Quivis” is a Latin word for ‘anyone’ or ‘anything’
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Clarence & Richmond Examiner  18th April, 1899

It has been an enjoyable fossick through my books, help from libraries, friends, and Trove the
National Library of Australia newspaper archive. I thank my dear wife Norma for her computer
help. It is a much neater version than it would have been using my manuscript. Some scans really
needed retyping. Chess history and chess problems are my hobbies and  having  just completed a
large book on an American Chess Problemist J.C.J. Wainwright I wanted a change and Richard
Torning offered that. He is the editor of the NSW Junior Chess League Journal with an interest in
draughts like myself. His book will be very different to mine which is basically historical. He is a
player.

It was not hard to fall in love with James Wyllie and to be honest a book on Australian draughts
needed an outside input like that provided by him. Four Years here is more than a tour and rather
a long extended work commitment carried out with seriousness and humour. The people loved
him as they surely did in his 4 Year American ‘tour’. He was the old warrior. There are 21,931
references to the “Herd Laddie” on Trove. Anyone writing a biography of him has work to do!

A brief inspection of draughts in the late 19 th to mid twentieth century revealed draughts clubs
galore  and   wonderful  newspaper  columns  which  are  better  than  the  chess  columns  in  my
opinion. Whenever I was stuck I just typed  “Chess and Draughts” into Trove and information
flowed. One bonus was the discovery of “Quivis”.The two games are related and whether one is
in the Egyptian or the Spanish camp  regarding the origins of draughts, the game of chess still
has controversial origins be its birth in India, China or the Middle East.
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Today, it is pretty clear the typewritten word is waning and the game of draughts flourishes in
the digital world. And, like chess it has Federation problems. I hope you enjoy a browse, the
mistakes are mine and a look  at Australian and New Zealand draughts may be clearer. Thanks to
Bob Newell of Checker Maven. Bob Meadley 9 September 2021
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Chapter 11 - BITS & PIECES from Trove

Living draughts at North Melbourne Town Hall  - Photo by Messsrs R. Sutcliffe & R.
Harvie Weekly Times 13th April, 1896 page 13
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Queenslander 12th October, 1896 page 683
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Adelaide Times SA 16th August, 1851 page 6

Adelaide Times (SA : 1848 - 1858), Friday, 12th September, 1851, page 3
 “ADELAIDE MECHANICS'  INSTITUTE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE "ADELAIDE TIMES.”
Sir—In your remarks of yesterday, on the South Australian Library, and Mechanics' Institute,
you seem to be strangely misinformed ; as it cannot be supposed so staunch an advocate of
popular rights, can be otherwise than friendly to Institutions for popular improvement. That the
Institution  is  not,  "in  the  estimation  of  the  public,  a  disreputable  lounge,"  is  proved  by  its
generally numbering about 400 subscribers, by no means of the most disreputable characters in
Adelaide. Besides, what is there disreputable in a news-room, where one may read the papers,
English, and Colonial, including at least one, which you will admit to be of good repute, the "
Adelaide limes," and in a library, to whose catalogue enclosed, I beg leave to call your attention,
in disproof of the shelves being " loaded with trashy novels "? You would do better, perhaps, in
helping us to raise the public taste to the level of other departments of the library, than thus to
attempt to depreciate  the character of the library itself,  by particularising only one class of
books, at present unfortunately the most popular.

You are mistaken in alleging that "a" Chess and Draught Club is attached "to the Institution, at
the tables of which, "numbers of young men may be seen" seated at the busiest hours of the day."
There is no such club. Occasionally, when his business is over, our main chess player, an elderly
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gentleman, learned in the law, may be seen solacing himself with a game ; —is he the "rising
generation" whom you, in odd phraseology, charge our Institution with "disserving?”  I have
never seen a young man playing a game at all; but if I had, I beg to remind you, that there are
other less innocent relaxations than Chess, from which, perhaps, we maybe helping to “disserve
the rising generation." After all, Sir, you should remember, relaxation is absolutely necessary to
the generality of men, and that the relaxations we offer, are decidedly of an innocent class. We
cannot all  bear the continuous strain which some people endure:—preaching on Sunday the
principles of Christianity, and practising them on week days—more or less—in the leaders of the
Adelaide Times for instance. No wonder that in the turmoil of such a busy life, we seek in vain
for the illustration of a stray virtue or two— among the rest, of that Christian charity which
thinketh no evil—to say nothing of writing and publishing it.

If you please, Sir, what affair is it  of yours, that our Secretary divides his time between our
Institution and a Building Society ? We get out of him, certainly, and out of his assistant, whom
he pays, a very fair return for his salary. And it is odd, that the "complaints loud and deep," of
which you speak, of  "want of sufficient attention," do not reach the Committee, who are surely,
rather than yourself, the party to attend to them.

Then again, "the lecturing department is a farce."  If so, it is undoubtedly a great pity;  but how
will it be remedied by substituting any other lecturers for the most popular ones we can find? If
you will send us any more desirable proposals, we will consider them respectfully and gratefully,
but regret that we have not the funds to requite them with anything but our thanks. By the way,
will James Allen, Esq., advertised on the same page with your attack on our institution, as about
to lecture to our rising sister of Port Adelaide, favour us in a similar manner?

Your  repetition,  however,  of  a  falsehood!,  at  the  same  time  that  you  "do  not  pretend  to
determine" its truth; viz., "that the Institute is said to have been converted into a political engine
for securing the  return of Mr Dutton, its President, bears a blacker complexion. Mr Dutton is
not the President, but one of six Vice-Presidents; Judge Cooper is the President. Mr Dutton,
however, is, and long has been, an active friend of the Institution. Long before his candidateship
for East Adelaide, he announced at one of our quarterly meetings an intended present, to be
made as soon as our Institution should obtain a Charter of Incorporation, necessary for the
protection of our property. And he has now paid a sum of money to the credit of our intended
building fund, although; we have not yet obtained, but are only applying for, our charter. From
any gentlemen, of any politics, we shall be glad to, receive similar contributions to this fund. Of
Mr Dutton, however, in his political capacity, we know nothing. I declare to you, I have never
heard a word of Mr Dutton's candidateship, at any meeting of the Institution; nay, not even a
question: as to the reason why a certain editor, so, staunch an advocate of popular rights in
general, has been so bitterly opposed to the  return of the representative selected for themselves,
in the exercise of their undoubted constitutional rights, by one of the metropolitan constituencies.
And I beg to tell you, Sir, what you, as a friend of mechanics' institutes ought to know, that the
good old English rule exists in our institution—and no one has in my experience attempted to
infringe  it—expressly   excluding  for  the  sake  of  peace.  (“Controversial  Divinity  and  Party
Politics.")

I beg to add, for the information of yourself and readers, that in applying for our Charter, we are
also endeavouring to relieve ourselves—as we are advised is our: only mode of doing so—from a
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limitation  in the use of our funds, which is believed; mainly to have prevented the objects of the
"Mechanics' Institute" being more fully carried out. 

I do not think it necessary to add my name, because I state nothing but what any one of our
members can substantiate. And by enquiry of our secretary, you may if you please, be convinced
that I am justified in signing myself.”  ONE OF THE COMMITTEE.   Adelaide, 10th September,
1851.

This is extremely early and Henry Charlick the long term chess editor of the Adelaide Observer
and writer of the 1887 Congress Book and The Jubilee of the Adelaide Chess Club has nothing
to say about the above in either book.

Did the Club come into being? Unlikely.  Charlick may not have known, as in 1851 he was only
6 years of age. Chess would have been played socially then but the letter hardly brings the matter
to a friendly conclusion. If a Club did exist in 1851 in Adelaide it probably ended as the early
versions of the Melbourne Chess Club did. They died because of the gold rushes. That Club
started 8th May, 1851 at Mr Overton’s twin bakery and confectionary shop in Swanston Street
Melbourne. The author of the article on “THE FORGOTTEN MELBOURNE CHESS CLUBS”
the late Ken Fraser was doubtful it lasted even a couple of months. (See Australian Chess Lore,
Vol. 2, p.31).  There were in those early days very strong players around one of whom was killed
at the Eureka Stockade battle in 1854.

My wife Norma found all these ‘Bits & Pieces’ on Trove by typing in different chess words to
the ones I typed in. The Living Draughts photograph from 1896 of the girls in dresses hopefully
of different colour is a beauty.  The Uncle of Robert Mar, one George Dean of Halifax (just
above Hull) in the Queenslander of 1895 was a nice find.

The article from The Argus of 1857 details a draughts Club at the Argus Hotel and is a great find
by Norma. Chess had started but a year earlier in late 1855-January, 1856 when a Mr. Watts
defeated Mr McCombe in a knockout event.

The image of an early draughts board and men completes “Bits & Pieces” which could go on
forever using Trove. The way rare items are found using it is amazing. Note that the board is
painted onto the top of the table. As for the copyright held by “DPSL” I hope we are forgiven for
reusing it.   BM
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Argus (Melbourne, Vic.: 1848 - 1957), Friday, 28th December, 1855, page 4

Argus (Melbourne, Vic. : 1848 - 1957), Wednesday, 27th February, 1856, page 9
“The Mechanics Institute
To the Editor of the Argus 
Sir, - It is about four weeks since there was a general meeting of the members, to receive the 
report of the directors, and the secretary read a fine flaming account of what they were going to 
do this year.   Among other things lectures wee to have a great trial, and the members were 
promised some fine intellectual treats, but up to this time no lectures have been delivered, nor 
are there any signs of any about to be.   Some times since it was promised by the secretary that a 
chess and draught club would be formed under the auspices of the Institute, but alas!~ it also 
died after the meeting had taken place.
Please Mr. Editor, do sharpen them up, and keep a poor fellow from the theatre, bagatelle 
rooms, &c, and you will oblige yours.
A MEMBER
(On making inquiries at the Institution, we learn that there is every prospect of an interesting 
and instructive series of lectures being delivered this season, and that the necessary 
arrangements will be made without delay.   The non formation of the contemplated chess and 
draught clubs must be ascribed, we suppose, to the indifference of the members themselves.   Ed. 
A.” 

Bell's Life in Victoria and Sporting Chronicle (Melbourne, Vic. : 1857 - 1868), Saturday, 
18th July, 1857, page 3
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This image is of:
EARLY CHECKERS (DRAUGHTS) BOARD GAME copyright DWSPL/R.Williams (HR630/RM)
Reference Number: 73527
Photographer:
© DWSPL/R.Williams (HR630/RM)
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